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ABSTRACT 

The area of multimedia applications keeps growing as more media become accessible and 

affordable on various computer platforms. Through the use of multiple information 

channels, more effective and expressive communication among people using computers is 

possible. However, due to the lack of a systematic authoring environment, multimedia 

documents are difficult to construct and their production is unnecessarily constrained in the 

ways that temporal and spatial relationships within the document can be expressed, and in 

the ways which user interactions can be employed. 

In this dissertation, a number of techniques to enhance the multimedia authoring 

environment are presented. A hierarchical framework is provided to form the basic 

multimedia document structure and to support various media materials uniformly, including 

regular media as well as user interactions. Based on this framework a set of algorithms for 

low-level analysis and synthesis are developed to support high level authoring tools. Error 

checking such as resource conflict detection and resolution, as well as better understanding 

of a multimedia document therefore become possible. A number of flow control primitives 

have also been identified to support flexible user interactivity. Finally, mechanisms to 

realize a novel multimedia authoring approach, the walk-through paradigm, are developed. 

All these techniques are implemented and tested in a multimedia authoring prototype 

environment following object-oriented design principles. 

Together, these techniques support more interesting multimedia documents, better 

authoring aids and more friendly authoring environment. Better user interaction is possible 

in multimedia documents with flexible scheduling and presentation flow control. 

Interactively analyzing and modifying the document provides useful authoring support, and 

the walk-through mechanism supports an easy-to-use authoring tool. 
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The number of multimedia applications are growing at a tremendous rate as new types of 

media, such as audio and video, become technically ready and available on various 

computer platforms. Application domains such as telecommunications, education and 

entertainment, have begun to realize the usefulness of this new information dimension in 

their own areas. Examples are video and audio capability used in remote conference, video 

and animation utilized in computer aided instruction package, and audio and animation 

applied in the video games. Most early and current multimedia research has placed 

emphasis on the technology side, i.e. on how to make it possible and more efficient to 

store, retrieve, transport, manipulate and present new media using computers. As this 

thread of research has gained great success in recent years, the cost of supporting and 

utilizing these new types of media in different computers becomes reasonable and 

affordable. Together with the rapidly growing computation power, especially in personal 

computers, the capability to handle and apply various media has been delivered to a great 

number of users. The use of multimedia to support different aspects of our daily 

information needs therefore begins to be realized and gains more and more momentum and 

popularity. 

However, as the technology to make new media available in computers matures, we still do 

not know much about how and when to utilize this multimedia capability effectively and 

properly. The structures used to organize conventional documents become insufficient due 

to the temporal considerations introduced by certain media such as video and audio, whose 

content'> change across time. Furthennore, the tools to build multimedia documents are stilI 

fairly primitive and difficult to use so that multimedia productions are usually expensive 

and mostly done by professional people. A new thread of multimedia research, toward the 

usage side instead of the technology side, therefore has been recently initiated. They 

include studies to find principles and guidelines for proper use of various media, to devise 

new or enhance old document architectures to incorporate multimedia materials, to develop 

authoring techniques to aid the multimedia production process, and to build multimedia 

document delivery and presentation systems to popularize the use of multimedia 

capabilities. Among these directions, document architecture and authoring techniques 
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represent fundamental questions. The document architecture defines how a multimedia 

document can be specified. It forms the base for storing, retrieving, and presenting 

multimedia materials using computers. It also determines the types of presentations that 

can be defined. 

Multimedia documents are composed of materials of more than one media types, such as 

still image/text, video and audio, they are more complex than conventional documents. The 

process of authoring a multimedia document consists of collecting various media objects, 

arranging them with respect to each other both spatially and in time, and composing them 

with interactive elements to form complete presentations. Due to the diverse characteristics 

of the various media --- the presentation duration, the ability to change the presentation 

duration and the capability to control the presentation flow --- authoring techniques, such as 

scripting facility to provide support for multimedia document authoring and analysis 

techniques to provide authoring aids, are in demand. A typical multimedia document 

contains video, audio, animation, text, and graph materials. The video and audio materials 

normally have default duration, according to their content and presentation speed, while the 

animation, text and graph materials do not. Besides, the ability to change the duration of 

each media material to satisfy the presentation plan is different from one medium to 

another. Without proper authoring techniques, multimedia documents will remain difficult 

and expensive to create, and the quality and quantity of the multimedia document will be 

unnecessarily limited. 

The central challenge of creating a multimedia document architecture results from the 

dynamic characteristics of new types of media, such as video and audio, whose contents 

change across time. The term continuous media (or dynamic media) is commonly used to 

distinguish this property of time variance, and the term discrete media (or static media) is 

used for more conventional media, such as text and still images. Since timing becomes 

significant when a document consists of continuous media, a document architecture needs 

to support specifications for temporal relationships to compose different media objects into 

a consistent presentation. The difficulty is to embed this temporal specification together 

with other specifications such as spatial description in the same architecture uniformly, and 

to handle the wide variety of temporal characteristics, such as presentation duration and 

capability to change duration, of different media types. 
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User interaction and media with unpredictable duration such as program-driven animations 

contribute an additional dimension of complexity. As the timing of user interaction and 

actions performed by an animation program are not determined in advance, special care is 

needed to relate them temporally with other media. For example, it is generally not 

possible to synchronize two independent animation programs at the level of their animation 

actions. The temporal specification of document structures needs to address this issue, or 

the unfeasible synchronizations among media need to be detected and corrected during 

media composition. 

During the authoring process, a number of activities are involved. Media materials need to 

be created or collected. After viewing and testing the media materials, a number of 

materials are selected to compose different portions of the document. During media 

composition, the screen layout needs to be designed and specified, various presentation 

plans need to be tested and modified, and user interactions need to be considered and 

properly implemented. Finally, different parts of the document need to be examined to 

assure that they fulfill the initial design. These activities do not necessarily proceed 

sequentially. In fact, it is common for them to occur at the same time. This authoring 

process is different from viewing. The focus during the authoring process is on creating, 

experimenting and modifying different compositions to realize design goals. The viewing 

process, however, focuses on navigating the document to absorb its content. 

The complexity of the authoring task and the need to handle a variety of media in a design 

setting presents significant challenges for an authoring environment. The dynamic 

properties of multimedia documents are the primary causes of this complexity. This 

dynamic nature of multimedia document presentations forms a gap between the document 

(static) specification and its actual (dynamic) presentation. The design nature of the task 

requires that authoring techniques be able to work on partial but incomplete specifications 

and support high level authoring aids, i.e. to provide support for various aspects of the 

design process. In addition, these techniques need to be made available in a friendly and 

easy-to-use environment so that they are accessible to regular users in addition to a small 

group of professional people. 

Unless we can face the challenges and cope with these difficulties, quality multimedia 

documents will not be easy to deliver. Without proper temporal specification support in 
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document architecture, continuous media can only be incorporated in an ad hoc manner. 

The lack of a uniform and systematic treatment of user interaction and media with 

unpredictable timing will make it difficult to handle and embed the user interaction in 

multimedia productions. All in all, these limitation could be major obstacles to future 

multimedia progress. 

The central contribution of this thesis is to address these problems. A new multimedia 

document architecture has been developed with its focus on interactivity and temporal 

specifications in a uniform structure. The present tools and environments that authors use 

to produce multimedia documents have been investigated to search for new techniques to 

better support the multimedia authoring tasks. The result of this research is a number of 

techniques that are useful in supporting multimedia authoring tasks. These will be 

described in this dissertation, including a) a hierarchical framework for multimedia 

composition, b) a set of algorithms to analyze these multimedia documents and provide 

high level authoring aids, c) a flow control abstraction to support flexible synchronization 

and user interaction, d) a walk-through paradigm for a direct-manipulation authoring 

environment, and e) a run-time system architecture to support multimedia presentation and 

to serve as the basic engine to provide an interactive authoring environment. Among these, 

the hierarchical framework provides the basic constructs to compose media by defining 

their temporal relationships. On top of this framework, algorithms to analyze multimedia 

documents and a flow control abstraction have been developed to enhance authoring aids. 

Finally, a new approach, based on the walk-through paradigm, for composing multimedia 

documents without requiring the use of explicit notations, is also developed to support 

friendly authoring tools for normal users. All these techniques are embedded in an 

interactive environment through a run-time system architecture. They will be presented in 

order after the related literature is reviewed. 

These techniques work well for presentations involving hardware with negligible latency, 

such as off-disk audio/video board. For hardware with non negligible latency, such as 

audio/video tape players, these techniques need to be enhanced by considering and 

modeling the hardware initialization and response time to various control operations in our 

framework. 

Dissertation Organization 
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This dissertation will describe a number of authoring techniques developed in our 

multimedia research after reviewing the related work to layout the general background. It 

is organized as follows. A hierarchical framework will be described first to establish a 

basis for the subsequent description. It provides the foundations for temporal 

specifications of multimedia documents as well as the base of other authoring techniques. 

Secondly, a set of analysis and synthesis algorithms to support high level authoring aids 

are described. These can be applied in the presence of uncertainty caused by user 

interaction or unpredictable program-driven presentations. Thirdly, a list of flow control 

primitives will be identified, based on which flexible flow control to enhance user 

interactivity can be achieved. Thereafter, a novel authoring approach, the walk-through 

paradigm, will be presented. This approach eliminates the use of notations and the turn

around time to simplify the multimedia authoring process by allowing the author to work in 

terms of the media itself. Finally the run-time system architecture to embed these 

techniques and to provide an interactive authoring environment will be described. As a 

conclusion, future work of this research will be discussed. 
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In this chapter, we will review research that is related to the work presented here. Various 

aspects of current multimedia development will be introduced first to layout the general 

background. These include document structure evolution to incorporate temporal 

specification, tools and techniques to support authoring aids, user interactivity issues in 

multimedia documents, and the level of the multimedia production process. The literature 

that most directly influences the work presented here will then be described in detail. 

2.1 Specific Challenges 

2.1.1 Document Structure 

A multimedia document contains materials of different media types such as video, audio, 

picture and text. For example, an electronic dictionary containing a collection of words, 

each annotated with pictures, video clips, and segments of speech, is a multimedia 

document. To make it possible for computers to store, retrieve and manipulate such 

multimedia materials, a multimedia document architecture needs to be defined first. Since 

the timing aspects become significant when composing continuous media to form coherent 

and consistent documents, a multimedia document architecture needs to support temporal 

specifications to define the document presentation plan. For example, to arrange a number 

of pictures to be displayed at the same time, temporal specification to define a parallel 

presentation is necessary. These temporal aspects distinguish multimedia documents from 

conventional documents. 

Two primary approaches to support this new temporal specification are enhancing an old 

document architecture or devising a new one are. In terms of possible temporal 

relationships among media objects, the first method tends to be weaker and the later 

stronger. The reason is that while the temporal specifications are supported by enhancing 

an old document architecture, the original overall document structure needs to be preserved 

(for better backward compatibility). As a result, the temporal relationships among 
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components across different document structures are difficult to specify or they are 

specified in a stand-alone fashion. For example, structure of most hypermedia based 

architectures are based on enhancements of conventional hypertext [Ze1l88a]. Under the 

overall node-and-link structure, the multimedia capability is usually supported by enabling 

links from static media objects to dynamic media objects. It is therefore possible to use 

dynamic media objects to annotate static media objects. The temporal relationships among 

media are therefore only loosely specified in this node-and-link fashion, and it is difficult, 

if not impossible, to specify the temporal relationships among various media materials such 

as annotating an animation with a number of speech segments in a synchronized manner. 

To improve this situation, for example, the path mechanism [Ze1l88b, Ze1l89] has been 

proposed to support synchronization above the node-and-link structure. This is an example 

of a stand-alone temporal specification. 

Another approach is to define a completely new document architecture to support temporal 

specifications. As this approach considers the temporal relationships among media as 

important as other aspects, they become an integral part of the document structure and 

temporal relationships among media of varying degree are possible. For example, unlike 

the path mechanism, the temporal relationships among media materials are not limited to 

their start and end points any more so that the interleaved synchronization is possible. For 

example, MIT AthenaMuse[Matt93] has developed a two-part document structure: a data 

specification environment, called PackageSpec, and an object-oriented scripting language, 

called EventScript. The data specification defines the media objects in the document whose 

presentation behavior can be described in the scripting language. MHEG[Pric93] and 

HYTIME[Gold91, Inte92, Koeg93, Newc91], two proposed multimedia document 

standards, are additional examples. 

Although many document structures following these two approaches have been developed 

for use as the basis of multimedia documents, three issues are still not well addressed. 

First of all, there is no uniform way to treat and handle various media, and no support for 

media with undetermined duration, such as user interaction and program-driven animation. 

Secondly, there is no clean way to separate the timing of the media presentation from the 

media itself. This makes certain temporal relationships among media, such as interleaved 

synchronization, difficult to specify. Finally, there is little or no support for presentation 
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flow control in the document structure. Multimedia document will therefore be difficult to 

view at reader's own pace. 

2.1.2 Authoring Tools and Techniques 

A document architecture provides the foundation for multimedia manipulation using 

computers. However, because the task of multimedia authoring is a complicated process 

due to its dynamic nature and the diverse properties of various media, e.g. the duration and 

their ability to change duration, tools are necessary to create quality multimedia documents. 

Graphical tools are usually provided to improve ease of use. These tools simplify the 

authoring task by employing common graphical notations such as timeline editors[Drap91, 

Geor9I] and data flow editors[Koeg92]. To support better authoring aids, a number of 

techniques to analyze a multimedia document have also been developed. For example, the 

petri net formalism has been used by Furuta and Stotts[Stot89a, Stot89b, Stot90, Stot91] 

as an underlying multimedia document structure and by Little and Ghafoor[Litt90, Litt91] 

to model multimedia composition and construct a database schema. The analysis 

techniques developed using the petri net formalism can then be applied to verify a number 

of important properties of the multimedia documents, including the maximum number of 

windows required for reading a document, reachability of certain media material, and the 

existence of independent or concurrent browsing paths. Another example is Buchanan's 

scheduling algorithm [Buch92a, Buch92b, Buch93]. Through the use of linear 

programming, this algorithm can generate a schedule to fulfill the temporal constraints 

specified by the author in a graphical environment. Section 2.2.2.2 will describe their 

approach in more detail. 

Most of the current authoring tools employ certain notations to compose multimedia 

materials. Although various notations are provided to suit different situations, the 

authoring task is always performed in the various notations instead of by working with the 

media materials themselves. This implies an unavoidable turn-around time between the 

authoring stage and the testing stage. It also makes one aware of an intermediary between 

the authors and the multimedia documents. In addition, certain notations are not suitable to 

use by less sophisticated users. For example, a scripting language is a powerful tool but 

not easy to use to compose multimedia documents since it must be programmed. As a 

result, multimedia production is usually done by computer-oriented people. It will 
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discourage the less sophisticated users to apply multimedia to their daily information needs 

and hinder the progress of multimedia applications. More friendly, but still powerful, tools 

are therefore needed. When such tools are available, multimedia capabilities can be 

employed more easily so that more people will use multimedia to meet their information 

needs such as electronic news and mail. 

The authoring techniques have improved the authoring environment. However, they are 

still not easy to applied due to their non-interactive nature. Furthermore, there are still little 

or no techniques to aid the multimedia author at the level of design activity, such as 

providing suggestion for screen layout or identifying infeasible schedules. 

2.1.3 User Interactivity 

User interactivity is an important but not well addressed issue in multimedia documents. 

Basic user interactivity is supported by presentation flow control so that readers can browse 

the document freely at a comfortable pace by starting and stopping the presentation. 

However, it is not easy to provide a flexible but general flow control mechanism. The 

difficulty results from the inconsistent flow control capabilities of different media types. 

For example, some media objects, such as program driven animation, may not be able to 

change their presentation speed, or pause and resume their presentation. To support 

flexible flow control, mechanisms need to be developed to employ other flow control 

function(s) to simulate or approximate the missing capabilities. For example, if an audio 

media object cannot change its speed but can arbitrarily jump to any position, the missing 

speed control capability, Le. slow-down or speed-up, can then be simulated by playing a 

portion of the audio then jumping to a new position repeatedly according to the desired 

speed change. In other situations, one flow control capability of a media can be 

implemented in a number of ways. When that is true, the decision about which 

implementation to used needs to be made. This decision is dependent on the context where 

those capabilities are used. For example, a pause control of an audio segment can be 

implemented simply by stopping the audio, or it can be implemented by repeating the audio 

around the pause position, or by playing a default sound. Some applications may find the 

former implementations more suitable, but others prefer the latter. 
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When flow control, e.g. stop/resume, fast forward/backward, is supported, user 

interactivity will greatly improve. Multimedia documents will then be more interesting with 

better user interaction. Although [Stei91b] illustrates some useful flow control flexibility, 

there are little, if any, multimedia documents supporting them. A model to support and 

realize this flow control capability is therefore attractive and useful. 

Another level of user interactivity relates to the document's contents instead of the 

presentation flow control. Multimedia readers sometimes need to interact with the 

documents to make decisions on where to go and what to read next, and to give necessary 

data during document presentation, such as providing a list of numbers for the animation of 

a sorting algorithm. Although user interaction is supported in various multimedia systems 

[Matt93, Bult91, Hard93], there are few systematic ways to incorporate user interaction in 

the multimedia documents. In addition, user interaction adds timing uncertainty into 

multimedia documents so that document analysis is more difficult to perform. 

2.2 Related Work 

Here, we will review multimedia research in the areas described above that has most 

directly influenced the work presented here. These include temporal specification 

techniques in various systems, and analysis techniques and authoring tools to support 

multimedia composition. Temporal specifications will be examined in terms of their 

capability for expressing synchronization among media materials. Two techniques to 

support multimedia composition will then be reviewed to examine the way they can be 

applied to aid authoring tasks. Finally, various authoring tools will be discussed to probe 

their functionality and the tradeoffs between their expressive power and their suitability for 

various authoring tasks. 

2.2.1 Temporal Specification in Document Architectures 

2.2.1.1 Temporal Characteristics (Real Time Versus Local Time) 

The notion of time is introduced naturally and unavoidably by the dynamic behavior of 

continuous media such as audio and video, because of their continuously changing contents 

over time. Using a video media object as an example, the time to play the 300th frame 
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without stop is 10th second relative to its start time assuming its presentation speed is 30 

frames per second. A natural temporal specification is to use real time as a reference basis. 

When the timings of all media actions are specified in terms of real time, temporal 

relationships among media materials will be known under this common base. 

However, timing of media actions cannot always be specified in terms of real time, e.g. a 

program-driven animation where the behavior of the program is not predictable in advance. 

When that is the case, units of media content, such as frames, presentation segments, or 

simulation step, are usually used as a time measurement to specify duration and temporal 

positions. These media-specific units are not always fixed with respect to real time. For 

example, the duration of a video can be specified by its total number of frames, and a 

temporal position in an audio segment can be specified using the number of samples, 

relative to the beginning, which will be played at that time. As the contents are media type 

dependent and measured in different units, the time specified in this manner is local to the 

media object, and is termed local time. 

When the mapping from the local time axis to another time axis, including real time, is 

known, the timing specified in one axis can be transformed to the timing in another. When 

this is true, the times specified in different local time axes can be ordered if the relative 

positions among their timing references are known. However, when the mapping is 

unknown, the order of the times in different time axes will be undetermined even when 

some temporal positions in those time axes are coincident. For example, the order of the 

time to play the 10th frame in an video object and the time to play the 10th action in a 

program-driven animation is unknown even they start at the same time. This uncertainty 

will contribute to the complexity of the multimedia documents and makes them difficult to 

analyze. 

2.2.1.2 Low Level Synchronization Mechanisms 

To enable the computer to handle continuous media using existing generic operating system 

or user program functions, synchronization mechanisms need to be provided. Time 

capsules [Herr90] and logical time systems [Ande91] are two examples. 
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The time capsule is proposed as a container of the timed data stream. Data items in the 

timed stream are media dependent. For example, data item may be a video frame or a 

segment of audio samples. It is called a timed data stream because each data item has time 

parameters associated with it including a time stamp and a duration. The time capsule 

provides access operations similar to regular files, such as open, read, and write, to 

process, to retrieve, to transport and to store the timed data. Unlike file access operations, 

however, a clock needs to be attached to the time capsule in order to access timed data items 

in the stream. The data will then flow according to the rate of the attached clock. 

The logical time system is proposed to provide a systematic time abstraction for 

synchronizing devices. A logical time system is a system resource and can be created, 

started, stopped, and deleted. During the life span of a logical time system, its current time 

can be queried and alarms can be set. When the logical time system mechanism is 

available, the synchronization among various media can be done by creating a logical time 

system and binding the devices that present those media to this time system. 

These synchronization mechanisms provide the basic foundation to handle continuous 

media using a computer. However, when high level authoring techniques are used for 

different levels of multimedia production, see Section 2.3, many of these synchronization 

mechanisms may be hidden from the users. In this case, the internal system components 

typically determine the exact form of synchronization in a multimedia document. 

2.2.1.3 High Level Temporal Specification 

To accommodate continuous media, multimedia document structures have supported a 

variety of different constructs for temporal specification. The simplest form of 

synchronization specification in a document structure is the use of continuous media as 

annotations of conventional (static) documents. This approach can be seen as a form of 

hypertext enhancement where the user "jumps" to the continuous media presentation then 

returns to the static text. Etherphone [ZeIl88] and commercial products, such as Paradise 

and Metacard, are fall into this category. 

Scheduling and synchronization issues are easy using this approach since control over 

these aspects of the continuous media are always placed directly in the user's hands (Le., a 
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single continuous media object plays at a time based on specific actions or requests by the 

user). However, this approach provides very little opportunity to combine different media 

in flexible ways and relies entirely on the user for pacing and control. 

The second primary type of temporal specification is the use of a timeline. Under this 

approach, time is explicitly represented as a metered timeline similar to a musical staff. 

Media presentation objects are then laid down along the timeline to define their start, 

duration, and relative timing. The MAEstro system [Geor9!] as well as the commercial 

product, Macromind Director, for example, falls into this category. 

This approach allows both the start time and the end time of a media object to be specified 

and synchronized with the start and end times of other objects in a flexible and easy to 

understand manner. However, this approach requires that the exact duration and pacing of 

media objects be known in advance so that they may be placed on the fixed time line in a 

lock-step fashion. This makes it very awkward to deal with media containing user 

interaction, program-driven presentations, or other unpredictable elements. Limited 

support for these media types typically can be provided only outside the timeline via 

commands that manipulate (e.g. explicitly stop or reposition) the clock controlling the 

overall timeline. 

To overcome these limitations and provide more control over scheduling and 

synchronization issues, a third approach --- use of general purpose concurrent 

programming notations --- has been applied in several systems. These systems typically 

employ or adapt one of the high-level specification methods developed for concurrent 

programming (such as path expressions [Camp74, Alle83, Hoep91] or petri nets [Pete8!, 

Stot89]). 

These approaches support interactive and other unpredictable media cleanly and provide a 

great deal of expressive power. However, these systems --- precisely because of their 

generality and power --- are often difficult to understand and debug. In some sense they 

tend to be too powerful and generally too low level for direct use by authors. Related to 

these techniques, but perhaps striking a better balance, are new approaches for specifying 

general synchronization through temporal constraints [Buch92a, Buch92b, Kumm9!]. 
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To find a middle ground between the flexibility and control of general concurrency 

specifications and the ease of use of timeline and annotation approaches there is the fourth 

primary approach to temporal specification (which we applied in the work presented below) 

--- the compositional approach. Under the compositional approach (see for example 

[Fium87, Gibb91]), multimedia documents are constructed by composing small 

presentations into larger ones. Temporal relationships are created using special scheduling 

and synchronization composition operators. This approach allows techniques such as 

timelines or general synchronization notations to be applied, but only in a structured 

hierarchical setting. This restriction to a hierarchy can be limiting in some cases, since 

arbitrary temporal relationships across hierarchical boundaries cannot be expressed. 

However, in practice this loss of power is not a problem for most documents and, as we 

will demonstrate later in this dissertation, the hierarchical structure provides other 

advantages. In particular, the hierarchical composition structure can be used to support 

sophisticated new analysis and synthesis techniques which can be used to provide very 

high-level authoring support. 

2.2.2 Multimedia Composition Techniques 

As multimedia documents embody spatial, interactive and temporal aspects among various 

media materials, they tend to be complex. Without proper analysis techniques to check the 

document integrity and to verify various important properties, such as resource 

requirements, it will be difficult to detect problems such as ill-formed structures and 

schedule conflicts. Although application of the basic framework provided by a document 

architecture to organize media materials eliminates some of the static structuring problems, 

trouble can still occur at presentation time. For example, a well defined document may 

have resource conflict problems and hence cannot be presented properly. This is analogous 

to the situation of programming: even if a program is syntactically correct, run-time 

problems can still occur. Techniques similar to semantic analysis used to detect or avoid 

such problems in programming language are therefore very useful. We will examine two 

such techniques here. 

2.2.2.1 Petri Net Formalism 
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The first techniques is based on a petri net formalism[Pete81]. Basically, a petri net 

structure consists of a finite set of places and a finite set of transitions. Places and 

transitions are connected by directed edges to form a network, with a restriction that the 

edges can only connect places to transitions or transitions to places. The places entering a 

transition by a directed edge are called input places of that transition, and the places leaving 

a transition called output places. Together, they define how a petri net behaves during 

execution. A petri net executes by firing transitions which are controlled by the number 

and distribution of tokens, which reside in the places in the petri net. When a transition 

fires, it will remove one token from each of its input places and deposit one new token in 

each of its output places. Fig. 2.1 depicts a sample petri net and shows two steps of its 

execution. 

o places transitions 

Fig. 2.1 A sample petri net 

As petri nets are an effective tool for modeling concurrent activities, a number of researches 

[Litt90, Stot89a, Stot89b, Stot90, Stot91] have adopted them as the underlying 

representation of temporal relationships among media. Applying the analysis techniques 

made available by using the petri net formalism, various aspects of the multimedia 

documents can be analyzed. In Little and Ghafoor's approach[Litt90], petri nets are used 

as a formal specification to model multimedia composition with respect to intermedia 

timing. Based on this formal specification, a database schema is constructed to facilitate 

data storage and retrieval of media elements, and actual presentation is done by a network 

of processes generated algorithmically based on the schema. 

Petri nets are used by Stotts and Furuta[Stot89a, Stot89b, Stot90, Stot91] as the 

underlying structure of hypertext documents. By attaching the set of text contents of the 

hypertext documents to places in the petri net, and user interface elements (e.g. buttons) to 

transitions, browsing semantics can be incorporated in the hypertext. New hypertext 
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constructs can therefore be specified, including the synchronization of simultaneous 

traversal of separate paths through a hypertext, access controls, and construction of 

multiple specialized versions from a single hypertext. In addition, previously developed 

petri net analysis techniques can be used to examine important properties of the hypertext. 

These include display parameters, such as the number of windows required for the 

document presentation, possible concurrent browsing paths and synchronization, and node 

reachability and unreachability. Browsing semantics can then be embedded in a hypertext 

document composed using this structure. Interesting properties of the hypertext document 

can also be analyzed to aid the authoring tasks. 

2.2.2.2 Constraint Techniques 

The second technique is the use of constraints. Due to the declarative characteristics of this 

technique, it can be used, even by end-users, to specify complex relationships existing in 

various domains, such as graphical procedures[MauI89a, Maul89b], and user interface 

designs[Born86, Hudson90a]. When a set of constraints, termed a constraint system, is 

specified, either implicitly or explicitly, an underlying constraint solving system will 

maintain the constraints in a user-transparent manner. Buchanan[Buch92a, Buch92b, 

Buch93] adopted constraints for specifying temporal relationships in multimedia 

documents. Using graphical notations, users can specify the temporal behavior of 

multimedia documents. The system will generate a list of constraints based on graphical 

specifications. For example, when the user connect the end point of one presentation, PI, 

to the start point of another presentation, P2, the system will generate a constraint, 

"P1.end_time = P2.starctime". By assigning cost measures to the operations for adjusting 

media item durations, a linear program can then be applied to solve these constraints to find 

a schedule that satisfies the constraints with minimal overall cost of stretching and 

shrinking media item durations. 

The above multimedia composition techniques, both petri-net and constraint techniques, are 

very useful in aiding complex authoring tasks. However, as dynamic characteristics of 

continuous media and timing uncertainty of user interaction are not considered in general, 

applications of the techniques to documents with user interaction and media with uncertain 

duration, such as program-driven animation, are difficult. Furthermore, to make these 

techniques available to a great base of users, they need to be easy to use and integrated into 
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the authoring environment naturally. In this dissertation, we will present an analysis 

framework and a set of analysis algorithms to perform resource analysis. Semantic 

analysis, such as Stott's browsing semantics, is possible under this framework. In 

addition, scheduling problems such as resource conflicts, can be identified and exhibited. 

Unlike Buchanan's approach, this will be performed interactively by the authors. 

Furthermore, they are applicable to multimedia presentation containing temporal uncertainty 

resulting from, for example, user interactions. To support high level authoring aids, they 

are integrated into an interactive authoring environment. 

2.2.3 Authoring Levels and Authoring Tools 

Multimedia documents can be authored at different levels. The lowest level approach to 

authoring multimedia documents is to use general programming languages [Gibb91, 

Stei91]. Through the use of media access libraries, a multimedia document can be 

composed and stored as a program with a number of media data files. This is a powerful 

but brute force approach. A document composed in such manner is difficult to produce, 

modify and exchange, and the presentation rendering system can not be reused due to the 

fact that it is intertwined with the document itself. A second level of authoring is based on 

a standard multimedia document architecture. Two such standards are MHEG[Pric93] and 

HYTIME[Inte92, Korg93]. As multimedia document standards are defined, rendering 

systems can be built in a stand-alone fashion and multimedia documents can be exchanged. 

However, it is often still too difficult to author multimedia at this level due to the 

complexity of the specifications involved. Defining and using a script language [Fium87, 

Ze1l89] to compose the document instead of using a standard document architecture will 

improve this situation. However, systems of this type are still not easy to use due to their 

programming nature. 

A third level of multimedia authoring is to provide a number of tools on top of the 

underlying document architecture and/or its script language to compose multimedia 

materials. These tools employ common graphical notations such as timelines, flow charts, 

nodes and links [Drap91, Hard93, Meyv93], to support the authoring task. 

As multimedia documents are composed using notations other than the media itself in all 

these levels, either graphical or non-graphical, the author usually cannot see/play the 
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documents during the authoring process. This implies a composition-test development 

cycle, analogous to the edit-compile-test cycle of programming. The required tum-around 

time not only discourages the author from exploring different possible composition but also 

makes certain compositions difficult to make or perfect. As one example, it will be hard to 

highlight the corresponding terms in a textual presentation when an accompanying speech 

mentions them. 

With the understanding of the general background to the problem domain, i.e. specific 

challenges related to multimedia document architectures and authoring task, and the current 

status of development in related work responding to this problem, the results of our 

research in this area are ready to be presented. The basic document architecture will be 

introduced first. It is followed by the techniques developed on top of this structure. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE HIERARCHICAL FRAMEWORK 

This chapter describes a low level hierarchical framework for composition of multimedia 

documents. This framework provides eight temporal operators to author multimedia 

documents by composing smaller presentations into larger ones. The focus of this 

framework design is to support the types of analysis, error checking, and synthesis 

techniques needed for rich user support in a high level authoring system. It supports 

flexible synchronization and flow control primitives as well as a range of interactive (i.e. 

supporting user input, manipulation, or control), continuous (e.g. video), and discrete 

media (e.g. still image) in a uniform fashion. The compositional approach and the 

hierarchical application of this framework enable a style of analysis similar to the semantic 

analysis performed in programming language translation. As we will see in Chapter 4, this 

analysis capability provides a robust base upon which a number of high-level authoring 

facilities can be built. 

The intent of this framework will be to fonn a solid underlying basis upon which higher

level authoring facilities can be built, rather than to provide the sole authoring interface in 

itself. Because of this approach, emphasis has been placed on the generality and 

uniformity of the framework and on support for new techniques that can be used to provide 

analysis, error checking, and automatic synthesis of candidate solutions for detected 

problems. 

The framework presented is conceptually similar to other compositional approach, as seen 

in [Hama93, Hard93]. However, in addition to the benefit of striking a better balam;e 

between the expressive power and the ease of use, this framework offers four central 

advantages which will support better authoring aids. First, it allows interactive media --

that is media whose action and timing is determined at least in part by the end-user --- to be 

treated uniformly with other types of media. Second, it supports flexible flow control 

abstractions which will allow media of many different types to be scheduled and 

synchronized at a relatively high level and which will support explicit control by the end

user when desired. Third, by introducing a new abstraction for continuous media which 
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separates the active control of timing from the more passive media specific presentation, it 

provides facilities for easy fine-grained scheduling, synchronization, and composition. 

Finally, and most importantly, it provides a framework for new error checking, analysis, 

and synthesis techniques that can provide very high level support in an authoring system. 

An example of the kind of high-level authoring tools that can be supported through analysis 

techniques is an automated resource conflict detection and correction facility in Chapters 5 

and 6. This facility uses the analysis capabilities of the framework to detect and then isolate 

specific places where resource limitations could be exceeded in a presentation (e.g. points 

at which two audio tracks might need to be played on a single audio output device). Based 

on additional analysis of the context in which the problem occurs, the system then offers 

several ways to introduce additional specifications to solve the problem. For example, one 

audio presentation could be given unconditional priority over the other to resolve the 

conflict. Alternately, if analysis indicates that timing constraints will always temporally 

align the presentations, the material might be preprocessed by mixing it into a single 

presentation. Based on the analysis, the user could be allowed to either select a suggested 

solution, or create one of their own. If a suggested solution is utilized, the system could 

automatically synthesize the compositions and property settings necessary to carry it out. 

A second example is a synchronization constraint checking facility. This mechanism would 

automatically check to ensure scheduling feasibility --- reporting for example that two 

presentations are required to start and end at the same time, but are of different lengths. 

The facility could then go on to suggest several ways to overcome this problem, such as 

modifying the synchronization composition operator to truncate the slower presentation or 

wait until both are finished. Alternately, if analysis indicates that the media types involved 

support the stretchability (or if certain "wrapper" compositions could be applied), several 

ways of stretching or shrinking presentations could be suggested. 

By providing a uniform framework for composition, analysis, and synthesis, a number of 

these very high-level authoring aids can be constructed. In the rest of this chapter we will 

explore the framework and how it can be used to support these goals. The next section will 

consider a unified abstract representation that can be used to model a variety of media 

types. Section 2 will consider the common properties of this abstraction across all object 

types. Section 3 will then go on to describe a powerful set of composition operators. 
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Section 4 will consider their common properties and Section 5 will then describe an 

example multimedia document constructed with a prototype of our system. Finally, to 

provide a road map of this dissertation, section 6 describes the overall plan to the use of 

this framework. 

3.1 A Unified Approach to Varying Media Types 

In order to be able to perform interesting analyses on a variety of different multimedia 

object types, the framework described here employs an abstract representation which 

models objects with a range of different characteristics in a unified manner. This 

representation is used to support both time varying continuous media and static media. It is 

also used to model both primitive media objects and composed objects built up from other 

primitive or composed components. 

In this abstract representation, each object is modeled as having four parts: the content, a 

set of resource requirements, a timing engine, and a presentation driver. 

The content of an object is type dependent and contains the information that is actually to be 

presented (such as text, graphics, audio samples, or video frames). 

The resource requirements of an object indicate what hardware or other resources it needs 

to create its presentation. These resource requirements are expressed in a resource profile 

which contains a list of resource needs and the time intervals associated with the (potential) 

need for that resource. For primitive media objects this profile will typically contain only 

one time interval (matching the duration of the object) for one resource. However, for 

composite objects the profIle may be more complex. 

The timing engine and presentation driver together control the actual delivery of an object's 

presentation. The timing engine is an active component that controls the timing of various 

parts of the presentation (the when of the presentation). The presentation driver is a passive 

component responsible for the actual manipulation and presentation of the object's contents 

based on timing triggers received from the timing engine (the how and what of the 

presentation). Fig. 3.1 illustrates this situation. The black boxes in the figure control the 

timing of the media presentation. According to the frequency Fa, the timing engine, the 
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bottom circle in the figure, will trigger the passive driver to retrieve and present the proper 

media material. As the timing is separate from the media object itself, the pace of the media 

presentation can be controlled externally_ As will be indicated in Section 3.3.5, this 

splitting of responsibilities will enable more powerful compositions to be supported. 

lIFa 

media object 

• • • 
time.. ). .... 

engine a (freq: Fa) 

Fig. 3.1 Separating timing from the media presentation 

Some media types (for example, compressed video displays) may inherently internalize and 

combine the timing engine and presentation driver. However, in the system we will still 

model these aspects separately - typically providing a "fake" timing engine which 

logically corresponds to the actual engine embedded in the media hardware or software 

implementation of the presentation driver. This will allow compositions for fine-grained 

synchronization (as described in Section 3.3.5) to operate on these objects in a unified 

fashion. 

Presentation drivers will also typically be media type dependent. Some timing engines may 

also be media type dependent, but most will come from (or at least be modeled by) a library 

of reusable engines. The simplest timing engine type is the periodic timer which simply 

fires at a set frequency. This would be used, for example, to drive or model video media 

with a fixed frame rate. Other timing engines may be more complex, producing timing 

triggers at varying intervals based on their own internal state. One of these later types of 

engines is the cyclic timer which repeatedly cycles through a list of scheduled triggers. 

Another type is the external program engine. This type of engine is used to support timing 
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that is driven by events from an external program (for example, from a simulation or 

algorithm execution that is being visualized with an animation). Finally, a special series of 

user controlled timing engines are used to support interactive components. These engines 

are controlled and activated by user input actions. 

3.2 Properties of Multimedia Objects 

The type of an object and the four components that make it up imply certain properties and 

parameters that the object may have. These properties and parameters define the object's 

behavior and characteristics. A small set of these properties are common among all objects. 

These common properties are the key to the analysis and synthesis capabilities developed in 

Chapter 4, 5 and 6. 

Each multimedia object is typed and this type may imply limitations on the four components 

that make up the object. For example, each type typically only supports the use of a very 

small number of different presentation drivers (often just one). Similarly, particular types 

may place restrictions on the timing engines that may be used to contf'J1 them (e.g. a video 

object may require a periodic timer with a particular frequency and an interactive object may 

require a user controlled timing engine of a particular type). 

Adaptability to varying hardware platforms can be supported by providing multiple 

alternate presentation drivers (e.g. low frame rate software-only video drivers for low-end 

machines versus full frame rate hardware supported drivers for others). Similarly, a series 

of very interesting effects can be achieved by substituting alternate timing engines. For 

example, animation effect such as fading can be achieved using a timing engine to trigger 

the action at the proper time. 

Common properties currently supported by the system include: duration, stretchability, and 

flow control capabilities. For primitive objects, these properties are primarily controlled by 

the object's type and components. For composite objects, these properties are generally 

computed from the properties of the objects that they compose. Below we describe each 

common property. 

3.2.1 Duration 
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The duration of an object defines the length of time that an object will be presented. 

Duration is a property of its content, but may be restricted by the object's type. The 

duration of an object may be in one of three states: determined, not-determined, or 

indeterminate. A duration is determined if it has been fixed to a particular value at 

authoring time. It is not-determined if no specific duration has been assigned. Finally, an 

object's duration is indeterminate if it cannot be determined at authoring time and can only 

be determined at run-time. 

An object's possible durations (expressed in the local time system) are further described by 

three values: natural, minimum, and maximum durations. This treatment is similar to the 

boxes and glue abstraction used in the spatial domain by TeX [Knut84] and the InterViews 

user interface toolkit [Lint87] as well as the temporal layout algorithm described in 

[Buch92b]. The natural duration describes how long the presentation length would 

naturally last, while the minimum and maximum durations describe limits on how the 

object's duration may be manipulated. 

Finally, each object with determined duration also maintains a record of its scheduled 

duration. This indicates the duration actually assigned to the object at authoring time. 

By supporting a special infinite value for duration, this framework can model a wide range 

of media characteristics. A discrete media object such as a static picture would be modeled 

initially as "not-determined" with a minimum of zero, maximum of infinite, and natural of 

infinite. If the object is later constrained by a scheduling composition it might be changed 

to "determined" and assigned a specific scheduled duration. 

An interactive component which blocks waiting for input would be modeled as 

"indeterminate" with minimum of zero, maximum of infinite, and natural of infinite. 

However, an interactive component with a time-out (such as a selector that made a default 

choice after a certain period) would be modeled as "indeterminate" with a fixed maximum 

and natural duration that corresponded to its time-out. 
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Finally, objects such as video clips which have an inherent fixed duration would be 

modeled as "determined" with the same minimum, maximum, natural, and scheduled 

duration values. 

3.2.2 Stretchability 

Stretchability defines the ability of an object to change its duration and the specific methods 

that are available to do this. Stretchability is derived from properties of both the timing 

engine and the presentation driver of the object. 

An object can be stretchable or non-stretchable, and compressible or non-compressible. 

Depending on the timing engine and presentation driver employed by the object, a number 

of different methods could be used to stretch it. Common methods include: repeating the 

material, filling with blank or default material, and slowing down the presentation speed. 

Common methods to compress an object include: truncating the material and accelerating 

the presentation speed. 

Each primitive object type that supports stretching (or compressing) has a default stretch (or 

compression) method. This default method can be changed by the author after 

experimentation during the authoring process as described in Chapter 8. 

The stretchability property is important in analysis techniques designed to detect an 

infeasible synchronization in a design. For example, a problem OCl:urs when a non

stretchable objel:t is required to have a duration different from its natural duration in a 

proposed schedule. If the stretchability can not be enabled using simulating or 

approximating methods, this schedule cannot be realized during the presentation. 

3.2.3 Flow Control Capabilities 

The final common property of an object is the set of flow control capabilities that it 

supports. This aspect of an object is also a property of both the timing engine and the 

presentation driver, and indicates the ways in which the global flow of the presentation can 

be manipulated. These capabilities include the ability to stop, resume, abort, change 

direction, relocate, and change the playing speed of a presentation. 
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For a primitive object, flow controllability is determined by the timing engine and 

presentation driver in use. For composite objects, the flow controllability of the object is 

computed from the nature of the composition and the capabilities of the child objects. For 

primitive objects, each supported flow control operation is implemented by the timing 

engine or presentation driver internally. For composite objects the flow control operations 

are implemented by the composition object in terms of the flow control operations of the 

objects it composes (as described in 3.4.2 below). 

3.3 Composition Operators 

In this section, we describe eight composition operators used to create composite objet:ts. 

These are operators for sequential, parallel, timeline, escape, continuous synchronization, 

conditional, selection and repetition composition. Each of these composition operators has 

one or more parameters that define its characteristics. 

Composition operators are hierarchical in nature. As a result each composite object is 

structured as a tree with the leaf nodes occupied by primitive media objects and the internal 

nodes by composition operator objects. The tree structure is decorated by the properties of 

the primitive media and the parameters of the composition operators respectively. This 

decorated tree structure forms the basis of the synthesis and analysis performed within the 

framework. 

The remainder of this section, will consider each of the composition operators of the 

framework in tum. 

3.3.1 General Sequential Composition 

The general sequential composition operator is used to schedule the start of one object after 

the start of another. This composition is controlled by one parameter --- the overlap factor. 

This parameter adjusts the overlap between sequential objects. As an example, Fig. 3.2 

shows two sequential compositions with zero and non-zero overlap. Note that the overlap 

is defined as the duration from the start point of a media object to the end point of its 
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previous media object. This implies a non-zero overlap requires both media objects 

involved to have determined duration. 

object 1 object 1 
OV!!I14p 

objectZ object 2 

objec13 objec13 

object 4 ~ object 4 

~ 
L-__ +-__ -+ ____ ~----_.~ 

Fig. 3.2 Two sequential compositions 

3.3.2 Parallel Composition 

The composite object created using the parallel composition operator schedules its child 

objects concurrently. The timing relationships that can be expressed among the child 

objects are weak in that they simply play at the same time and are not affected by what 

happens to the other objects. A sequence of slides shown with background music is an 

example application of this operator. If a certain slide is held by the user, the background 

music will continue to play. 

One parameter controlling the parallel composition operator is the termination criteria. This 

parameter determines when the parallel object as a whole ends. It can be set to either 

arbitrary or selected and is accompanied by a count. In the case of an arbitrary termination, 

the parallel object ends when the specified number of child object') end regardless of which 

objects they are. In case of a selected termination, the parallel object ends only when a 

specifically designated child object ends. This setup covers a range of interesting 

termination conditions. These include a user controlled ending (e.g. via a selected 

termination controlled by an interactive child object) as well as termination after the first 

finishing object (using an arbitrary termination criteria with count 1) or termination after all 

objects have completed (using an arbitrary termination criteria with a count equal to the 

number of children). 

3.3.3 Generalized Timeline Composition 
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Often one media object is used as the major presentation with other media being driven by 

its timing. The generalized timeline operator provides this kind of composition. Among 

the children of a timeline object, one is designated as the major presentation with the others 

subordinate to it. The timeline object schedules its major child to play at the beginning and 

the others according to the progress of the major child. A conventional timeline, which 

does not distinguish a major object from other children, can be simulated using an empty 

presentation with specific duration as the major object. 

The relationship between the major child and the other children of an timeline object is 

stronger than that among the children of a parallel object. When the flow of the major child 

is controlled, such as stopped or aborted, the subordinate children will be affected. Fig. 

3.3 illustrates use of an animation object, an 1, composed with two audio objects, au 1 and 

au2. If the animation an 1 is stopped at time t I, then the audio object au 1 will be stopped 

and the schedule to start au2 will be delayed accordingly . 

...-
( Time1ine ) 

~ 
au2 

e.ul 

en! 

~----~----------------~~ 
II 

Fig. 3.3 An example of timeline composition 

3.3.4 Escape Composition 

The escape composition is similar to the generalized timeline composition in that one of its 

children is designated as the major object. Here the major object is termed the caller and the 

others callees. The escape composition is different from the timeline composition in that 
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when a callee is played, the caller is paused until the callee ends. Optionally the caller can 

be set to abort rather than pause. By employing interactively controlled conditional 

compositions (described below) this can provide the kind of "jump" semantics found in 

typical hypertext. 

3.3.5 Continuous Synchronization Composition 

object 01 object 02 

lIPb liFo. 

time J • ... time.. 'II ... 
engine b (treq: Pb) engine a (freq: Pa) 

continuoU3 synchronization composition 

object 01 ___ 't __ object02 __ _ 

(.~- • ·PM_ ~ C·· ~ ~ 
driver ~ b ~:;;e ~ 

----~~---- ----
. .. 
~ ~: • ill :. . ... ... 
engine o.b (freq: Pab) 

Fig. 3.4 Combining timing engines using the continuous synchronization composition 

Although the timeline and escape compositions provide synchronization at start points and 

end points among different objects this is not sufficient in some situations. The continuous 

synchronization composition provides an ability to synchronize different media at a fine 

grain. 

The continuous synchronization composition achieves this finer grain by combining the 

timing engines of its child objects into a single engine to drive all their presentations. Fig. 

3.4 illustrates this process. Initially, object 0 I and object 02 are driven by engine a and 
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engine b with, for example, frequency Fa and Fb respectively. After they are composed 

using the continuous synchronization composition, a new engine ab with frequem:y Fab, 

combining frequency Fa and Fb, is created to drive both objects. 

This separation of timing engine (media independent) from the presentation driver (media 

dependent) enables a cleaner implementation of continuous synchronization. As we will 

see in Chapter 10, this arrangement will also make possible the implementation of an 

object-oriented presentation system. 

3.3.6 Conditional Composition 

The conditional composition operator provides the ability to create conditional 

presentations. User interaction, and the history of the presentation of other objects can be 

used to determine whether the composed object is presented or not. 

How the operator decides whether to present its child is controlled by its condition 

parameter. This parameter can be set to operate based on several styles of user interaction 

or based on presentation histories. Presentation history conditions supported include 

comparisons against actual presentation times, the exit status of various presentations, and 

previously applied flow controls. Currently additional aspects of presentation status are 

being explored for use in conditions. 

3.3.7 Selection Composition 

The selection composition operator allows the user to choose between a number of possible 

presentations using several styles of user interaction. Several parameters control the 

behavior of a selection composition. These include the optional parameter which, when set 

"on", allows selections of "none", the exclusive parameter which determines whether only 

one object at a time may be selected, and the reselectable parameter which controls whether 

objects may be selected more than once over the lifetime of the presentation. 

The user input required by both user-triggered conditional objects and selection objects is 

supplied by an interaction object (such as a simulated button) that is controlled and 

displayed by the composition operator. Two additional parameters that control the user 
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interaction are the time-out and the default action parameters. The time-out parameter 

specifies the maximal waiting time of the interaction and the default action parameter 

defines what user action is simulated when the interaction has timed out. A blocking 

interaction can be achieved using an infinite time-out. 

3.3.8 Repetition Composition 

The repetition composition provides a looping ability. The parameter that controls the 

behavior of the repetition composition is the repetition factor. It specifies the number of the 

repetition of the composite object. This parameter can be set to infinite to support 

continuous looping. 

3.4. Properties of Composition Operators 

There are two properties common to each of the composition operators. These are their 

schedule and control translation. 

3.4.1 Schedule 

The schedule defines the actual duration and the start time for each child of a composite 

object. The scheduled duration for a child can be missing, meaning that the natural 

duration is the actual duration. Otherwise, the scheduled duration will be assigned directly 

to the corresponding child object. Stretching or compression needs to be performed if the 

assigned duration is different from the natural duration. 

The start times in the schedule define the time to start playing each child. They can be a 

constant, or an indicator of the end event of another child. In case of a constant start time. 

the child object will be played at that time relative to the start time of the composite object. 

In case of the end event indicator, the child will be started when object being waited on 

ends. As a result, the start times of the child objects are defined relative to the start time of 

the composite object, either explicitly or implicitly. 

Scheduling at this level only handles the starting of objects. After that, the timing of each 

object is handled by its timing engine. When the engine drives an object to its end, it will 
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remove the associated presentation and inform the top level scheduler. Under this 

arrangement, the top level scheduler only has to keep track of its local elapsed time and 

process the end events of its children in order to be able to trigger its children to start on 

schedule. 

3.4.2 Control Translation 

Like primitive objects, composite objects also have the ability to control the flow of the 

presentation. Unlike primitive objects, however, flow control commands directed to a 

composite object need to be forwarded to the child objects. For example, stopping a 

composite object built from an audio object scheduled in parallel with an animation object 

might be done by stopping both the audio object and the animation object. However, a 

control command to a composite object is not always implemented by simply forwarding 

the same control to its children. Using the same example, if the audio object is just 

background music for the animation object, then the stop on the composite object can be 

implemented by forwarding the stop control only to the animation object without holding 

the audio object. 

Control translation is used to enhance the flexibility of the flow control implementation of a 

composite object. For each type of flow control supported by a composite object, the 

control translation property defines the control action(s) that should be invoked for each 

child object. This framework allows interesting and flexible flow control. For example, a 

composite object with an audio object, which is able to jump forward and backward but can 

only play at a constant speed, with a video object, which can play at different speeds, can 

now have a fast forward control with the video playing in the faster speed, and the audio 

playing in a "play m out of n*m then jump forward (n-I )*m distance" fashion (where n is 

the speedup ratio and m is the length of an acceptable audio segment). 

Both schedule and control translation are implicitly or explicitly assembled by the author 

during the composition process to express a design. Problems occur when a specified 

design cannot be honored. Possible causes include resource conflicts and attempts to 

stretch non-stretchable objects. Tools to locate the problem, to provide modification 

suggestions, or even to make the correction automatically can be made available on 
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demand. The analysis capability of the framework which make it possible to construct 

such utilities for high level authoring will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

3.5 An Example Document 

As an example of how the capabilities described above work, a sample document is 

constructed in a prototype system. This system is built to test the techniques presented 

here. Its system architecture will be described in Chapter to. This document is a small 

music tutor entitled "The Mini Music World". This document introduces a number of basic 

music terms and instruments, and teaches the correct way of listening to music. 

The document in action and its simplified structure is shown in Fig. 3.5. The title page and 

the control panel are in the top of this figure. They are fixed for every document 

presentation. The menus on the left side is corresponding to the selection composition in 

the document structure. For each selection, audio object is composed with an timeline 

composite object using the parallel operator. This is corresponding to the term2 in the 

document structure. 

The presentation starts with a welcome message and picture followed by a selection from 

either the introduction of the basic terms, music instruments, or instruction on listening. 

Each music term, e.g. term I, is introduced by a recorded audio segment with 

corresponding text shown on the screen. Some terms, e.g. term2, are introduced with 

picture annotations. Listening is taught by a recorded speech segment, talk3, with the text, 

tl, shown at the same time. During the speech, several terms, t2 and t3, in the text can be 

chosen to explore their meanings. The lesson is followed by a practice session which is 

composed of music and a text animation. The continuous synchronization composition is 

used to ensure that when a certain musical instrument starts playing, the corresponding text 

will be highlighted. 

Properties of some basic objects and parameters of some composite objects that make this 

multimedia document more interesting are also shown in the structure. The translation of 

the stop control of term I is set to (talkl: default, textl: stop). This creates the effect that 

when term I is stopped, the audio will be stopped and a default musical clip will start 

playing. The schedule of term I is set to (talk I: 2 seconds, textl: 0 seconds) to start the text 
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a little ahead of the audio for a moother beginning. The repetition factor of mini_music i 

et to infinite o that the le on will repeat forever. The timeout factor of the body is set to 

10 seconds with the audio help as the default so the help message will be played when the 

user seems to have trouble making a decision. 
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text picture picture 

Fig. 3.5 A multimedia document in action and its simplified structure 
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3.6 The Framework and the Overall Plan 

In the overall plan, the framework described here will provide the underlying support layer 

for a high level authoring environment. Based on this framework, a number of techniques 

to aid multimedia authoring tasks have been developed, including a set of algorithms to 

analyze resource usage, a list of flow control primitives to support flexible user interaction, 

and a new approach, walk-through paradigm, for multimedia authoring. In the next 

Chapter, the general analysis scheme will be described. The techniques developed using 

this framework will be then described in the following Chapters. These techniques are 

embedded in an interactive authoring environment. The architecture of this environment 

will be presented thereafter. 
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CHAPTER 4 
GENERAL ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK 

As described in the previous Chapter, a multimedia document constructed in the framework 

is expressed in the form of the tree structure decorated with properties and parameters. 

Although the hierarchical nature of the system eliminates some potential mistakes, errors 

can still occur. A dangling partial composition not attached to the main tree, objects with 

infinite duration but without an accessible abort control, and resource conflicts in a 

schedule are some examples. Fortunately, the structure developed here has been carefully 

designed to afford opportunities for a number of different analyses intended to help the 

author detect, localize, and fix the problems. In addition, some of the analysis results can 

be made available to the end-user to enhance the overall utility of a multimedia document 

before it is actually played. Information which is useful to the end-user includes the types 

of media used in a document and the corresponding size of each type, the minimal and 

maximal durations to browse the whole document, and whether interaction is necessary to 

browse a document. This chapter describes the general framework for such document 

analysis. Following this approach, Chapter 5, 6, and 7 present a set of algorithms to 

specifically perform analysis related to resource usage for multimedia documents. 

The analysis supported by our framework is based on property synthesis within media 

objects. During composition, the properties of a composite object will be synthesized from 

the properties of its children in a bottom-up fashion (e.g. resource profiles) or assembled, 

either explicitly or implicitly, by the author (e.g. control translations and schedules), and 

then if necessary, the properties of the composite object can be used to modify the 

properties of its child objects in a top-down fashion (e.g. assignment of scheduled 

durations). 

In the bottom-up stage, if the synthesized properties indicate a problem, such as a resource 

conflict, a top-down analysis can be started to localize the source of the problem in order to 

provide detailed feedback to the author. Similarly in the top-down stage, if there are 

problems in modifying child properties, an analysis can also be started to localize the 

problem. 
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Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 provide detailed examples of how error detection and localization is 

performed. In Fig. 4.1 (a), a parallel composition is used to compose two previously 

separate animations, both with a number of audio annotations. In the bottom-up analysis 

stage, the audio device profile in the resource property of the composition object is 

synthesized and the result is shown in Fig. 4.1 (b). Assuming only one audio device is 

available and can only be used exclusively, a resource conflict occurs. A localization 

analysis is therefore started to determine the specific source of the problem as shown in 

Fig.4.1(c). This information can then be used to give detailed feedback to the author about 

the problem and potentially to fonn the basis for automatically suggested solutions. 

6. ___ 0 Mvcompo:s1l1on 0 an1ma.tion!l: 

-~OJ4compO'I"n '~~~I: 'P.~~ ... I..... anlmatlon2: 

11me11ruJ 11me11ruJ 

b 
onl1: 6ul: 6112: 6113: ent2: 004: 6US: 

animation audio oudlo audio animation audio audio 

(a) A parallel composition of two animations. 
audio device 

-~~~ anlmatlon2 " , ~ 

animations ~ ~ ~ 
t t con1lict,ee:ment3 

(b) Synthesis of the audio device usage profile. 
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tgl problem "'rut. tgl KJ 
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tgl KJ problem soun:o 
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0112 ~ 

KJ problem ,orute 
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(c) The conflict information is flowing down the tree to locate the problem sources. 

Fig. 4.1 Analysis Example 1 
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In Fig. 4.2, a timeline composition is used to compose a video object with another parallel 

object. Assuming that the timeline composition imposes a longer scheduled duration for 

the parallel object, topic I, the duration of the parallel object needs to be changed in the top

down stage. However, a problem occurs because the parallel object does not have the 

necessary stretchability. In this case a localization analysis will be started from the parallel 

object downward and the problem will be localized to the audio object. Again, the system 

can use this information to provide detailed feedback and in this case suggest several 

standard ways to convert the non-stretchable audio object into a stretchable object. 

•••••• nev compo.lt1<ln 
O nevbom: t1mel1ne 

- old compo,itm 

Cr······ ··········x DP1cI~.~OJ01leI 
vld.ol:vld.o 6 ~U":hob1l1IY.none) 

lBIkl: audio paJ'O&raphl: "xt 
(.tru:hobill!y: none) (.tln:hob1l1ty: .. p.at) 

Fig. 4.2 Analysis Example 2 

As implied by the above discussion, when a problem is found during synthesis of the 

properties of a composite object, an analysis will be started to localize the cause(s) of the 

problem and inform the author. For many types of problems there will be a standardized 

solution schema that can be applied to fix a problem. In these cases, the system can list a 

set of suggested modifications or even simply choose one, allowing the author to accept or 

reject it. As an example, when an object with infinite duration but without an abort 

capability that is accessible to the user is found, an abort button can be added in the 

interface to fix the problem. 

The analysis and synthesis capability of our framework can be integrated into a graphical 

editor making up part of a high-level authoring environment. For each action which t:auses 

a new t:omposition, synthesis and analysis of properties will be started to verify the 

integrity of the design. If problems occur, the sources of the problems wiIl be lot:alized 

and if feasible, a number of corrections can be suggested. The authoring task therefore 

becomes an interactive process. The author creates the multimedia document') by applying 

various composition operators on a set of selected media material, and the system 

automatically performs integrity checks and provides information and suggestions when 
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problems occur. Problems can be found and fixed in place during the authoring process 

instead of after the whole composition is complete. 

In addition to providing debugging aids, the analysis and synthesis capacity can also be 

applied to support other kinds of design aids. As we have seen in Section 3.3, a number of 

parameters need to be set when a composition operator is applied during the composition 

process. Although most of the parameters have default values, it is likely that the author 

will change them to create more interesting designs. Unfortunately, it can be time 

consuming to find the right value for each parameter because the value may need to be 

evaluated by actually playing the composition. In addition, the proposed values may cause 

problems, such as resource conflicts, triggering a debugging session. 

Although debugging activity is necessary to experiment with different designs, information 

indicating potential problems in advance would be useful to keep the author from making 

unnecessary errors and to guide the authoring process. The analysis and synthesis capacity 

can help the author to choose a composition operator as well as to set its parameters in the 

following way. When a set of objects is chosen for composition, an analysis can be started 

against all types of composition operators to find out the range of the values each parameter 

can be assigned without causing problems. This information can be used in the authoring 

interface to guide the composition process. 

Using Fig. 4.1 again as an example, when animation I and animation2 are selected for 

composition, the range of the scheduled durations for both animation objects resulting from 

the analysis on a parallel composition operator are empty sets. This implies that when the 

parallel composition is used, changes of the properties of the animation objects, such as 

shifting the start times of the audio annotations, would be necessary. This fact can be 

reflected in the interface to convey this situation in advance. 

Using the composition of a number of audio objects as another example, from the analysis 

against the sequential composition, the only possible value for the overlap factor parameter 

is O. The system can therefore suggest 0 as the value of the overlap factor when the 

sequential composition operator is applied. 
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Testing and experimenting with different parts of a composition can also be done by 

isolating the corresponding piece (a subtree) of the composition for presentation and 

analysis. By intelligent use of analysis results, a set of truly high level authoring tools can 

be delivered. All of these advantages are made possible by the analysis capability of the 

framework. 
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CHAPTER 5 
RESOURCE ANALYSIS ALGORITHMS 

Multimedia composition relates materials of various types together spatially, interactively 

and temporarily. As each media object uses certain resource(s) to present its material, a 

multimedia composition requires certain resources for a resource conflict-free presentation. 

It is important, therefore, to aid authors in determining the resource requirements of their 

multimedia composition and provide suggestions/solutions to resolve conflicts under 

different resource availabilities. This chapter, and the next two chapters presents a set of 

algorithms to perform resource analysis on a multimedia composition. These algorithms 

are used to determine the resource requirements of a multimedia composition, to detect and 

exhibit potential resource conflicts, and to provide suggestions/solutions to resolve those 

conflicts. This chapter will describe the basic data structure and assumptions used by these 

algorithms and will present an algorithm to compute a resource profile for a given 

multimedia composition. Chapter 6 presents an algorithm to construct a schedule to 

illustrate how a given resource conflict occurs and to describe a number of conflict 

resolutions. Finally, Chapter 7 examines the assumptions these algorithms make for the 

data structure to discuss the underlying reasoning of those assumption. Methods will be 

described to make these algorithms applicable to multimedia compositions that violate the 

assumptions. 

5.1 The Basic Data Structure 

Our algorithms use a data structure, called a resource graph, to perform resource analysis. 

Definition: Resource Graph 

A resource graph is a directed acyclic graph, G = (N, E, M, P, s, e), where 

N is a set of nodes, 

E is a set of directed edges, 

M is a set of media objects, 

P is a function mapping from E to 2M, 

s is a node in N with no incoming edge, called the start node, and 
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e is a node in N with no outgoing edge, called the end node. 

[] 

To help our discussion, three terms path, block, and nesting block are also defined below. 

Definition: Path 

p=[n1. n2 ..... nm], m~l, is a path in a resource graph G=(N,E,M,P,s,e) 

if n1 is in N, when m=l; (null path) 

if (nt. nt+ 1) is in E for I ::; t ::; (m-l), when m~2; 

[] 

Definition: Block 

[] 

In a resource graph G=(N, E, M, P, s. e), a set of edges, ES={ (ns1. ne1), (ns2. ne2), 

... (nsm. nem)}, is called a block if there exist a node NS in {ns1. nS2 ..... nsm} and a 

node NE in {ne1. ne2 ..... nem} such that I) every edge in ES is in a path from node NS 

to NE, and 2) every edge in every path from Node NS to NE is in ES. 

Definition: Nested Block 

Block A is nested inside Block B if every edge in Block A is also in Block B. 

[] 

Basically, a resource graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with the nodes representing 

synchronization points and the edges the presentations. Each edge is associated with a 

duration of the presentation and pointer(s) to the presentation material. For a basic 

presentation object, its resource graph has only two nodes and one edge. The nodes 

represent start and end events of the media presentation accordingly. The edge represents 

the display of the material and is associated with its duration and resource usage. The 

resource graph of a composite presentation can have more than two nodes and one edge, 

and for each edge, there can be more than one pointer to presentation material. We use the 

term resource graph due the following fact. If we place the resource requirement on the 

edge according to the presentation material(s) it represents and annotate every node with its 

possible time of occurrence relative to the beginning of the presentation, we will get an 

overview of timed resource usage. 
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All our resource analysis algorithms work with the resource graph constructed from a 

multimedia composition instead of the composition itself. Three algorithms are included: 

an algorithm to build the resource profile for each type of resource to detect potential 

resource conflicts, an algorithm to construct a schedule to exhibit any resource conflict 

found, and an algorithm to provide alternative solutions to resolve the conflict. The 

resource profile calculated by the first algorithm summarizes the resource usage across 

time. Due to the fact that the duration of certain material in the multimedia composition can 

be non-determined, such as user interaction or an animation driven from a simulation or 

other computer program, the profile is calculated pessimistically to reveal all possible 

resource conflicts. The pessimistic resource profile is accurate, however, so that for any 

resource usage in the profile, a schedule can always be constructed to consume that many 

resources at the indicated time period. By examining the profile, the resource requirement, 

i.e. the maximal usage of resources, can be derived. Conflict occurs when the required 

resource are in excess of those available. When a conflict exists, our second algorithm 

constructs a schedule which, if followed, will cause the conflict to occur. This allows the 

conflict to be demonstrated directly to an author to assist in modifying his composition. 

To further aid the authoring process, our third algorithm provides suggestions to the author 

to resolve resource conflicts. It is based on a number of heuristics. Each heuristic has an 

application condition that indicates the circumstances under which that heuristic may be 

applied. 

We list below the overall algorithm that controls the application of these algorithms in an 

authoring environment. The three algorithms we are going to describe are in statements 

(3), (4) and (5). They will be applied for each media type. First, a resource graph will be 

constructed from the multimedia composition. The resource graph will then be annotated 

with necessary information and used to construct the resource profile. In general, a 

resource profile is a timed resource usage summarizing resource allocation during the 

presentation. The detailed data structure of the resource profile will be described in Section 

5.2. By examining the computed resource profile, resource conflict(s) can be detected. 

For each found conflict, a schedule will be computed to exhibit the problem. Alternative 

suggestions will then be displayed and adopted to modify the original document under 

author's control. 



Meta_Algorithm(Multimedla_Composition MC) 
{ 

for each resource type r do r iterate for each resource type 0' 
( 

r construct the resource graph for a given multimedia composition 0' 
resource_graph = Construct_Resource_Graph(MC); 

r annotate the nodes with nesting block information 0' 
annotate_nesting_block_lnformation(resource_graph. MC); (1 ) 

r annotate the nodes in the resource graph with possible times of occurrence 
relative to all Its predecessors. 0' 

annotate_tlme(resource_graph); (2) 

r construct the profile for resource type r 0' 
resource_profile = Construct_Profile(resource_graph. r); (3) 

r Interactively resolve resource conflict 0' 
for each conflict c In resource.Jlrofile 
( 

schedule = Construct_Resource_ConfllcCSchedule(c. resource_graph); (4) 

Exhlbit_Resource_Conflict(schedule); r by demo 0' 
for each suggestion s In ConflicCResolution_Suggestlon(resource_profile) (5) 
( 

Exhiblt_Suggestion(s); ,. by demo" 

r modify the composition according to the suggestion s If user agrees ., 
If (Author_Ok(s» ( 

Modlfy(Multimedia_Composition. s); 
break; 

resource_graph = Construct_Resource _ Graph(M ultimedia_ Composition); 
annotate_nesting_blockJnformation(resource_graph. MC); 
annotate_time(resource_graph); 
resource_profile = ConstrucCProfile(resource_graph. r); 
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In statement (I), the resource graph is annotated with nesting block information. This 

information is necessary for calculating the profile of a resource graph with multiple paths 

between two nodes. Basically, the nesting block information records hierarchical 

information in the tree structure of a multimedia document. It is represented as an ordered 

set with each element containing a number of edges and a node, e.g. [{ ell, e 12 } :n1, {e21, 

e22 }: n2]. The edges and the node of each element correspond to a subtree composed in a 

certain parallel manner, with the edges representing the start of the concurrent presentation 

and the node the end of the presentation. The order of the elements corresponds to the 
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depth of the root of that subtree. As an example, Fig. 5.1 (a) shows a document hierarchy 

with two nested parallel subtrees T1 and T2. As node a is the start node in both Tl's and 

T2's resource graph, the nesting block information is recorded in node a as shown in Table 

5.1. There are two elements in the nesting block information, meaning there are two nested 

blocks starting at node a. The first block starts with edge e2 and e3 and ends at node e, 

and the second block, nesting the first block, starts with edge e 1 in addition to edge e2 and 

e3, and ends at node f. The order of the elements records the fact that the first block is 

nested within the second block. The calculation of the nesting blocking information can be 

done during the composition process. When a composite object with a parallel nature is 

created, the nesting information can be derived and attached to the start node in the 

corresponding resource graph. Nodes with multiple outgoing edges will therefore be 

annotated with this information. 

In statement (2), the nodes in the resource graph are annotated with their possible schedule 

with respect to all their predecessors. As the duration of the edges can be indeterminate, 

the schedule of a node m is represented as a pair of times and a node, ([min_time, 

max_time]: n), meaning that the event associated with the node m can be scheduled at any 

time from min_time to max_time relative to a preceding node n. An entry with the same 

min_time and max_time represents a fixed relative schedule. Fig. 5.1 (b) shows a sample 

resource graph. Table 5.1 lists the corresponding nesting block information and schedule 

information annotated with each node. As we will see later, the nesting block information 

and schedule information help the profile construction in an inside-out manner, 

corresponding to the bottom-up synthesis in the document hierarchy. 

Due to the hierarchical nature of our multimedia composition primitives, the nesting block 

information can be established by traversing the original multimedia composition, a tree. 

The schedule information can be calculated by traversing the resource graph starting at each 

node and propagating and accumulating duration. As the nesting information can be 

synthesized in a bottom-up manner from the document hierarchy and the traversal to 

calculate the schedule information from each node can visit all the other nodes in the worst 

case, they can take linear and O(N2) time to calculate respectively, where N is the number 

of nodes in the resource graph. 



node 
a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 

T2 

e3 e6 e2 e5 

(a) A document hierarchy 

(b) The corresponding resource graph 

Fig. 5.1 A sample resource graph 

schedule information nesting block information 
[(e2, e3}:e, {el }:f] 

{[1,2J:a} 
{ 1,3]:a} 
{[2,2]:a} 

{[3,5]:a, [2,2J:c, [l,3]:d} 
{[4,6]:a, [3,4]:b, [3,3]:c, 

[2,4]:d, [l,l]:e} 

Table 5.1 The annotated time and nesting block information of each node in Fig. 5.1 
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5.1.1 Assumptions 

These assumptions have to be satisfied before our algorithms can be applied. In our 

framework, these assumptions are satisfied by the resource graph is constructed. 

However, resource graphs not fulfilling the assumptions can still be analyzed by our 

algorithms if they can be transformed into ones that do. We will discuss this in Chapter 7. 

Before turning to the actual algorithms, the assumptions that make these algorithm 

applicable are described in this section. There are four assumptions that these algorithms 

made about the resource graph. The first assumption is that the resource graph is a directed 

acyclic graph. The second assumption is that for any resource graph, there is only one start 

node and one end node. Here, a start node of a resource graph is the node without any 

incoming edges and the end node without any outgoing edges. The third assumption says 

that if more than two paths exist between two nodes, the durations of those paths should be 

identical. This assumption is satisfied by applying synchronization techniques during 

multimedia composition. When two or more multimedia objects are composed to be 

presented in a parallel manner, the durations of their overlapping presentation will be 

checked for consistency. If those durations are not equal, stretching or shrinking will be 

applied to make them so. Although the feasible stretching and shrinking methods are media 

type dependent, filler objects, i.e. objects presenting default material, can always be added 

to fulfill this assumption. 

The final assumption requires the structure of the resource graph is properly nested in 

nature, i.e. two block Bland B2 are either disjoint, or B 1 is nested in B2 or B2 is nested 

in B 1. This guarantees the following statement: if there is more than one path from node a 

to node b, then node b dominates the nodes in those paths in graph 0', where 0' is the 

graph obtained by reversing the direction of all edges in O. Here, the node domination has 

the conventional meaning found in the programming language literature: node d dominates 

node n if every path from the start node of the graph to n goes through d. 

This assumption is guaranteed by the hierarchical nature of the multimedia document in our 

framework. Under this assumption, parallel portions of the resource graph in a multimedia 

document will be properly nested so that the nesting block information is always available. 

Fig. 5.2 illustrates a resource graph violating this assumption. As we can see, the two 
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parallel portions, (a b c) and (b c d), is not proper nested and no nesting block information 

is available due to the fact that (b c) exists in both portions. 

Fig. 5.2 A resource graph violates the proper nested assumption 

5.2 Algorithm to Construct a Resource Profile 

The first resource analysis algorithm constructs the profile for a given resource graph. The 

output of this algorithm is a profile that portrays the worst-case resource usage. The profile 

of a resource graph can be examined to determine resource requirements and discover any 

potential conflicts. It can also be used to construct a schedule to demonstrate how a conflict 

could occur. As the profile plays a central role in the algorithm, we will give its definition, 

and the set of operations associated with it in detail. 

5.2.1 The Resource Profile 

Definition: Resource Profile 

[] 

A resource profile, or a profile for short, is a 3-tuple (S, U, d), where 

S is a set of time segment [ts,te]' with non-negative integers ts and te, and ts ::;; te, 
U is a usage function mapping from S to non-negative integer numbers, and 

d is a non-negative integer. 

A resource profile satisfies the following two properties. 

1) for any two time segments, sl=[q, t2] and s2=[t3, t4], in S, either sl does not 

intersect S2, or s 1 only intersects s2 at q or t2. 

2) for any time segment s=[q, t2] in S, d ;::: t2. 

Basically, a profile contains a duration and a list of disjoint time segments. The duration 

defines the length of the profile and the segments define the resource usage in various time 
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periods within that duration. The segments in a profile are always sorted according to their 

time of occurrence. A segment is represented by a triple, [tl, t2]: r, meaning that from time 

tl to time t2, the resource usage is r. To save space, we can leave out the time segments 

without resource consumption since they can be derived from the duration and the other 

segments. Note that the segments in a profile can intersect at their start time or end time. 

This implies the resource usage at a specific time t can be uncertain if t is the start time or 

end time of more than one segment. As the profile will be used to detect potential resource 

conflicts, this uncertainty of the resource usage at this specific time will not cause any 

problem since any possible resource usage is recorded in the profile. In addition, this 

reflects the fact that the resource usage at that time can be indicated by anyone of the 

corresponding segments. As an example, Fig. 5.3 shows a five-segment profile with two 

segments consuming no resources. 

2 

time O:-t----:-i---=-f--::+-~:-t--~i---=-f---... 

Fig. 5.3 Time diagram of a profile: {Duration:5, Segment: {[O,1]:2, [2,3]:4, [4,5]:3} } 

To help the following discussion, a relation cover between two time segments is defined 

below. 

Definition: Cover 

For two time segments, sl=[tl,t2] and s2=[t3,t4], sl covers s2 if tl ~ t3 and t4 ~ t2. 

The cover relation can be extended between a set of segment and a segment as follows. 

Definition: Cover (extended) 

A set of time segments S covers a segment s, if for any t falling in the time range of 

segment s, t must also fall in the time range of some segment s' in S. 

5.2.2 Operations on Profiles 
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Here, we define a number of profile operations. These include Shift, Sum, Max and Float 

operations. These operations will be used in our profile construction algorithm. All these 

operations manipulate the profile(s) in a certain manner and output a profile. 

5.2.2.1 Shift 

Shift Operation 

input 

output 

a profile P, (S ={ s 1, s2, ... , sn}, U, d), and a non-negative integer 

time t 

a profile P', (S'={sI', s2', ... , sn'), U', d')} 

post condition : 

1) d' = d+t; 

2) For Sm in Sand sm' in S', where 1 ::;; m::;; n, 

U'(sm') = U(sm); 

3) for sm=[q, t2l in Sand sm'=[q', t2'l in S', where 1 ::;; m ::;; n, 

tI' = tl +t; 

t2' = t2+t; 

The operation Shift moves a profile forward by a given amount of time. It takes a profile P 

and a time t as input and outputs a profile P'. The profile P' has the same number of 

segments with the time of occurrence of each segment shifted forward by t and a longer 

duration. It is obvious that operation Shift takes linear time in terms of the number of 

segments in a profile. 

5.2.2.2 Sum 

Sum Operation 

input 

output 

a profile PI, (SI, UI, dl), and 

a profile P2, (S2, U2, d2) 

a profile P', (S', U', d')} 

post condition : 

1) d' = max(d I, d2); 

2) For each s' in S', one and only one of the following conditions must 

be true. 
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a) if there exists a segment s 1 in S 1 and a segment s2 in S2 such that 

sl covers s' and s2 covers s' 

then 

V'(s') = V(sl)+V(s2); 

b) if there exists a segment s 1 in S 1 and there does not exist a 

segment s2 in S2 such that s 1 covers s' and s2 covers s' 

then 

V'(s') = V(sl); 

c) if there exists a segment s2 in S2 and there does not exist a 

segment s I in S 1 such that s 1 covers s' and s2 covers s' 

then 

V'(s') = V(s2); 

3) for each s in S, S' covers s. 

The operation Sum adds two profiles PI and P2 and output a profile P' that combines the 

resource usage of PI and P2. Fig. 5.4(a) shows a sample Sum operation. This operation 

also takes linear time as it can be performed in the same way as merging two sorted 

sequences. 

5.2.2.3 Max 

Max Operation 

input 

output 

a profile PI, (SI, VI, dl), and 

a profile P2, (S2, V2, d2) 

a profile P', (S', V', d')} 

post condition : 

1) d'=max(dl,d2); 

2) for each s' in S', one and only one of the following condition must 

be true. 

a) if there exists a segment s 1 in S 1 and a segment s2 in S2 such that 

s I covers s' and s2 covers s' 

then 

V'(s') = max(V(sI), V(s2)); 

b) if there exists a segment s I in S I and there does not exist a 



segment s2 in S2 such that sl covers s' and s2 covers s' 

then 

V'(s') = V(s1); 

c) if there exists a segment s2 in S2 and there does not exist a 

segment sl in S 1 such that sl covers s' and s2 covers s' 

then 

V'(s') = V(s2); 

3) for each sin S, S' covers s. 
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The operation Max constructs a new profile by taking the maximal resource usage from two 

input profiles. Fig. 5.4(b) shows a sample Max operation. Similar to operation Sum, it 

takes linear run time. 

2 3 4 2 3 4 
r--r ,...., ,--, ,.., 

I I I I I I 
time I 1 I I 5 I time 1 I I 5 I 

I I 

Sum I Max I I 

2 1 4 5 9 2 3 5 

Fig.5.4(a) Example of operation Sum Fig.5.4(b) Example of operation Max 

5.2.2.4 Float 

Float Operation 

input 

output 

post condition : 

a profile P, (S, V, d), and a non-negative integer 

time t 

a profile pI, (S', V', d')} 

1) d' = d+t; 

2) for each segment s in S, S' covers s 

3) for each segment s' in Sf, 

a) there must exist one or more segments sl=[tll, tI2], 

s2=[t21, t22], ... , sn=[tn I, tn2] in S such that 

[tm I, tm2+t] covers Sf, for I::; m ::; n, and 



b) for all segments sl, s2, ... sm in S that cover s' 

U'(s') = max(U(sl), U(s2), U(s3), ... U(sn)); 
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The operation Float calculates the worst-case profile for a given profile whose resource 

consumption can begin any time between [0, t]. It is used when the corresponding 

presentation has an indeterminate start time. The operation Float takes a profile P and a time 

t as input and returns a profile P'. 

The algorithm for the Float operation computes the new profile by coping the segments in 

the old profile and increases the duration of these segments by the amount of floating span. 

It also makes proper adjustment for the new profile to assure that the new segments is 

disjoint. As an example, Fig. 5.5 illustrates the Float operation. 
P: profile t: floating range 

1 2 1 4 1'1 3 

2 

4 

3 

time __ +-__ ~ ________ -L ________ ~~ 

2 4 

Fig. 5.5 A sample profile floating operation 

To be more specific, the algorithm works as follows. Initially, the duration and the 

segments of the new profile, P', are set to the same as the old profile except both the 

duration and the segments in the new profile are increased by time t. Those segments are 

then sorted in descending order by their resource usage, as in statement (1) of the algorithm 

shown below. According to this descending order, segments in P' are selected in tum to 

adjust the adjacent segments by taking off any overlapping portions with the selected 

segment, as in statement (2) and (3). After this adjustment, the segments in P' will be 

disjoint again and the float operation is complete. The descending selection of the segments 

is based on the pessimistic approach so when mUltiple segments cover the same period of 

time, the one with larger resource usage is picked. The process of eliminating the 

overlapping portions of the adjacent segments is based on the fact that no matter how the 
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original resource graph floats in time, the segments of its profile will never overlap since 

they do not overlap initially. 

Profile Float(Profile P, Time t) 
{ 
Profile P'; 
aSegment s, sl; 
List_of_Segment_Polnter SP; 

/* set the duration of P' properly and copy the segments from P "' 
P' .Duration = P .Duration + t; 
P' .Segment = P .Segment; 

/* Increase the duration of each segment in P' "' 
for each segment s In P',Segment 
{ 

} , " 

" , 

/* Increase the duration of segment s by t"' 
s.end_time = s.end_tlme + t; 

construct a list of pointers to the segments of P' by their 
resource usage In descending order, I.e. the segment pointed to 
by an earlier pointer in the list uses at least the same 
number of resource as that pointed to by a later pointer 

SP Create_Sorted_Segmen,-Pointer_Llst(P'.Segment); 

I' adjust the start_time and end_time of segments in P' so 
that there Is no overlapping among them "' 

for each segment s pointed to by SP In descending order 
{ 

if (s.starUime == s.end_time) P'.delete(s); 
else { 

/* take off the overlapped portion from later segments in P' "' 
sl = s.nex,-segmentO; 
while (sl != NIL) { 

(0) 

(1 ) 

if (sl overlap s) (2) 
sl.starUime = s.end_time; 

else 
break; 

sl = sl.next_segmentO; 
} 
/* take off the overlapped portion from earlier segments In P' "' 
sl = s.previous_segmentO; 
while (sl 1= NIL) { 

If (sl overlap s) (3) 
sl.end_tlme s.starUime; 

else 
break; 

sl = sl.previous_segmentO; 

return P'; 
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The correctness of the above algorithm for the Float operation can be proved by 

establishing the following two facts: (1) all segments in the output profile are disjoint, and 

(2) each segment represents the possible maximal resource usage, i.e. satisfying the post 

condition 2 of the Float operation. The first fact is established by the statement (2) and (3) 

in the algorithm: when a segment is selected and included in the new profile, these two 

statements take off the overlapping portions of the remaining segments with the selected 

segment. The second fact can be proved by establishing the post condition of the Float 

operation. The post condition 1 is assured by statement (0) in the algorithm. As all 

segments in the old profile are considered and included in the new profile with a deduced 

time range. Together with the fact that the reduced time range are covered by the earlier 

included segment(s), the post condition 2 can also be assured. 

As every segment in the new profile is selected from the segments of the old profile with 

the time span increased by the floating range, there must exist at least one time-increased 

segment in the old profile that covers the segment in the new profile. This guarantees the 

first part of the post condition 3. The second part of the post condition 3 is assured by the 

fact that the algorithm selects the segment based on the descendent order of their resource 

usages. 

Due to the segment sorting in statement (1), the Float operation takes O(N 10g(N)) time 

where N is the number of segments in the original profile P. The two for loops take only 

linear time. The fact that the second for loop takes linear time is based the following 

observation: the overlap conditions in statement (2) and (3) can only be true, 

accumulatively, at most N times over the whole for loop. 

5.2.3 The Profile Construction Algorithm 

Now, we are ready to describe the algorithm for constructing the profile for a given 

resource type and resource graph. The specific data structures used in the algorithm are 

described first followed by the algorithm itself. As an object oriented approach is adopted, 

each data structure contains a general description and a number of data members and 

function members. 



[data structures] 

a. Resource_Graph: 
resource graph constructed from a multimedia composition whose nodes are 
annotated with the schedule and nesting block information. 
start_node: the initial node of the graph 
end_node: the end node of the graph 

b. Edge: edge structure for the resource graph 
min_duration: minimal duration of the edge(presentation) 
max_duration: maximal duration of the edge(presentation) 
from_node, to_node: the nodes of an edge. 
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Resource_Unit resource_usage(Resource_Type r): usage of resource r 

c. Node: node structure in the resource graph 
num_outgoing_edge: number of outgoing edges; 
Edge outgoing_edge(int n): nth outgoing edge (0 based) 
num_Nested_Blocks: number of nested blocks starting at this node 
Time_Pair Schedule(Node n): the time range of the node schedule with 

respect to preceding node n 
Block Nested_Blocks(int n): nth nested block (0 based with the 

ith block nesting (i-1 )th block) 

d. Block: 
List_oCEdge: a list of edges starting the block 
Merging_Node: the end node of the block 

e. Time_Pair: 
min_time: the minimal time of occurrence 
max_time: the maximal time of occurrence 

f. Profile: 
Duration: the duration of a profile 
Segment: the timed segments of resource usage. 

As shown below, the algorithm calculates the profiles based on three cases. 

Single_Edge_Profile deals with the basic case which contains only a single edge. 

Leading_Edge_Profile handles the graph with a single leading edge. Finally, 

Profile_Construction takes care of the general resource graph. 

Combine_Sequential_Profile is a helper function used to assemble the profiles of two 

consecutive resource graphs. 

This algorithm takes a pessimistic approach and applies inside-out, i.e. inner block first, 

and backward, i.e. later block first, scheme to calculate the profile. Conceptually, it 
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partitions the graph into a list of consecutive blocks which overlap only at a common node, 

i.e. the end_node of one block and the start_node of another. The profiles of the blocks are 

constructed individually and then assembled, by Combine_Sequential_Profile, to form the 

profile representing the overall worst-case resource usage. 

The assembly is done in reverse order along the block list (backward). For each 

combination, the later profile is manipulated fIrst by operation Float if its time of occurrence 

is indeterminate and then operations Shift and Max are applied to merge these two profiles 

into one (pessimistic profIle). 

Profile 
ConstrucCProfile 
(Resource_Graph G, Resource_Type r) 
( 

Profile_Construction(G, G.start_node, G.end_node, r); 

Profile 
Single_Edge_Profile 
(Edge e, Resource_Type r) 
( 
Profile P; 

P. Duration = e.max_duration; 

P.Segment = New_EmptLSegmentO; 
if (e.resource_usage(r) 1= 0) 

P.Segment.add(O, P.Duration, e.resource_usage(r)); --- (1) 
return P; 

Profile 
Combine_Sequential_Profile 
(Profile P1, Profile P2, Time_Pair tp) 
{ 

if (tp.min_time 1= tp.max_time) 

else 

return Max(P1, Shift(Float(P2, tp.max_time - tp.min_time), 
tp.min_time)); 

return Max(P1, Shift(P2, tp.min_time)); 



Profile 
Profile_ Construction 
(Resource_Graph G, Node start_node, Node end_node, Resource_Type r) 
{ 
Profile P1, P1; 
Node n, m; 
Edge e; 
Block b, b1; 

if (start_node.num_outgoing_edge > 1) 
{ 

for (i = 0 to num_Nested_Blocks-1) 
{ 

b = starCnode.Nested_Blocks(i}; 

P1 = New_Emptv-ProfileO; 
for (each edge e in b.LisCoCEdge) 

P1 = Sum(P1, Leading_Edge_Profile( 
e, G, e.to_node, b.Merging_Node)); 

/* b is not the last block and the current merging node 
is different from the merging node of next block *' 

if ((i 1= (num_Nested_Blocks-1)) and 
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--- (a) 

(b.Merging_Node 1= start_node.Nested_Blocks(i+1 ).Merging_Node)} 

} 

} 

/* calculate the profile between the current 
merging node and next merging node *' 

P2 = Profile_Construction(G, b.Merging_Node, 
starcnode.Nested_Blocks(i+1 }.Merging_Node, r}; 

P1 = Combine_SequentiaLProfile(P1, P2, 
b.Merging_Node.Schedule(starcnode}}; 

'* combine the profile of the nested blocks with the profile of 
the subsequent resource graph "' 

if (b.Merging_Node!= end_node) 

return P1; 

P1 = Combine_SequentiaLProfile(P1, --- (b) 
Profile_Construction(G, b.Merging_Node, end_node, r}, 
b.Merging_Node.Schedule(starCnode}}; 

else {/* get the first and the only outgoing edge "' 
e = starCnode.outgoing_edge(O}; 



Profile 
Leading_Edge_Profile 
(Edge e, Resource_Graph G, Node start_node, Node end_node, Resource_Type r) 
{ 
Profile P; 

if (e.to_node == end_node) 

else 
return Single_Edge_Profile{e, r); 

return Combine_Sequential_Profile{ 
Single_Edge_Profile{e, r), 
Profile_Construction{G, e.to_node, end_node, r), 
e.to_node.Schedule{starCnode)); 
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--- (c) 

During construction of the profile for each block, the profile of the simple case is 

pessimistic, i.e. a single-edge graph, takes the maximal duration of that edge. In case the 

block contains mUltiple paths, the profiles of the paths will be calculated according to the 

12 
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Fig. 5.6 The sequence of profile construction: inside out and backward assembly' 

nesting block information, i.e. inner most block first, before merging them into one with 

operation Sum. This corresponds to an "inside-out" processing order. Fig. 5.6 illustrates 

the sequence of actions taken by the profile construction algorithm on a sample resource 

graph. The blocks indicate the nesting structure, while the number marked on the block 

represents the order of its profile construction. The inside out sequence can be found in the 

3-4-5 order and the backward assembly sequence in 10- I 1-12. 
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The correctness of this profile construction algorithm can be established by proving the 

correctness of the above steps for constructing resource profiles. For a single edge graph, 

it is obvious that the worst-case resource usage occurs when the presentation associated 

with that edge lasts to its maximal duration. In case of the multiple-edge graph, three cases 

exist: 1. graph with only sequentially composed edges and 2. graph with edges only 

composed in parallel, 3. graph with edges composed both sequentially and in parallel. 

For the sequential case, the profiles of each edges are assembled in a backward manner, as 

seen in statement (b) and (c) of the above algorithm. The correctness of this step can be 

proved using induction. The base case, a one-edge graph, has been proved correct. The 

inductive case contains two sequential edges. The profiles of these two edges are 

combined using the operation Max, Shift, and Float according to the function 

Combine_ Two_Sequential_Profile. When the first edge has a fixed duration d, the profile 

is constructed by shifting the later profile by d, and combining the result with the first 

profile using the Max operation. The Shift operation guarantees that the later profile is 

adjusted with respect to the start time of the first edge and the Max operation assures that 

the segment with most resource usage will be used. This guarantees that the profile reports 

the worst-case resource usage. As we can treat these two edges as a single edge, with the 

constructed profile as its profile, the proof for a graph sequentially composed of any 

number of edges is established. 

For the parallel case, the profile will be constructed using the Sum operation, as seen in 

statement (c). This guarantees the worst-case resource usage as all the resource usages in 

the parallel edges are accumulated. 

For the graph containing edges composed both sequentially and in parallel, the algorithm 

works from the inner most parallel portion of the graph and moves outward. This is 

always possible due to the assumption that the resource graph is properly nested. For each 

parallel portion, the algorithm follows the steps in the parallel case to construct the profile. 

When the profile of a parallel portion is computed, the algorithm treats them as a single 

edge and combines their profiles with the adjacent edges following the steps in sequential 

case. As the correctness of the sequential case and parallel case has been established, the 

correctness of this case is assured. 
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Note that the profIle constructed from the algorithm will not give a false resource usage. In 

other words, if a segment of the profile indicates the resource usage is r during the time 

range [tl, t2], then it is always possible to find a schedule to present the multimedia 

document such that the resource usage at some time between t 1 to t2 will be r. This 

argument can be established by (1) the fact that the resource usage in the profile for a basic 

media object, whose resource graph contains only a single edge, is always legal as the time 

range of the segment is simply derived from the possible duration of that basic media object 

and (2) examining the way the operation Shift, Sum, Max and Float are applied to construct 

the profile. 

The Sum operation is applied to combine parallel presentations. Presentation with resource 

usage indicated in a segment in the output profile of the Sum operation can therefore be 

arranged by play those presentations in parallel. The Shift operation is used when 

combining two sequential presentations. Presentation with resource usage indicated in any 

segment in the output profile of the Shift operation can be scheduled by arranging for the 

early presentation to play for the amount of time used for the Shift operation, followed by 

the later presentation. This arrangement is always possible because the time to shift, i.e. 

the min duration of the early presentation, is a legal duration of the earlier presentation. 

The Max and Float operations are also used when combining two sequential presentations. 

As a segment in the output profile of the Max (Float) operations must be a (extended) 

segment or a portion of a (extended) segment in the input profile, presentation with the 

resource usage indicated by a segment in the output profile can always be arranged by 

playing the presentation according to the corresponding segment (with proper floating) in 

the input profile. 

Fig. 5.7 shows three sub steps in the profile construction process based on Fig. 5.6. Fig. 

5.7(a) shows the relative times among node a, node b, node c, and node d. Fig. 

5.7(b)(c)(d) show the profile constructions for Block 3, Block 5 and Block 7. As Block I, 

2, 4, and 6 contain only a single edge, their profiles can be easily computed using the 

Single_Edge_Profile function in the algorithm listed above. Assuming the resource 

usage's of edges (a ,b), (b, c), (a, c), and (c, d), are 1,2, 1, and 1, the profiles of Block 1, 

2,4 and 6 are {[O,2]:I}, {[O,2]:2}, {[O,4]:I}, and {[O,3]:I}, respectively. The Max and 

Shift operations are used to construct the profile for Block 3. The Sum operation is used to 

combine the profile for Block 5. And finally, the Max, Shift and Float operations are used 
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to compute the profile for Block 7. The profile composed for each block summarizes the 

resource usage of a portion of the document corresponding to that block. For instance, the 

profile for Block 7 indicates the resource usages in the time range [0,2] , [2,4], and [4,7] 

are 2, 3, and 1. 

Relative Time Nodec Nodeb Node a 

Node b --- --- [2,2] 

Nodec --- [0,2] [2,4] 

Noded [3,3] [3,5] [5,7] 

(a) 

Profile 

Block 1 ([0,2]:1} 

Block 2 {[0,2]:2} 

Block 3 {[O,2]: 1 ,[2,4]:2} 

(b) 

Profile 

Block 3 { [0,2]: 1 ,[2,4]:2} 

Block 4 ([0,4]:1} 

Block 5 {[O,2]:2,[2,4]:3 } 

(c) 

Profile 

Block 5 {[O,2] :2,[2,4]:3 } 

Block 6 ([0,3]: 1 ) 

Block 7 {[0,2]:2,[2,4]:3, [4,7]: I} 

(d) 

Fig. 5.7 A sample profile construction based on Fig. 5.6 

The worst case running time of the profile construction algorithm can be established by 

examining the time spent on the profile construction for the basic case, i.e. the single edge 

graph, and operations Shift, Sum, Float and Max during the assembly process. As the 
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profile of each edge will be calculated only once, the total time spent on all the basic cases 

is linear. The operation Sum is performed when the profiles of multiple paths between two 

nodes are merged. Consequently, the number of a profile participating in a Sum operation 

is equal to its nesting factor, i.e. the number of blocks it resides in. The worst-case run 

time of operation Sum is therefore (n-l)+(n-2)+(n-3)+ .... + 1 = 0(n2) where n is the 

number of segments in the profile. As the number of nodes in a resource graph and the 

number of segments in the corresponding profile has a linear relationship, the run time in 

terms of segments in a profile can be represented in terms of number of nodes, and vice 

versa. 

In the worst case, the operations Max, Shift, and Float are applied the same number of 

times. The run time of operation Float, with the worst run time among them, can therefore 

be used as their representative. In contrast to operation Sum, the operation Float is used 

when the profiles of two sequential blocks in resource graph is combined. As a result, the 

number of a profile participating in the operation Float is the number of proceeding edges 

from the start node in the resource graph. The worst-case run time of operation Float is 

therefore llog( 1) + 210g(2) + ... + (n- 1 )Iog(n-l) = 0(n2Iog(n» where n is the number of 

segments. This makes the overall worst case run time of the profile construction algorithm 

0(n210g(n». 

Actually, the operation Max, Shift and Float are only applied when the duration of the first 

of two consecutive profiles is non-determined. With the backward assembly and inside out 

nature of the algorithm, the overall number of times operations Max, Shift and Float are 

performed will be a lot smaller than n if the number of non-determined edges is relatively 

small in the resource graph. This will shorten the run time of this part considerably. 

In this profile construction algorithm, assumptions about the resource graph play an 

important role. The first assumption that the graph is a DAG guarantees that the algorithm 

can segment the resource graph, calculate the profiles for each segment and then assemble 

the profiles into one simply by traversing the resource graph. The second and third 

assumptions guarantee that schedule of each node relative to its preceding nodes is 

consistent. The fourth assumption assures that the resource graph is properly nested and 

the block nesting information is always computable. We will examine these assumptions 
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again later to see how a resource graph that does not satisfy these assumptions can be 

transformed to apply the profile construction algorithm. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONFLICT SCHEDULE CONSTRUCTION AND RESOLUTION 

In the previous chapter, an algorithm to construct a profile for the usage of a given resource 

type was presented. This algorithm works on a data structure, the resource graph, 

constructed for a multimedia composition using the hierarchical framework in Chapter 3. 

The profile for each type of resource can therefore be constructed and examined to locate 

any potential resource conflicts. If any segment in a profile uses more resources than are 

available, a resource conflict can occur. To help the author locate the problem, we can 

associate the edge of the resource graph directly with profile segments when constructing 

the profile. This can be done by a) changing statement (1) in Single_Edge_Profile to 

"P.Segment.add(O, P.Duration, e.resource_usage(r), e);" and b) modifying the operations 

Max, Float, and Sum to accommodating the extra edge information. The medium causing 

the conflict can then be identified through the edge information associated with the profile 

segment. 

However, simply providing a list of media that cause the conflict is useful, but limited in 

guiding the author to modify the problematic composition. In this chapter, an algorithm 

will be introduced to provide more specific information. The algorithm constructs a 

schedule to exhibit any given resource conflict. By following the schedule precisely, how 

the resource conflict actually occurs can be demonstrated in addition to what causes the 

conflict. To further aid the author in modifying resource-conflict composition, four 

approaches to resolve resource conflicts have also been developed. They will be presented 

following the conflict schedule construction algorithm. 

A number of useful terms are defined next to help the discussion of the actual algorithm. 

Definition: Sub Path 

[] 

In a resource graph G=(N,E,M,P,s,e), path pl=[n11, n12, ... n1i] is a sub path of path 

p2=[ n21 , n22, ... , n2j], where n11, n12, ... n1 i and n21, n22, ... , n2j in N, if 

n11 = n2k, n12=n2k+1, ... n1i=n2k+i-1, for 1 ::;; k::;; U-i+l) 
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Definition: Common Sub Path 

Path p is a common sub path of path pI and p2 if p is a sub path of both pI and p2. 

[] 

Definition: Proper Common Sub Path 

Path p=[nl, n2, ... , np] is a proper common sub path of path pl=[a1, a2, ... , aq] and 

path p2=[b1, b2, ... , br], if 

1) P is a common sub path of pI and p2, 

2) a1 = n1, b1 = n1, and 

3) ap+1 :;>!: bp+1 

[] 

Definition: Common Ancestor 

[] 

Node n is called a common ancestor of node a and node b in a resource graph 

G=(N,E,M,P,s,e) if there exist a path from node s to node a via node n, and a path 

from node s to node b via node n. 

Definition: Closet Common Ancestor 

[] 

Node m is the closet common ancestor of node a and node b in a resource graph G if 

1) m is a common ancestor of node a and node b, 

2) for any common ancestor n of node a and node b except node m, there exist a path 

from node n to m in G. 

Definition: Essential Paths 

[] 

Essential paths, with respect to a set of edges SE, {e 1 =(n11, n12), e2=(n21, n22), ... , 

en=(nm1, nm2)} in a resource graph G=(N, E, M, P, s, e), are a set of paths SP={[s, 

... , n11], ... , [s, ... , n21], [s, ... , nm1]}, satisfying the following condition: 

for any two paths in SP, Pa=[s, ... , na] and Pb=[s, ... , nb] where their proper common 

sub path is Pc=[n1, n2, ... , nm], and node na and nb are in {n11, n21, ... , nm1} with 

n1 =s, and m~ 1, then the node nm is the closest common ancestor of node na and nb. 
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Note that, the edges in the essential paths with respect to a set of edges form a tree, with the 

start node of the resource graph G=(N, E, M, P, s, e) as its root. This can be proved by 

contradiction. Assume that the edges of the essential paths for a set of edges do not form a 

tree, then there must exist a node n in the essential paths with more than one path --

PS={pl, p2, ... pn, n;:::2} --- from node s to node n in the essential paths. Consider only 

the paths p I and p2. Since for each edge in the edge set, SE, only one path, starting from 

node s, is included in the essential paths, there must exist two edges, el and e2, in SE such 

that p I is a sub path of the essential path P I to e I =(n1, n2) and p2 is a sub path of the 

essential path P2 to e2=(n3, n4). Let node m is the closest common ancestor of node n1 

and n3. Node n cannot exist in the common sub path of PI and P2 since this will violate 

the proper common sub path assumption in the essential paths. Node n cannot exist in PI 

and P2 other than their proper common sub path either, since that will contradict the fact 

that node m is the closest common ancestor of node n1 and n3. As a result, no such node n 

can exist and the edges in the essential paths form a tree. 

Definition: Brallch Node 

[] 

Node n in the tree formed by the edges in the essential paths, with respect to a set of 

edges, is called a branch node if node n has more than one child in the tree. 

6.1 Conflict Schedule Construction Algorithm 

Using the same convention as before, the relevant data structures used in the conflict 

schedule construction algorithm are described first. 

[data structures] 

a. Edge: edge in the resource graph (extended from the definition in Section 5.2.3) 
to_node, from_node: the nodes of an edge 
path: the essential path from the starCnode of the resource graph to 

the conflicting edge 

b. Node: node in the resource graph (extended from the definition in Section 5.2.3) 
num_outgoing_essential_edge: number of outgoing essential edges; 
Edge outgoing_essential_edge(int n): nth outgoing essential edge 

(0 based) 
assigned_time: the time assigned by the conflict schedule, i.e. the output of 

this algorithm 
Time_Pair Schedule(Node n): the scheduled time with respect to 



the preceding node n 

c. aSegment: a segment in the profile 
edges: a list of edges pointed to by a segment 
start time, end time: the start time and end time of the segment 

- with respect to the start node of the resource graph 

d. LisCEdge_Set: a collection of edge lists. 
number: number of the edge list in the collection 
LisCEdge nth(int n): nth edge list in the collection (0 based) 

e. LisCof_Edge: a list of edges. 
number: number of the edges in the list 
Edge edge(int n): nth edge in the list (0 based) 

f. Path: a path in the resource graph. 
Node nth(int i): the ith node in the path (0 based) 
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In general, the algorithm constructs the schedule by traversing the resource graph until all 

the edges pointed to by the conflict segment, i.e. the segment with excessive resource 

usage in the profile, are reached. The target time is set to the earliest possible conflict time 

indicated in the segment start time. During the traversal, a time will be assigned to each 

node along the various paths. By scheduling the events associated with the nodes 

according the assigned time, the resource conflict can be exhibited. 

In particular, the algorithm constructs the conflict schedule in four steps. First, it builds the 

essential paths with respect to the conflict edges, i.e. the edges pointed by the conflict 

segments in the profile, starting from the start node of the resource graph and ending at the 

conflicting edge. The essential path for each conflict edge can be built by traversing the 

resource graph backward from the conflict. During the backward traversal, when there is 

more than one node to choose to include in the path, the first one in the list of incoming 

nodes is picked. The paths built in this way will be essential because 1. the nearest 

common ancestor of two edges will be included their paths and 2. even though an arbitrary 

alternate path has been chosen, the sub paths between the start node to their common 

ancestor will always be identical. The first fact can be proved by contradiction using the 

fourth assumption about the resource graph, i.e. if there is more than one path from node a 

to node b, then node b dominates the nodes in those paths in the reverse resource graph. 

The second fact is obvious as the same node will be selected in each step of the backward 
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traversal beyond the common ancestor. As an example, Fig. 6.1 shows a sample resource 

graph with conflict edges, essential edges and non-essential edges. It also shows branch 

nodes which are used in a later step. 

branch node @ 
conflict edge 

essential edge 

non essential edge 

c .. 

e .. 
n 
--~ 

Fig. 6.1 The branch nodes, conflict edges, essential paths and non essential paths 

In the second step, the algorithm clears the time slot in each node preparing for the conflict 

time assignment. It also seeks the nearest common ancestor of all conflict edges. As the 

time of the nodes between the start node and the common ancestor will not affect the 

conflict, the algorithm then assigns them minimal times since the target is set to the earliest 

possible conflict time. 

In the third step, the algorithm partitions the conflict edges into a number of groups, each 

residing on different branches from their common ancestor, and computes a scheduled start 

time for each group using the relative target time with respect to the common ancestor. It 

handles each group recursively based on two cases. The basic case handles the groups 

containing only one conflict edge. As the time assigned to the nodes between the last 

branch node to this conflict edge will not affect the time assignment of others, the algorithm 

assigns the minimal time to the from_node of the edge with the constraint that the target 

time needs to fall within the duration of that conflict edge. After that, it assigns times to the 

nodes between the branch node and the conflict edge with respect to the branch node, under 

the constraint that every time assignment allows the remaining nodes to find a legitimate 

time. This can be done by finding the range of all possible time assignments and then 

simply using the minimal time within this range. Fig. 6.2 illustrates this process. The 
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range R 1 is simply derived from the resource graph. It stands for the possible schedule for 

edge e 1, that is the schedule of node b with respect to node a. The range R2 is derived by 

the fact that the time span from node a to node e is (t2-tl). The tn, i.e. schedule of node b 

with respect to node a, therefore need to be constrained to fall in the range R2 which is 

computed by subtracting the schedule of node e with respect to node b from (t2-tl). 

I~ 1 t2~1 ~I 
1 1 
1 R2 1 e.Schedule(b) 1 
1 __ 11.-,'4 "-1 

last branch ~ode 1 1 

~@--4 --0------ ••• ~ 
assigned time: t1~ t2 

1 1 

I .... ~ 
R 1 =b.Schedule( a) 

R 1 = b.Schedule( a) 
R2 = [t2-t1, t2-t1] - e.Schedule( b) 
tn = min(R1 intersects R2) 

Fig. 6.2 Time assignments from the last branch node and the conflict edge 

In case of a multi-edge group, the algorithm will partition it into different groups if the 

currently visited node is a branch node, otherwise it will move forward to visit the next 

node. Note that the branch nodes in this algorithm are defined as nodes with multiple 

outgoing essential edges. In case a new branch node is found, the time of the new branch 

node will be set first, and then the nodes between the old and the new branch nodes are 

assigned. Although the same policy, used to assign time to nodes between the branch node 

and the edge in the one-edge case, is applied to assign time to the nodes between these two 

branch nodes, the time assignment of the new branch node is different and crucial. The 

time assigned to the new branch node must allow the conflict edges in this group to overlap 

in the targeted conflict time. Consequently, it can be solved by 1. finding the time ranges 

of all conflict edges in the group relative to the new branch node, 2. finding the intersection 

of these ranges, 3. finding the range of possible time for the new branch node by 

subtracting the range intersection from the target time, relative to the old branch node, and 

4. finding the range of the time of occurrence of the new branch node with respect to the 

old branch node. The new branch node can therefore be assigned with the minimal time in 
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the range obtained by intersecting the ranges from step 3 and step 4, as our objective is the 

earliest conflict time. 

Fig. 6.3 illustrates this process. The range RIta Rn can be derived from the resource 

graph, specifically from its schedule information, to compute range R. As the range R is 

derived from the ranges RI to Rn, it represents the time range, relative to the node c, that 

the conflict can occur. The constraint imposed by the target time on the conflict edges can 

then be computed by subtracting range R from the relative target time range. The range 

R", representing the time of occurrence of the new branch node with respect to node a, can 

also be derived from the resource graph, i.e. from its schedule information. Finally, tn can 

be simply assigned to the minimal time in the intersection of these two ranges. 

In the final step, the algorithm assigns times to the nodes that lie in the non essential paths 

between the start node and the conflict edges to complete its scheduling. The schedule can 

then be composed by traversing the resource graph once again to collect and linearize the 

event(s) associated with each of the timed nodes. 

As an example, Fig. 6.4 shows a sample conflict schedule construction on Fig. 6.1. Fig. 

6.4(a) illustrates the partition based on the two branch nodes, indicated by the surrounding 

boxes. The order of time assignment is indicated by the numbers inside the nodes. Fig. 

6.4(b) shows the segments of the resource profile, and the final time assignment to the 

nodes on the essential paths assuming that the conflict segment is the one with resource 

usage 3. The resource usage in Fig. 6.4(a) is indicated by the number under each edge. In 

this example, only edges starting with node 5, 6, and 7 have I resource usage, and the rest 

edges have no, i.e. 0, resource usage. 

The initial target time for this example is 7, as it is the minimal time of the conflict segment 

in the profile. Time assignments for node 0 and node 2 are 0 and 2 respectively, since, 

according to algorithm, the minimal time is used for any node before the first branch node 

(node 2 in this case). Time assignment for node 3 can be calculated according to Fig 6.3. 

In this case, the relative target time is 5 with respect to node 2, i.e. derived by subtracting 

the time assignment of node 2 from the initial target time. As node 3 has two outgoing 

edges, two ranges, R 1, for the conflict edge starting at node 5, and R2, for the conflict 

edge starting at node 6, need to be calculated to find the possible range for the new target 
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conflict time. According to the schedule information in the resource graph, R I is [I, 3] and 

R2 is [2, 4]. The range R is therefore [2,3] derived by intersecting R I and R2. The 

possible time range R, constrained by the conflict target time of node 3 relative to node 2, 

can therefore be calculated by subtracting R from the target time range. The result, R', is 

[2, 3] (i.e. [5, 5]-[2, 3]). The possible range R" of node 3 with respect to node 2 is [3, 4] 

(i.e. [1, 2]+[2, 2]) according to the schedule information in the resource graph. The time 

assignment for the node 3 can therefore be derived by taking the minimum of the 

intersection of R' and R", i.e. [3, 3], and add the time assignment of node 2. The result is 

5, (i.e. 3+2). 

The time assignment for node 4 can be calculated according to Fig. 6.2. The ranges R I and 

R2 in this case are [1,2] and [I, 1] respectively. Node 4 will therefore be assigned time 3 

by taking the minimum of the intersection of R 1 and R2 and add the time assignment of 

node 2. The time assignments for the node 5, 6, 7 and 8 can be calculated similarly. Note 

that the first branch node in Fig.6.4(a) is the nearest common ancestor of the conflict 

edges. 
I~ target time 

I R' I R 
I... .1 ... 
I I 
I I 
I old Inew 
I branch I branch 

assigned time: ~~<f." ~ 
1 1 
I... .-1 
IR"=e.Schedule( a)l . . 

1 
·1 
'-1 

1 
1 
Icl 

~ 
I 

Ic2 

~ 
• I 
• I 

Icn 

~ 
I 

1. R 1 = [e1.Schedule( c).min_time, E1.Schedule( c).mactime] 
R2 = [e2.Schedule( c).min_time, E2.Schedule( c).max_time] 

Rn = [en.Schedule( c).min_time, En.Schedule( c).max_time] 
2. R = intersect(Rl, R2, ... , Rn) 
3. R' = [targeLtime, targeLtime] - R 
4. R" = c.Schedule( a) 
5. tn = mineR' intersects RIO) 

Fig. 6.3 Time assignments between two branch nodes 
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b 

o ~G[2,tO 
\:::/ 0 ~ 7 

(a) The partition of the conflict edges on the branch node and the order of time assignment 

Profile. Segment = {[5,6]:1, [6,7]:2, *[7,10]:3, [1O,11]:2} 
*Th ill T T' 7 .. econ ct segment. arget lme: 

node assigned time node assigned time 
1 0 5 6 
2 2 6 7 
3 5 7 5 
4 3 8 4 

(b) The segments of the resource profile and the final time assignment 

Fig. 6.4 A sample conflict schedule construction 

The actual algorithm to construct resource conflict schedule is listed below. 

I' partition the edges into groups in different branches *f 
Llst_Edge_Set 
Partltlon( 
List_oCEdge edges, 
Resource_Graph G, 
Node n) 
{ Node n; 

List_oCEdge LE[); 
Int I, j; 

II the edges causing conflict 
II the resource graph 
II the branch node that partitions the edges 

I' branch at node n *f 
for (I = 0 to n.num_outgolng_essentiaLedge-1){ 

LEII) = NewEmptySetO; 

} 

for 0 = 0 to edges.number-1){ 
If (edges.edgeO).path.nth(dlstance+ 1) == n.outgoing_essential_edge(i).to_node){ 

LEli).add_edge(edges.edge(j)); 
edges. remove _ edge( edges.edge(j)); 

S = NewEmptySetO; 
for (I = 0 to n.num_outgoing_essentiaLedge-1) S.add(LEli)); 
return S; 
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II the list of edges causing conflict 

void 
new_branch_node( 
List_oCEdge edges, 
int target, II the target time of the conflict with respect to the branch 
node 
Resource_Graph G, 
Node visiting_node, 
int branch_node_idx, 
int distance) 

II the resource graph 
II the new branch node 

/I the old branch node index 
/I the current distance from the old branch node 

{ 
int i, min_time, max_time, min1, min2, delta; 

node m; 
LisCEdge_Set LS;; 
LisCoCEdge el; 

/* find the overlapping time range of the conflicting edges with respect to 
the new branch node "I 

(min_time, max_time) = Overlapping_Range(edges, visiting_node); 

/* time range of the new branch node relative to the old branch node "I 
min1 = max(target - max_time, 0); 
min2 = visiting_node.Schedule(branch_node) .min_time; 
delta = max(min1, min2); 

/* assign time to the new branch node "I 
visiting_node.assigned_time = delta + branch_node.assigned_time; 

/* assign time to the node from the old branch node to the new branch node, 
excluding both branch nodes, if there are any "I 

for (i = branch_node_idx+ 1 to branch_node_idx+distance-1){ 
m = edges.edge(O).path.nth(i); 
m.assigned_time = max(delta-

visiting_node.Occurring_ Time(m) .max_time, 
m.Schedule(branch_node).min_time) + 
branch_node.assigned_time; 

I" partition into groups and work with them recursively "I 
LS = Partition(edges, G, branch_nodejdx + distance); 
for each edge_list el in LS 

Partition_and_Assigntime(el, target-delta, G, 
branch_node_idx+distance, 1); 



Schedule 
Co nstrucCResource _ ConflicC Sch edule ( 
aSegment c, II the segment causing conflict 
Resource_Graph G II the resource graph G 
) 
( 
time target; 
Node n; 
int branch_node_idx; 
List_Edge_Set LS; 
LisCoCEdge el; 

/* construct an essential path for each conflict edge, starting from the 
starCnode of the resource graph to that edge *1 

ConstrucCEssentiaLPath(c.edges); 

/* clear all the assigned_time slots before scheduling *1 
Clear_Assigned_ Time(G); 

/* find the nearest common ancestor of the conflicting edges *1 
n = Common_Ancestor(c.edges); 
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/* assign minimal time to the nodes in the essential path from start_node to n *1 
Assign_Min_ Time(G.starcnode, n); 

/* the relative target conflict time with respect to node n *1 
target = c.start_time - n.assigned_time; 

/* partition the conflicting edges into groups in different branches *1 
LS = Partition(c.edges, G, n); 
for each edge_list el in LS 

Partition_and_Assigntime(c.edges, target, G, 
Distance_ To_StarCNode(n), 1); 

/* assign time to the nodes in the non essential pathes from start node to the 
edges *1 

FilL Time(c.edges, G); 

return ConflicCSchedule(G); 



void 
Partition_and_Asslgntlme( 
LlsCoLEdge edges, /I the Jist of edges causing conflict 
Int target, /I the target time of the conflict with respect to 

/I the branch node 
Resource_Graph G, 
int branch node Idx, 
int distance) -

/I the resource graph 
/I the branch node Index 
/I the current distance from the branch node 

( 
int t, min, max, mln1, mln2, max1, idx, delta; 
Llst_Edge_Set LS; 
Llst_oLEdge el; 
Node n, m, branch_node, visiting_node; 
Edge e; 

r find the old branch node "' 
branch_node = edges.edge(O).path.nth(branch_nodeJdx); 

r basic case: only a single edge left In the group "' 
if (edges. number == 1) 
( 

} 

t = target; 
r get the only conflict edge and Its from_node "' 
e = edges.edge(O); 
n = e.from_node; 

r If the branch node is the from_node of the conflict edge, we are done "' 
If (n == branch_node) return; 

r find the minimal time assignment to node n such that a conflict will occur "' 
delta = max(n.Schedule(branch_node).mln_time, t-e.max_duration); 
n.assigned_time = delta + branch_node.assigned_tlme; 

r assign time to the nodes between the branching node and the node n "' 
If (branch_node 1= n) 
{ 

return; 

idx = branch node idx + 1; 
while «m = -e.path.nth(idx» 1= n) 
( 

m.asslgned_tlme = max(m.Schedule(branch_node).min_tlme, 
delta - n.Schedule(m).max_t1me) + 
branch_node.assigned_time; 

Idx = IdX+1; 

visiting_node = edges.edge(O).path.nth(branch_nodeJdx+dlstance) 
r if the currently visited node is branching, then partition edges Into 

different groups, otherwise, visit next node " , 
If (visltlng_node.num_outgolng_essentiaLedge > 1) 
(r visiting_node Is a branch node "' 

} else ( 
new_branch_node(edges, target, G, visiting_node, branch_nodeJdx, distance); 

r visiting_node is not a branch node, move forward "' 
Partitlon_and_Asslgntlme( edges, 

target, G, branch_nodeJdx, dlstance+ 1); 
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The correctness of this algorithm for constructing a conflict schedule can be established by 

the following argument. As the time set for each node is based on the original schedule 

information in the resource graph, and under the constraints derived from the conflict 

segment in the resource profile built using the algorithm in previous chapter, presentation 

following the time assignment will exhibit the problematic resource usage. The time 

assignment is always possible as the profile construction algorithm guarantees an error free 

resource profile, see Section 5.2.3, and it is a always possible to construct a conflict 

schedule. 

The run time of the algorithm can be established by considering each step it takes. The step 

to build the essential path takes O(c*n) time where c is the number of edges in the conflict 

segment and n is the number of nodes in the resource graph. The second step takes only 

linear run time as the time slot cleaning and nearest common ancestor determination can be 

done by traversing the resource graph. The common ancestor can be found in linear time 

by marking a node when it is included in an essential path in the first step. The run time of 

the third step includes the partition time and actual time assignment of each node. As the 

time assignment is only done once for each node, this part takes O(n) time. The partition 

can happen at most (c-l) times where c is the number of edges in the conflict segment. As 

each partition takes 0(c2) time due to the two nested for-loops in the Partition procedure, 

the partition can take up to 0(c3) time. The run time of the third step is therefore 0(n+c3). 

In the final step, the time assignment to the nodes in non essential paths takes linear time as 

it can be done by traversing the graph backward and marking the nodes along the path. 

The schedule composition part can be done in O(nlog(n» by traversing the graph to collect 

the events and sorting them in time. As a result, the overall run time for this algorithm is 

0(c3 + nlog(n». 

In practice, c will be very small because it represents the number of concurrently presented 

media which consume the same type of resource. Respecting the user's limitation to 

perceive multiple media concurrently, a reasonable multimedia composition will have a 

relatively small c, compared with n. Under such circumstances, the run time of the conflict 

schedule construction becomes O(nlog(n». In other words, the run time is dependent on 

the degree of the parallelism, i.e. the number of basic media that can be presented 

concurrently. The run time is O(nlog(n» when the parallelism degree is low and 0(n3) 

when it is high. 
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With the conflict schedule, the actual resource conflict can be exhibited to guide the author 

to make modifications to correct it. However, the conflict demonstration can be lengthy. 

To remedy this problem, two approaches can be adopted: to show only part of the schedule 

or to use accelerated play back speed. Using the first approach, the demonstration can start 

at the nearest common ancestor of the conflict edges or just before the conflict occurs. 

Using the second approach, a faster play back speed can be used to demonstrate the early 

part of the schedule and slow down when nearing the conflict. It is also possible to apply 

both approaches in the same time to shorten the demonstration further. 

6.2 Conflict Resolution 

The third algorithm presented here is to help the author to resolve resource conflicts when 

they are located and exhibited. This algorithm follows four approaches to providing 

suggestions for conflict resolution. Four approaches to resolve resource conflicts will be 

introduced in this section. These approaches can be applied to modify the problematic 

composition once resource conflicts are found and exhibited. They provide further aids to 

the authoring process. These four approaches, specifically preprocessing, shrinking, 

shifting, and priority setting, are described below respectively. 

The basic idea of preprocessing is to apply media-specific method to process the conflict 

media before the actual presentation to reduce their resource usage. For example, a number 

of audio clips can be combined by mixing to consume only one instead of several audio 

devices. However, this approach can be used only when such preprocessing method exists 

and the overlap pattern of the conflict media is fixed or can be reasonably enumerated. 

However, if an indeterminate overlap pattern of a conflict can be confined to a reasonable 

number of alternatives, this approach is still applicable. 

The second approach involves shrinking of the conflicting media. The underlying idea is to 

eliminate the overlap by shrinking the duration of some or all the conflict media. Fig. 6.5 

illustrates this process. Note that when the overlap portion occurs in the middle, as shown 

in Fig. 6.6(a), of a media object, it can be split into two media objects, as shown in Fig 

6.6(b) (c), so the shrinking process illustrated in Fig. 6.5 can still be applied. 
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Media A - Media A 

MediaB - Media B 

(a) A sample resource conflict (b) Shrink one medium to resolve conflict 

Media A Media A 

Media B Media B 

(c) shrink both media to resolve conflict (d) Use of timer media to maintain timing relation 

Fig. 6.5 Shrinking media duration to resolve resource conflicts 

Media A 

Media B 

(a) 

Media A Media A 

Media B Media B 

(b) (c) 

Fig. 6.6 Special case for shrinking approach 

As we can see, two factors affect this process: who to shrink and how to shrink. Two 

useful heuristics to determine which one(s) to shrink includes picking first, the one(s) with 

the most resource usage, or the one(s) with the biggest percentage of overlap. As for the 
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way shrinking is performed, we can choose from shrinking one totally away from the 

overlapping region as in Fig. 6.5(b), or shrinking one away from the first half of the 

overlapping and another from the second half, as in Fig. 6.5(c). It is obvious that this 

approach is possible only when the media can be shrunk. To maintain the timing 

relationships among media other than the conflicting ones, a special timer media, playing 

blank material, can be used to bridge the gap opened by the shrinking, as in Fig. 6.5(d). 

This will avoid a possible ripple effect: a conflict resolution causing other resource 

conflict( s). 

The third approach resolves the conflict by shifting the media presentation in time. This 

can be done by shrinking or stretching the media preceding the conflict. The heuristics to 

determine who to shrink and how for the second approach can be used here. Unlike the 

shrinking approach, however, the shifting process may destroy the timing relation of some 

other media even if timer media are inserted In other words, a ripple effect can occur. 

Special care must be taken when applying this approach. One way to avoid the ripple effect 

is to assure that no new conflict will be introduced by the shifting. This can be done by 

constructing the resource profile for the modified multimedia composition and looking for 

any new conflicts introduced. 

The last approach to handling resource conflicts is to assign a priority to each conflicting 

media. When resource contention occurs at run-time, the presentation of the media with 

lower priority will be suspended until the necessary resource is available. The priority can 

be assigned automatically by some heuristics, such as lower priority for the media with 

more resource usage or longer duration. It can also be assigned interactively by the author. 

As seen in the overall algorithm in Section 5.1, these conflict resolution approaches are 

used in an interactive manner. The system constructs suggestions and shows the result of 

each suggestion in turn. The author can approve or reject each suggested solution after 

viewing the corresponding result and direct the desired modification accordingly. Of 

course, if none of the suggestions are suitable, the author can modify the composition 

directly and start the analysis process over again. 
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Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 introduced algorithms to construct resource profiles for a given 

multimedia composition and compute a conflict schedule for any found resource conflict. 

There four assumptions need to be fulfilled before applying these algorithms. In this 

chapter, we will visit once again the assumptions about the resource graph made by our 

algorithms. The purpose is two-fold: to examine and challenge the underlying reasoning of 

those assumptions and to support adjustments to the resource graph to allow our algorithms 

to be applied. We will first review each of the assumptions to examine their reasoning and 

implication. When an assumption needs to be relaxed to make our algorithms applicable to 

practical multimedia composition, it will be identified and discussed. We will then describe 

the method to relax each of the identified assumptions in tum. 

The resource graph is assumed to be a directed graph because the edges in the graph stand 

for a media presentation which naturally has a direction with respect to time. The graph 

will be acyclic if the presentation does not have any repetition. This assumption will not 

always be true, however, since it is common to repeat a portion of presentation in a 

multimedia composition. Actually, repetition is one of our composition primitives used to 

construct multimedia. When repetition exists in a presentation, a back edge will be present 

in the resource graph. A method to cope with the back edge therefore is necessary. 

The second assumption states that for every resource graph, there is only one start node 

and one end node. The reason for this assumption is that each multimedia composition 

should be properly enclosed, i.e. with a well defined start point and end point, and every 

piece of presentation belonging to the same multimedia composition begins after the start 

point and finishes before the end point. For a composition with multiple start points, if the 

presentations following those start points do not relate to each other, then we treat them as 

multiple independent compositions. In case the presentation following multiple start points 

has temporal relationships, a new start point can always be formed with timer media 

connecting to those start points. The same method applies to the end point. 
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The third assumption states that the duration of the path(s) between any two node(s) should 

be equivalent. This assumption simply reflects the fact that any presentation will be 

delivered according to the specification of the composition. Any composition in which a 

presentation cannot be delivered properly is not well defined and needs to be fixed before 

performing the resource analysis. 

The fourth assumption results from the hierarchical nature of our composition constructs. 

However, non-hierarchical multimedia compositions are occasionally useful. To make our 

algorithms applicable to those compositions, a method to cope with these will be useful. 

7.1 Handling Back Edges 

As repetition is common to multimedia presentations, we need a way to handle back 

edge(s) in a resource graph so that resource analysis can still be perfonned. The method 

described here can be used to deal with such cases. The basic idea is to remove the back 

edges without affecting the result of resource analysis. To be more specific, it removes 

back edges based on the following three cases. 

The simplest two cases happens when a back edge is connecting only a single basic media 

object, i.e. repeating it, and when the block looped over by a back edge cannot play 

concurrently with media outside the block. In the first case, the back edge can be removed 

by multiplying the duration of the basic media. In the second case, the back edge can be 

simply removed as no extra resource conflicts can occur between the media inside block 

and those outside the block. 

A second simple case happens when a back edge repeats only a small fixed number of 

times. If this is the case, we can eliminate the back edge by unfolding the repetition. The 

profile of the repetition can be computed by first calculating the profile of the block and 

combining a sequence of profiles into one according to the number of repetitions. 

The last case covers all other cases, i.e. not connecting a single edge, possibly playing 

concurrently with media outside the enclosed block or repeating a large or unknown 

number of times. When this is the case, an approximate approach is adopted: the first few 

repetitions are unfolded with the rest treated as looping over a single media object. The 
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single media used to represent the remaining repetition takes the maximal resource usage 

found in the block profile. Its duration is set to be the maximal time covering the remaining 

repetition. The unfolding portion is the accurate part and the single media portion is the 

approximate part. However, when the duration of the block is indeterminate, the 

approximate part will tend to be close to accurate. The reason is that the uncertainty of the 

block will make the profile of the later repetition be dominated by the maximal resource 

usage. Fig. 7.1 shows this situation using a block with a non determined duration, [2,3], 

and a profile of {Duration: 3, Segment: {[O,I]:2, [1,2]:3, [2,3]:4}}. 

2 

I 2 I 3 I 4 I 41 
time +------------__ 

2 

Profile after unfolding two repetitions 
(a) 

2 

Profile after unfolding three repetitions 
(b) 

Fig. 7.1 Profiles of unfolding a repeating block in a resource graph 

7.2 Handling non Hierarchical Compositions 

When a multimedia composition is constructed in a non hierarchical manner, the fourth 

assumption made by our algorithm will not hold. To apply our algorithms to such 

composition requires extra work on its resource graph. This extra work transforms the 

resource graph into one(s) satisfying the assumption so our algorithm can be applied 

without problem. Here, we describe the necessary transformation. 

The forth assumption states that the nesting structure of the resource graph is properly 

nested in nature. This assumption can be assured that by testing the following condition: if 

there is more than one path from node a to node b in a resource graph G, then node b 

dominates the nodes in those paths in the reverse graph 0'. To violate the assumption, 

there must exist a path P from node c to node d, where node c is in the some path from 

node a to node b and node d is not. Fig. 7.2(a) shows an example of this situation. 
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(a) a non hierarchical composition (b) transformation I (f before b) 

(c) transformation 2 (f at time of b) (d) transformation 3 (b before f) 

Fig. 7.2 Transformation the resource graph of a non hierarchical composition 

To transform such a graph to satisfy the assumption, the node b should intercept the path P 

as shown in Fig. 7.2(b). This can be done by comparing the time of node b with the times 

of nodes in path P with respect to node c and making extra edges entering and leaving the 

node b from path P. As the time of nodes in a resource graph can be non-determined, a 

single construct can be transformed into mUltiple ones. As shown in Fig. 7.2(b), (c) and 

(d), three constructs can be obtained through the transformation when the time of node b 

can be before, equal to, or after node f. 

In general, the single transformation outlined above can be repeatedly applied to a resource 

graph until no more violating paths exist. The transformed graph will look like Fig. 7.3 

with a number of alternatives in different portions of the graph. 

The profile of the transformed graph can be calculated in the following manner. First, the 

profile of each alternative is constructed. The profile of a portion can then be calculated by 

combining different alternatives using Max operation. Finally, the overall profile can be 

computed following the normal process. Note that the profile computed in this way won't 

cause false resource conflicts as we don't lose any accuracy during the transformation and 

combination process. 
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Fig. 7.3 A resource graph with various transformation portions 

7.3 Summary 

We have described a set of algorithms to perform resource analysis for multimedia 

composition. They include an algorithm to build the resource utilization profile for a 

multimedia composition, an algorithm to construct a schedule to exhibit any resource 

conflict detected, and an algorithm to provide a number of suggestion to resolve the 

conflict. These algorithms are intended to be used in an interactive environment. The 

author constructs the multimedia composition and the system builds the corresponding 

resource graph and performs the resource analysis. When a conflict exists, a schedule is 

computed with which the system exhibits how the conflict actually occurs. The system 

also applies a number of heuristics to provide various suggestions for conflict resolution. 

The author can tryout the different suggested solutions and adopt one to eliminate the 

conflict, or he can modify the composition directly. Once a modification is made, the 

resource analysis can start over again until the composition is resource conflict free. 

Four assumptions must be satisfied to apply these algorithms. As some multimedia 

compositions contain reasonable exceptions which violate the assumptions, two methods 
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are presented to make the algorithms still applicable. The running time of these algorithm 

depends on the non-determinism and the degree of parallelism of the composition. The 

more non-determined edges that exist in the graph, the longer the profile construction will 

take, and the more parallel presentation in a composition, the longer the conflict schedule 

construction will take. In practice, the run time of these algorithms is acceptable. 

As we can see, after a modification is made to resolve a resource conflict, the resource 

analysis has to be started over again: the resource graph has to be reconstructed and the 

profile re-computed. Since a modification only affects a portion of the original 

composition, and most likely only a small portion, an incremental algorithm to restore the 

resource graph and its profile after the modification is attractive. Our future work on the 

resource analysis algorithms will be exploring this possibility. 
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CHAPTER 8 
THE FLOW CONTROL AND PRESENTATION MODEL 

The fact that the contents of continuous media change across time implies a time-sensitive 

and time-critical viewing process. It is therefore useful to provide flow control to the 

audience during the presentation of continuous media. This allows the user to view the 

presentation at his own pace. It also enables the user to move back and repeat the 

presentation to catch past information or to review important information. As multimedia 

documents are composed of discrete media as well as continuous media, their presentations 

also carry the same time-critical viewing characteristics as the continuous media. As a 

result, it is useful to support flow control capability to the multimedia presentation. It not 

only can help the multimedia viewers during document presentation but also can help the 

authoring process by providing the ability to experiment with a multimedia document under 

different conditions. 

Common flow control operations include stop, resume, jump forward, jump backward, 

speed up, slow down, change direction, and abort. Some continuous media support all of 

these flow control operations while others only support some of them. When a medium 

without certain control capability is composed with other media, the composite media will 

lose that control capability even though the other media can support it. As a result, a 

composite multimedia documents usually will have only limited flow control capability. To 

overcome this limitation, a scheme to cope with this difficulty and to provide flexible flow 

control is provided. 

In this chapter, we will examine the flow control operations in terms of how they impact 

the timing of a multimedia presentation. The relationship between flow control and 

synchronization will be described and substitution(s) of one flow control operation by other 

operation(s) will be discussed. Thereafter, three primitives to control media presentation to 

support various flow control operations will be identified. In the end, a model to separate 

the three important activities of media presentation will be described. It will be used to 

model the presentation process of discrete media as well as continuous media uniformly. 
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All of these discussion will then be put together to enable flexible flow control within 

multimedia documents in our hierarchical framework. 

8.1 Flow Control Operations 

Table 8.1 lists a number of common flow control operations. Each operation is listed with 

its parameters and its temporal impact on the presentation duration. The stop, repeat, jump 

backward, slow down and backward operations increase actual presentation duration, and 

the jump forward and speed up operations decrease the duration. The parameters in the 

table define the way these operations are performed. The stop operation takes a duration 

and a filler as its parameters. The duration specifies how long the stop will last and the 

filler specifies the material to play when the actual presentation is paused. If the stop 

duration is unknown, a negative duration will be used to indicate this situation. The most 

common filler is "blank" media which simply means playing no media material at all; 

however, filler can be any type of media. For example, an audio presentation could be 

stopped with both a music segment and a picture (presented by a simple composed 

presentation) as its filler. 

Flow Operations Control Duration Change Parameters 

Stop (Resume) Increase Duration, Filler 

Repeat Increase Distance, Times 

Jump/Skip Forward Decrease Distance 

JumpjSkip Backward Increase Distance 

Slow Down Increase Ratio/Speed, Duration 

Speed Up (Fast Forward) Decrease Ratio/Speed, Duration 

Reverse Direction Increase Duration 

Fast Backward Increase Ratio/Speed, Duration 

Table 8.1 Common flow control operations 

The repeat, jump forward, and jump backward operations take distance as their parameters. 

This distance is used to determine the location where the repetition should start and the 

jump operations should move the presentation, respectively. The repeat operation takes 

one more parameter, count, to specify the number of repetitions that need to be performed. 
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The slow down, speed up, fast backward and reverse direction also take duration as their 

parameter to define how long these operations take effect. Except for the backward 

operation, they also take ratio or speed as parameters which is used to adjust their 

presentation pace. 

These operations provide useful control over multimedia presentation so that the users can 

browse the documents at a comfortable pace without the fear of missing important 

information. However, not every medium supports all these operations. In addition, these 

operations are not orthogonal in terms of the basic requirements on their underlying media. 

We will discuss these two issues next. 

8.2 Substitutions Of Flow Control Operations 

8.2.1 Flow Control and Synchronization 

Flow control operations can be categorized into two groups: one that increases presentation 

duration and the other that decreases presentation duration. As these operations can change 

the presentation duration, they can be used to stretch or shrink the media presentation time 

to satisfy the synchronization requirement in a document temporal specification. Any 

operation that increases the duration time can be used to stretch presentation and any 

operation that decreases the duration to shrink the presentation. The normal way to stretch 

media presentation is slow down the presentation speed. However, repeatedly stopping 

then resuming, or constantly jumping backward or repeating certain media segments can 

also be used to prolong the duration. For example, a media presentation duration can be 

made n times longer by stopping (n-I) seconds for every I-second of presentation. 

Similarly, to shorten presentation duration, other than speeding up the presentation rate, 

jumping forward constantly can also be used to shrink the duration. As more methods are 

available to stretch and to shrink media presentation, more flexible synchronization is 

therefore possible. 

The actual context will determine which method is appropriate to use to actually adjust the 

duration. For example, while repetition maya proper way to increase a background music 

duration to decorate a foreground presentation, the slow down operation will be the right 

choice to synchronize a sound with a little bit longer video presentation. As a result, it is 
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useful for the author to choose a stretching or shrinking method in the context of the other 

media presentations. We will see a new authoring approach that enables such a process in 

next chapter. 

8.2.2 Flow Control Operation Substitution 

From the temporal impact viewpoint, one operation can be substituted and simulated by 

other operation in the same group. As long as the temporal impact of these operations on 

the presentation are identical, i.e. all increasing or all decreasing presentation duration, after 

the operation is complete, the presentation can return to normal flow without losing any 

synchronization. For example, if a media object cannot be played backward but has the 

ability jump to an arbitrary position, the missing reverse direction operation can be 

simulated by a stop operation followed by a jump backward operation. A number of 

possible substitutions of each flow control operations are described next. 

8.2.2.1 The Stop Operation 

The stop operation can be simulated by the repeat or jump backward operations. Using the 

repeat operation, the stop effect can be obtained by repeating part of the paused medium 

presentation until the nonnal presentation is resumed. Using the jump backward operation, 

the stop effect can be implemented by remembering the position of the requested pause 

without actually pausing the presentation, then jumping backward to that position when the 

subsequent resume operation is issued. 

8.2.2.2 The Repeat Operation 

The repeat operation can be replaced by a stop operation. If a medium can not be repeated, 

a stop operation with blank or default material as its filler can be used to simulate the 

temporal effect of repetition. 

8.2.2.3 The Jump Forward Operation 

The jump forward operation can be simulated by the fast forward operation. If a medium 

can not jump forward, a fast forward operation to quickly move the medium to the target 
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position can be used to simulate this effect. As this substitution has different temporal 

behavior than the original operation, i.e. the longer time to accomplish the jump forward 

operation, special care needs to be taken when more than one media is involved in this 

simulated operation. As the simulated jump forward operation takes longer time to 

complete, to maintain the synchronization, all other media presented at the same time need 

to wait for the simulated one(s) to finish before the presentation can be continued. 

8.2.2.4 The Jump Backward Operation 

Similar to the jump forward operation, the jump backward operation can be simulated by 

fast backward. It can also be simulated by recording the current position and pausing the 

presentation until the whole presentation again moves across this position in its later 

forward presentation. 

8.2.2.5 The Slow Down Operation 

The slow down operation can be simulated by the jump backward operation. To make a 

presentation n times slower, a jump backward (n-l) units can be issued for every n-units of 

presentation. Repetition can also be used to implement the slow down effect. By repeating 

every meaningful segment n times, the presentation with n times slower speed can be 

achieved. 

8.2.2.6 The Speed Up (Fast Forward) Operation 

Similar to the slow down operation, the speed up operation can be simulated by the jump 

forward operation. This can be done by playing 1 unit then jumping forward (n-l) units 

constantly. Arons uses a similar approach to support interactively skimming capability to a 

recorded speech [Aron93]. 

8.2.2.7 The Reverse Di rection 0 peration 

The reverse direction operation can be simulated by jump backward operation. It can be 

achieved by playing 1 unit of presentation then jumping backward 2 units repeatedly. 
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8.2.2.8 The Fast Backward Operation 

Similar to the reverse direction operation, the fast backward operation can be simulated by 

the jump backward operation. The effect of fast backward at an n-times faster speed can 

be achieved by playing 1 unit of presentation then jumping n+ 1 units backward constantly. 

Although the substituted operation(s) can be used to simulate flow control operations when 

they are missing to support flexible flow control and to enable more flexible 

synchronization, they distort the presentation to various degree. However, they are only 

used when the actual flow operation is absent. Furthermore they still provide useful 

information to the readers to orient themselves during the multimedia presentation. 

Usability test needs to be set and performed to examine how effective and useful these 

substituted operation are in different applications. 

8.3 Media Presentation Primitives 

As mentioned earlier, the flow control operations are not orthogonal in terms of their 

requirements on the underlying media. Three presentation primitives are therefore 

identified in this section to establish the basic control capabilities that a medium has on its 

presentation. They are the capability to change the presentation location, to change the 

presentation speed, and to change the presentation direction. 

Flow Control Operations Required Control Primitive(s) 

Stop (Resume) speed 

Repeat location 

Jump/Skip Forward location 

Jump/Skip Backward location 

Slow Down speed 

S~eed Up_ (Fast Forward) speed 

Reverse Direction direction 

Fast Backward direction and speed 

Table 8.2 Required control primitives of common flow control operations 
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Table 8.2 lists the control primitive(s) that the common flow control operations required. 

The stop/resume requires the capability to control speed, i.e. switching between 0 and 

normal speed. The repeat operation requires the relocation capability to move to the 

repetition starting position to re-play the presentation. Jump forward and backward also 

need relocation capability. The slow down and speed up operations require speed control 

capability. Reverse direction operation needs the capability to change direction. Finally, 

the fast backward requires the capability of changing direction as well as speed. 

Based on the Table 8.2, and the discussion of flow control operation substitution, if a 

medium can change its presentation to an arbitrary location, all the common flow control 

operations can be supported even if its direction and speed can not be changed (with repeat, 

jump forward/backward operations supported naturally and the others by substitutes). 

Next, we will model the presentation process of different types of media uniformly to 

discuss various related issues. 

8.4 Media Presentation Model 

content: W(I) local time: I 

t 

storage/program 

Fig. 8.1 Media presentation model 

A model will be presented in this section to describe the presentation process uniformly for 

various types of media. It will be used to discuss how the presentation flow can be 

controlled using the three primitives identified earlier. The model contains three main 

entities: a how, a what and a when whose main tasks are controlling how, what, and when 

to display media material. The presentation process is modeled as these three separate units 

to provide the basis for discussing the corresponding basic presentation activities: how to 

present a media material, and what to and when to present. Although, in practice, these 
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three activities may not be implemented independently, conceptually, those activities are 

stilI present and we can still apply this model by treating dependent entities as a single unit. 

The media presentation model is depicted in Fig. 8.1. In the figure, the circles represents 

active processes, the rectangles represents passive components, and the arrows represents 

infonnation flow. 

The when entity takes real time as its parameter and emits a local time to the what entity. 

Based on the local time, the what entity in turn prepares the material, either by retrieving a 

pre-existing(i.e. canned) sequence of material from storage or by creating new material 

using its algorithms and data structures, and sends it to the how entity. Once the how entity 

gets the media material, it will render the presentation using the necessary device(s). When 

the processing speed of the how entity is faster than that of the what entity, the presentation 

pace will be dominated by the what entity. However, if the what entity is faster than the 

how entity, the data flow from the what to the how needs to be controlled and the 

presentation pace will be dominated by the how. The same situation applies to the what and 

the when. Table 8.3 illustrates the interaction among these three entities, and the necessary 

data flow control and the dominant entity in various conditions. 

Speed Comparison 

(how, what) (what, when) Flow Control Dominant Entity 

> > None when 

> < when ~ what what 

< > what~ how how 

< < what ~ how, how 

when ~ what 

Table 8.3 Interactions among presentation entities 

Presentation control operations can be implemented by controlling these three entities. 

However, as these all have practical limitations --- how fast the media materials can be 

presented (by the how entity), how fast the material can be fetched and created (by the what 

entity) and what the granularity of timing is available (the when entity) --- not all 

presentation flow control operations are possible. Let's examine three types of media using 
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this model and discuss whether a control flow operation can be implemented and, if so, 

how it can be implemented. 

8.4.1 Regular Continuous Media 

The three entities can be used to model the presentation process of discrete media as well as 

continuous media. For regular continuous media whose contents are pre-defined and can 

be treated as data streams with a uniform type, such as video or audio, the when entity can 

be described as the following function: 

Local Time Function (regular continuous media): 

L(t) = L Lb + (t - T b) * Sb * Speed_Ratio * D J 

In the local time function, Lb is the local time base, Tb is the real time base, and Sb is the 

speed base. They record and provide the reference values for the presentation since the last 

speed, direction or location change. The Speed_Ratio is a speed indicator, and D is a 

direction indicator, whose value is 1 when presentation moves forward and -1 when 

backward. The parameter, t, of the local time function, is the real time. The speed base, 

Sb, stands for the regular speed which is media type dependent. For example, typical 

video media has the speed base of 30 frames per second and the high quality audio media 

has the speed base of 44.1 K samples per second. The Speed_Ratio is an indicator of 

relative speed in relation to Sb. Together, Sb and Speed_Ratio define the presentation 

speed. Presentation speed can then be changed by manipulating the Speed_Ratio (whereas 

Sb would normally remain constant). For example, to present multimedia in normal speed, 

the Speed_Ratio is set to 1, and in double speed, the Speed_Ratio is set to 2. 

The local time base, Lb, and the real time base, Tb, provide the basic references for the 

current presentation flow. They will be modified whenever the speed, S, or the direction, 

D, is changed as follows. 

Update Function (regular continuous media): 

Lb = L(now) ; the current local time 

= now ; the current real time 
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Note that as the stop and resume operations also change speed, Lb and Tb need to be 

modified when these operations are applied. Note also that this update is made before the 

speed or the direction is changed, i.e. using the old speed and direction. 

As the contents of regular continuous media are treated as data streams, the main task of the 

when entity is to provide local time to the what entity to retrieve the corresponding material 

for the how entity to present. Consequently, we can consider the local time as an index to 

the media content and the local time function as a function to convert real time to local time. 

From this viewpoint, this time conversion is the essential task of the when entity, which 

can be implemented based on the local time function described here. Conceptually, we 

consider that the when entity maintains a local clock which is a function (i.e. L(t) as 

described above) of real time. This local clock can be manipulated to support various flow 

control operations by adjusting the parameters in its underlying local time function such as 

direction indicator, D, and the Speed_Ratio. 

Based on the local time function described above, the local time used to retrieve the 

necessary material can be calculated by adding the local time base to the current offset 

derived by multiplying the elapsed time with the presentation speed and direction. Using 

the local time, the what entity can therefore retrieve the material for the presentation. The 

what entity can be described as the following function: 

Content Function (regular continuous media): 

W(l) = 
= 

M[l] 

NULL 

;if I within the stream range 

;otherwise. 

The indexed content is termed M[l] in the content function to represent the Ith unit of 

material in the data stream. If the local time falls in the duration of the data stream, the 

corresponding material is retrieved and sent to the how entity, otherwise, an empty material 

indicator, NULL, is provided. When the how entity receives a non-empty unit of material, 

it will display it using the appropriate media-dependent device(s). To avoid sending 

identical local time and material multiple times, the when entity can record the last calculated 

local time to assure that the current local time is different from that one before sending it 

out. 
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As the when entity controls the timing of the media presentation, it is natural that the 

presentation flow control operations can be supported by this entity and its local clock, i.e. 

by adjusting various parameters in the local time function. The stop operation can be 

implemented by freezing the local clock, i.e. by setting the Speed_Ratio to 0, so that the 

time will not advance or allow the when entity to send a new local time. The repeat 

operation can be supported by modifying the when entity to record the number of 

repetitions, and modifying the local time function as follows: 

Local Time Function: (revised) 

L(t) = 
= 

where 
L'(t) = 

Mod(L'(t), H) 

OUT_OF _BOUND 

; if I'(t) in [0, H*N] 

; otherwise 

LLb +(t-Tb) * Sb * Speed_Ratio * D J 
; local time function defined earlier 

This revised local time function contains three constants: N, the specified number of 

repetitions, H, length of the data stream, and OUT_OF _BOUND, any local time that is out 

of the duration of the media data stream. 

To support the jump forward and jump backward operations, the when entity needs to 

change the Lb and Tb according to the update function whenever these two operations are 

applied so that the Lb always records the last start or re-start local time and the Tb records 

the last start or re-start real time. Finally, to support the slow down, speed up, reverse 

direction, and fast backward operations, the when entity can simply provide these 

capabilities by changing the values of Sand D of the local time function, and updating Lb 

and Tb when those operations are applied. 

As mentioned earlier, due to the physical limitations of various media, the capability of 

changing speed, location and presentation direction are not always supported. Therefore, 

various flow control operations may not be directly available and one of the substitute 

operations described in Section 8.2 needs to be used to support the missing flow control. 

Those substitute operations can be implemented by further enhancing the when entity and 

manipulating the local clock by adjusting the parameters in the local time function. For 

example, to use the jump backward to substitute for the stop operation, the when entity 
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needs to record the stopping position so that the start local time, Lb, can be reset properly 

when the resume operation is applied. 

8.4.2 Discrete Media as Continuous Media 

Similar to continuous media, the content of discrete media can be treated as a data stream, 

with only a single data unit in the stream. As the discrete media presents its single data unit 

for the whole duration, Du, its speed base, Sb, can be set to t/Du. Assuming this single 

data unit is indexed by 0, the local time function can be rewritten as follows: 

Local Time Function (discrete media): 

L(t) = lLb+(t-Tb ) * t/Du * Speed_Ratio * DJ 

Here, Lb, Tb, Speed_Ratio, and D, are still representing the local time base, real time base, 

the speed indicator, and the direction. Initially, Lb is initialized to 0 and Speed_Ratio to I 

(normal speed). The functions for updating Lb and Tb whenever speed or direction change 

are as follows: 

Update Function (discrete media): 

Lb = Lb + (now-Tb) * I/Du * Speed_Ratio * D 

; local time function without the 'Floor' 

= now ; the current time 

This uniform view enables us to use the three-entity model to describe the presentation 

process of discrete media. Note that the Lb and Tb are updated to record the new local time 

base and real time base as in the previous section when the presentation speed or the 

direction are changed. However, since the fractional part of the value is needed to record 

what percentage of the presentation has passed, Lb needs to be stored as real number, i.e. 

without taking the Floor function. In fact, for accuracy, Lb also needs to be stored as real 

number in case of the regular continuous media. However, it can be saved as an integer if 

the related flow control operations, such as speed up or reverse direction, are always 

executed at a time corresponding to an integer index. 
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Note also that, for a discrete media without an assigned duration, the local time function 

and the update function can be rewritten as follows. 

Local Time Function (infinite discrete media): 

L(t) = 0 ; if 0 = I (forward) 

= LI-(t-Tb ) * I/Du * Speed_RatioJ 

; if 0 = -I (backward) 

Update Function (infinite discrete media): 

(when changing to backward movement) 

Du = (now-Tb) * I/Du * Speed_Ratio + Du 

= now ; (now-Tb) = elapsed time 

(when changing to forward movement) 

Du = (1 - (now-Tb) * I/Du * Speed_Ratio)*Du 

= now 

(when changing speed with forward movement) 

Du = Du + (now - Tb) * l/Du * Speed_Ratio 

= now 

(when changing speed with backward movement) 

Du = (1 - (now - Tb) * I/Du * Speed_Ratio) * Du 

Speed_Ratio = New _Speed_Ratio 

Tb = now 

Following the previous convention, Tb and 0 represent time base and direction 

respectively. New_Speed_Ratio is the new speed ratio responding to the speed change. 

Du is the total accumulated duration of the fOlward presentation of the discrete media object 

which is initialized to 0 when the presentation starts. The local time function and update 

function are defined according to the following viewpoint. As the natural duration of a 

discrete media object is infinite, when the discrete media presentation moves forward, the 

single media material is always presented no matter how fast the speed is. When the 

presentation moves backward, conceptually we can treat this discrete media presentation as 

two separate media, joined at the time that the backward movement begins: the first with 

fixed duration, i.e. the duration from the last start time up to the time that the presentation 

moves backward, and the second with infinite duration. Fig. 8.2 illustrates this situation. 
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According to this viewpoint, when the discrete media object moves backward, the fixed

duration portion is treated in the same way as a separate media object. The speed can 

therefore be treated as a discrete media with a fixed duration introduced earlier. i.e. t/Du. 

where Du is the accumulated duration of the forward presentation up to this point. When 

this media object changes its direction to move forward again later, the remaining duration 

will be computed and remembered for future reference. When the speed is changed during 

forward movement, the time base, Tb, needs be updated to the current time and the 

duration of the forward presentation in the old speed will be accumulated for later use. 

When the speed is changed during backward movement, the Tb needs to be updated, and 

the speed, S, need to be updated based on the remaining duration of the earlier forward 

presentation. 

, I Du 

backward 

.. 
backward 

Fig. 8.2 Backward movement of discrete media presentation 

The flow control operations of discrete media presentation can be supported easily as they 

have no effect on the actual presentation. The only thing that needs to be taken care of is 

updating the Du and Tb parameters appropriately when a jump or direction change occurs. 

8.4.3 Unpredictable Continuous Media 

There are certain continuous media whose contents are dynamically generated during the 

presentation. As a result, the when and the what of the presentation are dependent on 

material generation process itself and not predictable. One example is program driven 
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animation. As the content of the animation is created during program execution, the what 

and the when of this type of media cannot be controlled. Another example is user 

interaction. 

Although this type of media can still be described by the three-entity model, or the model 

with some entities merged into one, the flow control operations will not always be available 

due to the unpredictable characteristics. Fortunately, we can use the substitute operations 

to simulate the missing flow control operations. However, there are still cases that certain 

flow control operations will not have a substitute. When that happens, any synchronization 

associated with that media is limited and certain pace controls for that part of presentation 

will not be possible, unless we re-configure those media to have three separate and 

independent entities with the necessary primitive control capacity. 

8.5 Flexible Multimedia Flow Control 

According to the hierarchical framework introduced in Chapter 3, multimedia documents in 

our system are created using various composition constructs. The composed media are 

termed composite media. As composite media are composed from other media, termed 

component media, either basic media or other composite media, their flow control 

capabilities are implemented in terms of the flow control capabilities of those component 

media. In case that the component media are basic media, flow control operations are 

supported directly by them or by substitute operations. In case of composite media, the 

flow control is supported, in tum, by their component media (sub components). 

The simplest way for composite media to support flow control operations is forwarding the 

control flow request to the component media directly without any interpretation. For 

example, the stop operation of a composite medium can be supported by invoking the stop 

operation of its component media. As the composition is done in a hierarchical setting, this 

can be seen as supporting the flow control of a root node by the leaf nodes in the 

corresponding tree structure. Actually the flow control request only needs to be sent to the 

component media which are active, i.e. currently being presented. Fig. 8.3 shows the flow 

control forwarding process during presentation. As shown in the figure, the flow control 

request is only forwarded to the active media, i.e. the media currently activated since the 
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flow control request does not affect the inactive media, i.e. the media finished with their 

presentation or not yet activated. 
~top request 

o composite media 

• currently active basic media 

o currently inactive basic media 

~ control request 

Fig. 8.3 Flow control capability in the hierarchical scheme 

Although the direct support flow control is useful, sometimes, a more sophisticated 

approach is necessary to enable more flexible and interesting flow control. As described in 

3.4.2, control translation is used to support one flow operation using other flow 

operation(s). To apply this approach, each composite media needs to contain a flow 

control table which defines how each flow control operation is supported by the component 

media. As an example, the stop operation of a composite media, composed of a slide show 

with a piece of background music, can be implemented by stopping the slide show while 

playing default holding music. This can be done by storing a flow control table with the 

stop and resume entries as shown in Table 8.4. 

flow control operation Slide Show Background Music 

(Component 1) (Component 2) 

••••• 

Stop Stop Stop & 

Play(Holding Music) 

Resume Resume End(Holding Music) & 

Resume 

• • • • • 

Table 8.4 A flow control table 
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As we can see, the flow control table specifies the implementation of each flow control 

operation. The specification for each entry defines a sequence of operations that the 

component media need to perform to provide the corresponding flow control. For each 

operation in the sequence, the necessary parameters are also specified. In the above 

example, "Holding Music" is a parameter of the play operation in the entry of stop 

operation for the component medium, Background Music. 

Sometimes, the time for each component media to perform and complete operation(s) to 

support various presentation flow controls is different from its siblings and cannot be 

ignored. When that is the case, special care needs to be taken to maintain proper 

synchronization when applying that operation. As an example, let us assume the jump 

forward operation of a composite media, composed of an animation and a background 

music piece, is supported by the jump forward operation of the background music and the 

fast forward operation of the animation (due to its lack of the capability to change location). 

When this composite media applies the jump forward operation, the background music and 

the animation need to be synchronized if the fast forward of the animation takes different, 

possibly longer, time than the jump forward of the background music. This can be done 

by pausing the background music temporarily until the animation moves forward to the 

right position. 

8.6 Summary 

This chapter has introduced presentation flow control operations, the primitive capabilities 

needed to support different flow controls, and potential substitutes for each of these flow 

control operations. A media presentation model is also described to discuss the 

presentation process of different types of media uniformly, including regular continuous 

media, discrete media, and unpredictable continuous media. Finally, the implementation of 

flow control in our hierarchical framework is described. Together, these enable the 

presentation flow of multimedia documents to be flexibly controlled. The multimedia 

documents can therefore be viewed at any comfortable pace. Furthermore, it provides the 

base for a new authoring approach which will be introduced in next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 9 
THE WALK-THROUGH AUTHORING PARADIGM 

As we described in Chapter 2, multimedia authoring can be performed at different levels, 

namely using a general programming language, using a more structured multimedia 

document architecture, or using tools on top of a document architecture. All of these 

employ notations, e.g. graphical notations like timeline and non-graphical notations like 

scripting languages, to compose multimedia material. As the documents are composed 

using the notations instead of the materials themselves, the author usually cannot see or 

play the documents during the authoring processes. This discourages the author from 

exploring different possible compositions due to the presence of turn-around time between 

composition and test stages resulting from the use of notation. In addition, it makes certain 

compositions difficult to perform. To improve this situation, a novel approach to authoring 

multimedia documents has been developed. 

The new authoring approach is based on the walk-through paradigm. Conventionally, the 

term walk-through stands for a process of interacting with a predefined setting. The walk

through approach has been adopted to inspect and evaluate programs [Free82, Your89]. It 

is also a common term in the virtual reality area. Our walk-through paradigm still carries its 

conventional meaning of interacting with a predefined setting, however, we also allow the 

modification of the setting during the walk-through session. This is similar to the 

metaphor[Vaan93] approach where a multimedia author can choose a suitable real world 

metaphor, such as a building or a library, and walk through that metaphor to fill in the 

desired content. Unlike the metaphor approach, our walk-through does not have 

predefined metaphor to begin with. Instead, everything in a multimedia document can be 

added, removed or modified by the walk-through process, including the layout and 

scheduling. 

Our walk-through approach also has similarity to demonstration based systems [Finz84, 

Mau189] in the way it records the user's actions and events, and generalizes them into an 

underlying specification, such as constraints. It is different from the demonstration based 

system in that (1) the recording process is done in the context of playback of the existing 
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recording, (2) the user can modify the old recordings as well as creating new recordings, 

and (3) the recording can be done repeatedly to build up components incrementally. This is 

similar to a conventional video editing process to compose multiple video sources into one. 

As an example, a segment of a multimedia tour guide can be composed through a number 

of walk-throughs. During the initial session, the author can select and present a number of 

scenes to be displayed sequentially. This sequential presentation can then be improved 

during subsequent walk-throughs by dubbing in background music and displaying a 

corresponding map concurrently. It can further be enhanced by highlighting the map to 

indicate the location of the scenery being displayed. Still, another batch of walk-throughs 

can be made to tune aspects of the presentation such as timing, screen location, and size 

adjustment. As we can see, through the walk-through approach, a multimedia document 

can be authored by manipulating the media directly, and the editing can be done in the 

context of document presentation itself, rather than in an abstract notation. 

9.1 The Walk-Through Paradigm 

As described in the last section, we use the term walk-through paradigm to refer to an 

environment by which we can create an artifact by walking through, i.e. interacting with, it 

repeatedly. During each walk-through session, we can modify any aspect of the artifact as 

well as add new materials to the artifact. It is a direct-manipulation environment, as we 

work directly with the artifact instead of the notation or representation of that artifact. 

Under this definition, a WYSIWYG word processor is a (static) walk-through environment 

if we see the document as the artifact. However, a timeline editor for composing 

multimedia documents is not, as it works on the timeline notation instead of the media 

objects themselves. 

We adopt the walk-through paradigm to develop a novel approach to authoring multimedia 

documents. Starting with a blank playback, the author composes a multimedia document 

by walking through the document presentation a number of times. As the author works 

with the media directly, there is no intermediary between the author and the document to 

distract the design focus. These direct manipulation characteristics make the authoring task 

easier to perform by eliminating the use of notation and turn-around time in the 

development cycle. The author is therefore encouraged to explore more possible 
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compositions. Furthermore, the difficulty of certain compositions that require accurate but 

arbitrary timing, such as highlighting text responding to the accompanied speech, will be 

reduced since the timing of text highlighting can be specified during the playback of the 

speech. 

Although walk-through authoring has many advantages, it suffers the common problem of 

any direct-manipulation approach, namely, the lack of abstraction power and difficulty of 

use when high precision is required. To remedy these drawbacks, walk-through based 

authoring tools can be made to work together with more conventional tools, e.g. a timeline 

editor, flow chart editor or scripting facility. Under this arrangement, when the power of 

abstraction and precision are required, other suitable tools can be applied. 

To realize walk-through multimedia authoring, a number of system mechanisms are 

necessary. First, we need a mechanism to record media actions, such as start and stop of 

the presentation, that are performed by the author during walk-through. In this chapter, we 

use the term event to represent these walk-through media actions. Secondly, we need a 

mechanism to play back the recorded events to generate the context of the walk-through. 

Third, a set of operations are necessary to provide control of walk-through processes such 

as operations to start, to end and to abort a walk-through. Finally, we need a mechanism to 

map the result of a walk-through session, an event list, into a form that other authoring 

tools can use. 

9.2 The Record and Playback Mechanisms 

Events that occur during a walk-through session need to be recorded so that they can be re

generated and adjusted in subsequent walk-throughs. As temporal relationships are 

significant in a multimedia composition each event must be recorded with its time of 

occurrence. To be more specific, each recorded event contains (1) time of occurrence 

(when), (2) a medium identifier (who), and (3) the action that occurred, optionally with 

parameters to that action (what). The event recording can be made by monitoring the 

activity of the media that participate in a walk-through session. This can be achieved by 

trapping user interactions which trigger the media presentation during a walk-through. 

Under this arrangement, when the author performs various media actions by interacting 

with the system during the walk-through, these actions will be recorded by a walk-through 
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agent. The walk-through agent is an object that encapsulates the walk-through mechanisms 

to provide a cleaner design. 

In addition to recording, playback forms another important part of the walk-through: 

establishing the authoring context. During the walk-through, the author usually wants to 

move around, at his own pace, to orient himself to make modifications and to dub in new 

materials. This can be supported by providing flow control to the playback. As described 

in Chapter 8, the common flow control operations provided by many media can be made 

available to do this. These include operations to start/stop, pause/resume, jump 

forwardlbackward, speed up/slow down the playback, and change its direction. However, 

implementation of some of these control operations also needs special treatment. For 

example, when the playback changes its direction to move backward, not only does the 

active media need to be played backwards, but also the recorded events "start play" and 

"end play" need to be treated differently (i.e. have their meaning reversed). 

User Interaction o Object 

D Process 

Fig. 9.1 The schematic diagram of the walk-through agent 

Following object-oriented design principles, the recording and playback mechanisms are 

encapsulated in the walk-through agent. Since the walk-through agent offers the same 
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interface as other media objects, with the recorded events as its medium content and flow 

control as its playback support, it can be treated and implemented like other media objects. 

This enables the walk-through agent to be integrated into the authoring environment 

uniformly. Based on a notion of local time, the walk-through agent can perform the 

playback and the recording processes properly. Fig. 9.1 shows a schematic diagram of the 

walk-through agent. 

As we can see, the playback process examines the new and old event lists and generates the 

authoring context by controlling the media participating the walk-through session according 

to its notion of local time (Le. the local time function introduced in Chapter 8). Note that 

the playback process needs to access both new and old events because when the playback 

moves backward(or jumps backward); the newly entered events also need to be played 

back to generate the actual walk-through context. Fig. 9.1 also shows that the recording 

process collects the media events by trapping user interactions with the basic media objects 

during the walk-through. 

9.3 Walk-Through Operations 

Once the basic recording and playback mechanisms are in place, a number of operations are 

necessary to realize the walk-through paradigm to author a multimedia document. They 

include operations to start and to end a walk-through session, operations to control the pace 

of the walk-through process, and to modify the multimedia presentation. These operations 

will be described in this section. 

9.3.1 Start/End/Pace Control 

To start a walk-through session, we need to start both the playback and the record prQ(;ess 

as well as to initialize the local clock (i.e. to initialize the local time base, Lb and real time 

base, Tb, of the local time functions introduced in Chapter 8) and arrange for it to be 

updated constantly through the walk-through session. Similarly, to end a walk-through 

session, we need to end both the playback and record processes as well as to stop the local 

clock. The pace of a walk-through can be controlled using the flow control operations 

supported by the playback process. This enables the author to move freely using a 

comfortable speed to edit the multimedia document. For an example, when the author tries 
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to synchronize the end of one media with the start of another media, he can slow down the 

walk-though so the synchronization can be done more accurately. As another example, the 

ability to backup a little and start again from there when the author missed the chance to 

make a modification is very useful. 

During flow control operations, the recording process needs to be manipulated, such as 

pausing temporarily, so that the local time can be updated appropriately. For example, 

when the jump forward operation is applied, we need to (1) pause the recording process, 

(2) invoke the jump-forward operation of the playback process, (3) update the local time, 

i.e. the current index to the media materials, properly, and then (4) resume the recording 

process. 

Besides the necessary operations to start, end and pace-control the walk-through, a number 

of operations also need to be provided to modify the multimedia document during the walk

through. These illustrate a collection of useful operations applicable to aiding multimedia 

authoring tasks. 

9.3.2 Make-Earlier and Make-Later Operations 

During a walk-through session, the author may want to modify the timing of some events 

recorded previously. The make-earlier and make-later operations provide the ability to 

perform this timing adjustment. When invoked, the make-earlier and the make-later 

operations will modify the time of the last event by a certain amount so that the event will 

occur earlier or later respectively. To further aid the author, after application of these 

operations, the walk-through can be moved back a little automatically so the results of the 

new timing can be observed for verification. 

Fig. 9.2 illustrates the make-earlier operation in timeline form. The amount of time used to 

adjust an event and to move back the walk-through are parameters to these operations. 

Note that although the time line notation is employed to illustrate the operations in this 

section, it is not used to apply the operations during the walk-through. Instead, more direct 

methods, such as the graphical or audio user interfaces to the walk-through agent, are used 

to make these operations available in the walk-through process. 
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Fig. 9.2 Make-Earlier example 

9.3.3 Close-Gap and Open-Gap Operations 
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Other useful timing adjustment operations are close-gap and open-gap. When applied, the 

temporal gap between the last two events will be closed and opened accordingly. This is 

especially useful to synchronize and de-synchronize two events. It is possible to use make

earlier and make-later operations to achieve the same goal, but the close-gap and open-gap 

operations are more efficient because they do not require the exact time to adjust, in the case 

of close-gap, and who to adjust, in the case of open-gap. Fig. 9.3 shows an example of 

applying these two operations. 
o start event 
• end event 
4 walk-through position 

o • ~ 0 ~ose gap... 1 
- • open gap 

~-;---------r---~"~ ~--~--,-________ ~"'~ 
time , time 1 

Fig. 9.3 Close-Gap and Open-Gap example 

Similar to the make-earlier and make-later operations, the walk-through can be backed up 

so the timing change can be verified. The amount of time for the open-gap operation is a 

parameters set interactively by the author. 

9.3.4 Cut and Action Operations 

Sometimes, there are many actions that the author wants to record at once. For example, if 

the author wants to arrange three media to be played at the same time, he has to play each 

media object in turn in a very short time so that the play events can be recorded with nearly 
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the same time stamps. If the lag among the events cannot be ignored, application of the 

close-gap operation is necessary during a subsequent walk-through. The cut and action 

operations, adopted from movie industry terminology, are used to handle this situation. 

When significant time is needed to perform several actions during the walk-through at 

essentially the same time, either due to the total number of actions to be performed or due to 

the difficulty of the action to be perform, the cut and action operations can be applied. The 

cut operation pauses the playback process and freezes the local clock while keeping the 

recording process running. The action operation resumes the playback process and 

unfreezes the local clock. Every action performed after the cut operation and before the 

action operation will then carry the same time stamp. 

o start event 
x end event Ml oo-__ x 
• walk-through position 
I pause presentation M2 

walk-through 
time 

Ml 
M2 

M3 
M4 
MS 

real time 

0 

o 

t 

)( 

+ resume presentation 
* delayed play action 

(a) Before cut operation 

I .p-)( 

o-t .,. tC 

«I .,. 
c:t 

t t4 
cut play play play action 

(b) During Cut! Action operation 

Ml 0 ,( 
M2 0 )e 

M3 0 

M4 0 

MS 0 

walk-through 
time to 

(c) After Action operation 

Fig. 9.4 Cut and Action operation example 
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Here, special care needs to be taken for the newly activated media. As all media need to be 

paused between the cut and the action operations, these newly activated media need to be 

suspended immediately after activation. Fig. 9.4 illustrates these two operations in timeline 

form. Fig. 9.4 (a) shows that the cut operation has been applied at time to. Fig. 9.4(b) 

shows the media actions that occurred between the cut and action operations in real time 

and Fig. 9.4(c) shows the recording after the action operation. 

9.3.5 The Dub-Point Operation 

The cut/action operations allow the author to record actions with the same time stamp, even 

if they do no occur concurrently in real time, without leaving any mark in the walk

through. However, sometimes it is useful to leave a mark during the walk-through so that 

different media actions can be triggered right at the marked time during later walk-throughs. 

This allows the timing of the media actions and the actions themselves be specified 

separately. It will then be possible to incrementally record media actions in the same 

temporal position through multiple walk-through sessions. This separation is useful to 

control the complexity of the multimedia authoring process. 

To implement this timing and action separation, the dub-point is used. A dub-point is an 

event with a time stamp but an empty content. It can be generated and recorded, like a 

normal event, to mark a temporal position during a walk-through session. It can be played 

or removed during the following walk-throughs. When a dub-point is played, a cut 

operation will be invoked so any actions the author wants to play and record in the time 

marked by the dub-point can be performed. The action operation can be used to resume the 

walk-through as usual without removing the dub-point. An extra remove operation can be 

made available to resume the walk-through as well as deleting the dub-point from the walk

through. As the dub-point is treated as a normal event, all walk-through operations, such 

as make-earlier/later and close/open-gap, are stilI applicable to it. 

9.3.6 The Zip Operation 

It can be time consuming and tedious to modify the multimedia document by walking 

through the whole document repeatedly at normal speed. Fortunately, there are pace 
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control operations that we can apply to shorten the time, e.g. using a higher speed, and the 

ability to jump. The zip operation further improves this situation. It enables the instant 

movement from the current time to the time that the next or previous event occurs. This 

allows the author to move easily to new locations where an interesting event occurs. Note 

that as a dub-point is treated as a normal event, it can be used to mark interesting spots in a 

multimedia document where can be easily located using the zip operation during the walk

through session. 

Normally, the zip operation moves to the time of an old events recorded in previous walk

throughs. A variant zip operation is to move to a new future event, in particular to the end 

time of the newly added media. The end time of a medium usually can be derived from its 

duration by giving a start time. This variant zip operation is useful to dub new material in 

the multimedia document without going through the whole media presentation. Fig. 9.5 

shows an application of the variant zip operation. The medium M4 is dubbed in the context 

of playback of the recorded media M 1, M2 and M3. After the zip operation is applied at 

time to, the walk-through is moved to time tl instantly with the derived end event of the M4 

recorded. 
o start event 
• end event 
4 walk-through position 

Ml 0-0--__ Ml o~-_e. 

M2 
M3 

o 
o - M2 0-0---__ 

- M3 0 • 
M4 00-------------•• 

M4 0-0-______ _ 

time 
to 

time 
t 

Before Zip Operation After Zip Operation 

Fig. 9.5 Zip operation example 

9.3.7 Ambiguity 

Some of the above operations have implicit operand(s). For example, the make-earlier and 

make-later operations take the last event as their operands and the close-gap and open-gap 

operations take the last two events. These events are chosen to be the implicit operands due 

the fact that they are the last presentation actions seen by the author. However, there can 
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be an ambiguity when more than one events occurs in, or relatively close to, that time. 

When this is the case, the implicit operand(s) may not be the right one(s) to apply the 

desired operation. For example, an ambiguity exists when the make-earlier operation is 

applied in the situation that the last three evenl'i carry the same time stamp. As these three 

events occurred at the same time and are the last presentation actions the author has seen, 

they all are candidates for the make-earlier operation. 

A number of strategies can be used to resolve this situation. First, when an ambiguity 

occurs during the application of an operation, the system can ask the author to choose 

one(s) from the possible candidates to complete the operation (this strategy is employed in 

the system described here). The system could also apply the operation to the one(s) 

arbitrarily picked, play back the change and let the user reject or change this selection. 

Finally, the system could provide some type of filter which can be applied before or during 

a walk-through session. Here, the filter is a condition to indicate which media needs to be 

played back and can be considered as candidates of the walk-through operation. This is not 

only a way to resolve ambiguity, but also a way to control the complexity of the authoring 

task during the walk-through. 

9.4 Authoring and Document Architecture 

The result of walk-through authoring is a list of timed events. Although it can be stored 

and retrieved easily to serve as a demonstration plan, it is not suitable to be used to directly 

implement the control for a multimedia document. First of all, the event list does not have 

any structure other than the linear ordering to organize the document. Secondly, the event 

list only represent'i a presentation instance of the multimedia document being defined, not a 

description of all possible presentations. Third, as the event is the basic unit, any 

modification must be done in terms of events. Fourth, it will not be possible to use other 

authoring tools together with this representation, such as a structured editor, because they 

work on different document representations. 

This problem can be remedied by providing a mapping mechanism to convert the event list 

to a target document structure, and vice versa. Through the mapping mechanism, the walk

through based authoring tool and other authoring tools can be used together to compose 

multimedia documents. The walk-through technique can therefore be integrated into an 
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authoring environment seamlessly. Different tools can be employed to work on the 

multimedia document depending on the authoring needs. When fast prototyping or 

specifying the temporal relationship among various media, the walk-through tool may be 

the proper choice as it provides the most natural way to do so with no added turn-around 

time. When modifying the overall schedule, a time line editor might be the right choice as it 

visualizes the schedule in question. Yet, when precise specification is necessary, such as 

setting a duration to 10.5 seconds, it might be easier to use a scripting language. As 

different tools have their strengths and weaknesses, for various authoring tasks, some are 

more suitable than the others. It is useful to make them all available. 

As indicated in Chapter 3, the system described in this dissertation provides temporal 

operators to compose media materials. We will call media composed in this way composite 

media. Eight temporal operators are supported, including sequential, parallel, timeline, 

escape, interleaved synchronization, selection, conditional and repetition operators. Recall 

that, the sequential and parallel operators are used to compose media for sequential and 

parallel presentation. The timeline and escape operators are used for annotating a medium 

with a number of other media. The difference is in that, while the annotated medium will 

be presented concurrently with its annotation when composed with the timeline operator, it 

will be paused if the escape operator is used. The interleaved synchronization operator is 

used to synchronize two media internally, i.e. synchronize in the positions other than the 

start and end points. For example, it can be used to synchronize audio with video. The 

selection and conditional operators are used to create conditional multimedia presentation 

where the condition can be set by user interaction or the program. Finally, the repetition 

operator is used to compose a medium to be presented multiple times. As these 

composition operators are used in a strict hierarchical manner, the structure of a multimedia 

document is a tree. These particular operators are not unique (for other alternatives, see 

[Hama93, Hard93] for examples), but support a set of useful media compositions in our 

system. 

In the system described here, the mapping from the event list into the underlying document 

tree is based on a heuristic strategy. This strategy is summarized by the decision tree 

shown in Fig. 9.6. The conditions in this decision tree are applied to examine the event list 

to find the most suitable temporal operator to compose media materials. As this strategy is 

only good for creating a simple composite media using a single temporal operator, it is 
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applied repeatedly until a complete document hierarchy is formed. This strategy is applied 

at the end of each walk-through session. 

user interaction event? 

Y~N 

more than one medium 
associated with the interaction? 

single medium? 

Y~N 
Y~N repetition internal event? 

selection conditional Y~N 

all internal events 
belong to the same medium? 

Y~N 

pause event? interlieyed 
Y ~N synchronization 

~ 1in:lcliru:. 

media start and 
end sequentially? 

Y~ 
sequential ~ 

Fig. 9.6 Decision tree for document structure mapping 

Based on this heuristic, if there are user interaction events in the event list, the conditional 

operator and selection operator will be used to compose the media associated with the user 

interaction events, depending on the number of the associated media. If there are no user 

interaction events and only one media object is involved, a repetition operator is applied. 

Otherwise, internal events are searched. If there are internal events in the list and they are 

synchronization between two media, the interleaved synchronization operator is selected. 

If there are internal events but belonging to a single medium, we choose escape operator 

when pause events are present, and timeline operator when there are no pause events. If all 

the above tests fail, the sequential operator is selected if the media in the event list play 

sequentially, otherwise, the parallel operator is chosen. 

The mapping from a composite media to an event list can be done by linearizing its 

schedule. As user interaction may be involved during this process, default(s) need to be 

produced. In addition, the tree structure of the composite media needs to be kept so that the 

next time the event list is mapped to a composite media, identical or similar tree structure 

can be generated. This can be achieved by placing priority into the heuristic strategy, based 

on the tree structure, so that the temporal operator in the earlier tree structure will be chosen 

whenever it is possible to do so. 
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Once the mapping mechanism is in place, authoring can be performed using different tools 

depending on the nature of the task. For example, the author can start proto typing his 

composition using walk-through based tool, then use the timeline editor to tune the 

schedule and the hierarchical view editor to adjust the overall document structure. 

Next, we explore more details about the implementation of the walk-through authoring tool 

in the system. We will also show a walk-through authoring example. 

9.5 The Implementation and an Example 

The multimedia authoring system presented here is implemented in an object-oriented 

fashion using the Artkit user interface toolkit [Henr90, Huds93b]. In our implementation, 

each media has its own local clock (advances based on the local time function introduced in 

Chapter 8), a presentation schedule, and standardized presentation flow control protocol. 

The presentation protocol of each media object is accessible through a graphical user 

interface so it can be controlled by the author as desired. Composite media are created 

using one of the eight temporal operators. As described in Chapter 8, the presentation of a 

composite media is performed by controlling the embodied media through the standard 

flow control protocol according to the composite schedule. 

Walk-through authoring is supported by a special type of media, i.e. the walk-through 

agent. It encapsulates the playback and recording mechanism as well as the mapping 

strategy. Like all other media, it has a local clock, to control both playback and recording, 

and a presentation schedule, i.e. the event list. The standard presentation flow control 

protocol is also supported and available to the author. A walk-through process begins by 

selecting the participating media and creating a walk-through agent. In addition to the 

normal presentation flow control, the walk-through agent also makes the walk-through 

operations accessible through a control panel. By interacting with the control panel the 

author can start a walk-through session, dub or modify the participating media in the 

presentation, and save it for later use. 

Fig. 9.7 shows a graphical interface of a media object in our system. The title displays the 

name of the media object and the type icon portrays its type, an audio object in this case. 
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The "VCR" flow controllers and type specific controls provides presentation support, and 

the timeline feeds back the current position during the presentation. 

J Title 

rnJsic ~ ~ Type Icon 

IjjlalIi IDIIWliIlil1ill1Ql .. "VCR" Row controllers 

IlIolUllle: 111111 II ~ Type Specific Controls 

v ~I • ~ Time Line 

Fig. 9.7 The graphical interface of an audio media object 

Fig. 9.8 shows the system in action with four graphic media (violinl-4), one audio 

medium (music), one text medium (title), and a walk-through agent (WALKTHRU) with 

its control panel ready for walk-through composition. The MAIN window contains two 

panels of buttons. The buttons on the left are used to introduce new media into the 

authoring environment. The buttons on the right are used to construct composite media 

with the first eight buttons for each of the temporal composition operators and the last two 

for walk-through and hierarchical view composition. The SCRIPT window provides 

access to the scripting facility and the CONTROL PANEL window supports the walk

through functionality. Note that the control panel can be interacted with the mouse as well 

as the keyboard, with the key binding indicated in each entry. The keyboard alternative is 

provided to relieve screen space contention between the media being played back and the 

control panel managing that playback. It also enables the author to concentrate on the actual 

presentation, instead of the control panel, when making modifications. It might also be 

possible to use voice to control the walk-through. 

We will now use this figure to give a walk-through authoring example. The authoring task 

is to compose a presentation with the graphic media (violinl-4) displayed sequentially. 

During the graphical presentation, the audio media (music) will be dubbed in as the 

background music. Finally, the text media (title) will be used to annotate each graphic by 

highlighting an item in the text when the corresponding picture is played. 
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Fig. 9. 8 An experiment system 

To begin with , we can start a walk-through session to record the sequential graphic 

presentation by "playing" each of these graphic media objects in turn. Fig. 9.9(a) 

illustrates the recorded event list after the initial walk-through. A number of walk-through 

es ions can then be performed to adjust the timing and duration of the graphic presentation 

using clo e-gap and/or make-earlier/later operations. The location of each graphic can also 

be modified by dragging it around the screen. Fig. 9.9(b) shows the resulting event list. 

Once the graphical presentation ha been constructed, we can start another batch of walk

through sessions to dub in the background music. During the walk-through, the zip 

operation can be use to fast record the music and the close-gap operation can be used to 

align the background music with the graphical presentation. We can also adjust the volume 

of the music during the walk-through as desired. Fig. 9.9(c) shows the result in timeline 

form. 
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Finally, we can walk through the presentation again to drop a number of dub-points at the 

beginning of each graphical display. The synchronization between the music decorated 

graphical presentation and the text highlighting can then be defined by walking through the 

presentation once again and placing the highlight in the text when the dub points are 

reached. The final event list is shown in Fig. 9.9(d). 
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Fig. 9.9 A walk-through example 

The mapping mechanism can be applied once the walk-through session is complete to 

convert the event list to the underlying document hierarchy shown in Fig. 9.10. 

title 

music 

o temporal composition 
CJ basic media violin 1 violin2 violin3 violin4 

Fig. 9.10 Converted document structure 
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After the document is derived, other authoring tools based on the hierarchical structure can 

be used for authoring, such as the scripting facility, the editors for each temporal operator, 

and the hierarchical view editor. 

9.6 Summary 

In this chapter, we have described a novel approach, the walk-through paradigm, for 

authoring multimedia documents. It allows the author to compose a multimedia document 

by working with the media directly instead of notations representing them. The direct

manipulation nature of this approach not only makes the authoring task easy to perform but 

also eliminates turn-around time in the development cycle. It is particularly useful for fast 

prototyping and in defining the temporal aspects of the multimedia documents. 

We have also described the mechanisms that are necessary to realize the walk-through 

paradigm. The recording and playback mechanisms provide the basic functionality to 

enable the walk-through process. The walk-through operations support the necessary 

control of the walk-through. And the mapping mechanism to and from an underlying 

document structure enable the walk-through based tool to be used together with other tools 

for the authoring task. Finally, we describe an implementation which we use to illustrate 

the use of the walk-through to perform a multimedia authoring task. 

All in all, the walk-through approach provides a vehicle to simplify the authoring task and 

makes the authoring functionality accessible to a greater base of users. This will cut the 

cost of multimedia production and accelerate multimedia application development. 

To make these authoring techniques available to users, especially to non-expert users, a 

run-time system architecture has been constructed. It supports multimedia document 

presentation as well as to serve as the basic engine to provide an interactive authoring 

environment. This architecture will be described in next chapter to show how the authoring 

techniques we developed can be integrated in a complete environment to aid authoring 

tasks. 
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CHAPTER 10 
THE PROTOTYPE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

We have introduced a number of techniques for authoring multimedia documents. They 

include a hierarchical framework. a set of algorithms to perform resource analysis. a 

presentation model for flexible flow control and synchronization. and a new authoring 

paradigm. the walk-through approach. To test them in a working environment. a prototype 

system has been constructed. It embodies these techniques in various tools to aid the task 

of authoring multimedia documents. The system architecture of this prototype will be 

described in this chapter to discuss some practical issues and to show how these techniques 

can be implemented and employed in an actual working system. This prototype system has 

been used to provide examples to illustrate various aspects in previous chapters. It is this 

chapter. however. that introduces its architecture systematically. 

First of all. an object-oriented approach to supporting various types of media in a unified 

way will be introduced. This approach enables a cleaner implementation of various basic 

media and composite media objects. as well as a uniform interface between the system and 

the media objects. Secondly. the underlying textual representation. a fairly simple 

language, for a document specification will be described. It provides the basic format for 

storing and retrieving multimedia documents. Third, the run-time system organization will 

be discussed. This organization supports multimedia presentation and provides the basic 

functionality to various authoring tools for experimenting on a portion of a document under 

construction, especially for scheduling media objects during document presentation. 

Thereafter, various tools for media composition will be described, including a scripting 

facility, time-line editors for the eight composition operators in our framework, a walk

through editing tool, and a tree structure editor. The techniques associated with each 

editing tool, and the way these tools collaborate to provide aids during the authoring 

process, will also be discussed. Finally, an authoring process under the prototype system 

will be described to illustrate the way multimedia documents are composed in this 

environment. Future enhancement to this system will conclude this chapter. 

10.1 Object-Oriented Media Implementation 
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The object-oriented approach has been employed in the implementation of this system to 

enhance the uniformity among different types of media. Each basic media type is 

implemented as a media class from which media objects can be instantiated. The super 

class of all media types are a media class named GENERIC. It encapsulates the common 

media properties, including the media content, duration, stretchability, flow control 

capabilities and resource requirements as well as the actual media presentation capability. It 

also defines the general interface to every media object, for both basic media and composite 

media, including standard presentation flow control (input), and basic graphical display 

(output). The generic class also contains a clock for each media object to keep track of the 

local time needed by each media type. 

For each basic media, such as still text and image, or audio, an individual class is defined 

by sub-classing the GENERIC class. These media classes re-define the properties and the 

implementation of certain functionality appropriately for the media type. However, the 

interface to each media type still remains the same to keep interface uniformity. To be more 

specific, each object, either of a basic media or of a composite media type, supports the 

same presentation flow control operations, including play, pause/resume, abort, jump 

forward, jump backward, change speed, and change direction. The operations to query 

and reset the common properties are also implemented. In addition to generic functionality, 

each media class also defines and supports operations specific to each media type, e.g. 

volume control for audio media. 

Objects of the GENERIC class behave like any other normal media object, providing all 

common flow controls and operations for properties manipulation. However, as they do 

not contain any actual media material, they play "blank" during their presentation. This 

makes them behave like a timer, i.e. simply keeping track of the elapsed time. A timer 

object of this form can be used as the "major" media in the general timeline composition to 

simulate a conventional timeline. It can also to be used to provide the silent portion 

between two segments of presentations. The advantage of doing so is that the silent 

portion(s) can then be controlled by manipulating the timer object. As the timer object 

keeps track of the time, it can used as a timing device. As an example, in the walk-through 

editor, it is employed to supply the time stamp for each recorded event during the walk

through session. 
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As we can see, in the class hierarchy of basic media, there is no distinction between 

discrete media and continuous media. They only differ in their duration property: typically, 

discrete media have infinite natural duration while continuous media, have a fixed duration. 

This further enhances the uniformity of the media interface. As user interactions are also 

treated as special types of media, interaction media types are also sub-classes of the 

GENERIC class. When an interaction media object is presented, the interactor(s) used to 

solicit user input is displayed. The minimal and maximal durations of an interaction object 

are used to determine how long the interactor(s) will wait for the user's input: the minimum 

for the least waiting time and the maximum for the time-out. When the user spends less 

time than the minimum, the interactor(s) will remain displayed until minimal time has 

elapsed. Similarly, if the user does not supply the necessary input before the time-out, 

default input will be applied to continue the presentation. The flow control operations of 

the interaction media object are not used for interactor control, instead, they are used to 

control the local clock so that the user can change the pace of his interaction. 

GENERIC. COMPOSITE 

TEXT 

PICTURE 

AUDIO 

ANIMATION 

INTERACTOR 

MULTIPLE ~ SEQUENTIAL 

PARALLEL 

ANNOTATION ~ ESCAPE 

'\ GENERAL TIMELINE 

INTERACTION ~ CONDITIONAL 

" SELECTION 

CONTINUOUS SYNCHRONIZATION 

REPETITION 

Fig. 10.1 Media class hierarchy of the prototype system 

To support composite objects, a class, named COMPOSITE, is sub-classed from the 

GENERIC class. It implements the common properties of every composite object, 

including the schedule and control translation. The schedule defines the temporal 

relationship among the component media objects of the composite media and control 
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translation specifies how each flow control operation is supported by its component 

objects. As composite objects all confirm to the same interface, i.e. respond to the same 

controls, and have the same display, they can be manipulated like any regular media. This 

further enhances the consistency of this authoring environment. 

Due to the similarity between sequential and parallel composition, general timeline and 

escape composition, and conditional and selection composition, three classes --

MULTIPLE, ANNOTATION, and INTERACTIVE classes --- are created, by sub

classing the COMPOSITE class. They serve as the super class of these six compositions 

respectively. The media classes for the continuous synchronization and repetition 

compositions are directly sub-classed from COMPOSITE class. Fig. 10.1 shows the 

overall media class hierarchy in the prototype environment. 

to.2 Document Specification 

To serve as the basic format for document storage and retrieval, a fairly simple language 

has been designed for document description. It contains three kinds of statements; 

construction statements, a presentation statement and secand_query statements. The 

construction statements are used to introduce new basic media objects into this authoring 

environment or to compose media objects to form new composite media objects. All the 

construction statements are in the form of an assignment statement. The left hand side of 

the statement is an identifier which gives a name to the newly created media object. For the 

basic media object, the right hand side of the statement specifies the media type as well as 

its properties. For the composite media object, it specifies the composition operation, its 

component media objects and composite properties. 

The presentation statement takes a media object as its parameter. This statement is used to 

present media objects. Default values will be applied to any un-specified properties of a 

media object when it is presented. For example, the default duration for a discrete media 

object is 10 seconds and the default display location is in the center of the screen. These 

pre-defined defaults can be set by modifying the startup file as well as through the 

secand_query statements during the authoring process, on a per-media type basis. 
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The secand_query statements are used to check media properties, to set and reset the media 

properties, such as the duration and parameters of the flow control operations, and to 

perform some useful operations such as displaying the hierarchical structure of a composite 

media object or list the statements associated with that object. There are also a number of 

miscellaneous statements for house keeping purposes such as a help statement to list all 

available commands, a halt statement to end the whole system, and statements to 

manipulate environment variables. 

The main goal of this language is to serve as an underlying representation for storage and 

retrieval purposes. Although it is not designed to be used directly for the authoring task, it 

is simple and fairly readable. Together with the fact that the prototype system is interpreted 

and interactive in nature, it is reasonable for an author to use it directly. 

As the language is based on the hierarchical framework described in Chapter 3, after 

interpreting a list of statements, a number of tree structures will be constructed. The 

construction statements create new nodes and combine trees into larger ones. The present 

statement presents a tree structure by displaying its content according to its schedule. 

Finally, the secand_query statements check and manipulate the properties decorating in the 

tree nodes and a number of miscellaneous statements provide help and control to the whole 

authoring system. Note that, the hierarchical restriction in the application of composition 

operators can be easily enforced by assuring that the media objects in each composition do 

not already have parent media object. The BNF of this simple language is listed in 

APPENDIX A and a sample document specification in this language is listed in 

APPENDIX B. 

10.3 Run-Time System Structure 

The presentation of media objects, including single media presentation and multiple media 

presentations according to a schedule, is the basic capability of this prototype environment. 

This functionality can be implemented in a stand-alone fashion to form a multimedia 

presentation system. As this capability is essential to the authoring process as well, e.g. to 

enable the presentation of partially composed documents and provide context during walk

through authoring, it is implemented and integrated in the prototype environment and made 
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available to all the authoring tools. This section describes the run-time structure needed to 

realize this arrangement. 

As described earlier, each media object encapsulates its own presentation capability, as a 

passive presentation driver (the "what" component). The timing to trigger this passive 

driver is modeled and implemented external to the media object, as a timing engine (the 

"when" component). This arrangement not only enables a cleaner interface between the 

system and the media objects but also provides the basic framework to schedule multiple 

media objects to be presented in various ways. For example, a number of media can be 

presented in parallel by using the same timing engine to send triggers to all media objects 

concurrently according to their frequencies. The Fig. 10.2 illustrates this process. 

TIMING ENGINE(Fx, Fy, Fz) 

Fig. 10.2 Parallel media presentation 

The media X, Y and Z in Fig. 10.2 are temporarily independent objects whose presentation 

flow can be controlled individually, e.g. a stop of media object X will not have any effect 

on media objects Y or Z. When media objects are composed with the composition 

operators introduced in Section 3.3, their presentations are related to one another and the 

presentation flow is controlled according to the composition operator. This can be arranged 

by properly passing the flow control operation downward along the tree structure of the 

composite media object. The flow control of component media objects can not be 

controlled individually after they are composed with other media objects. Generally 

speaking, the flow control operation are forwarded to any active component media objects 

in a top-down fashion. Fig. 10.3 depicts this process in a sample document structure. It 

shows that the flow control operation, stop, is forwarded to the active component media 

along the document tree structure, i.e. sequential media object a, escape media object b, 

sequential media object c, parallel media object d, and basic media objects e and f. During 

the forwarding process, composite media objects will set themselves to the proper state, in 
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this case, "stopped", to reflect their current status and pass the flow control to any active 

children according to their schedules. Like composite objects, the states of basic media 

objects will also be set properly. In addition, the actual media presentation will be 

controlled according to the forwarded flow control request. 

o 0 active 

•• inactive 

Fig. 10.3 Presentation flow control along the tree structure 

To enable presentation of multiple media objects in various temporal fashions for testing of 

different possible compositions and different portions of a document, the system maintains 

a list of media objects which need to be considered when the system timer advances. When 

media objects, either basic media or composite media, are placed in the list, they will be 

triggered according to their presentation frequency. When the system timer advances, the 

media objects in the list will be checked for their presentation status and frequency so that 

active objects in the list will be triggered in the right time. Fig. 10.4 illustrates this 

arrangement. 

When a media object in the list is triggered, it will return a flag to indicate if its presentation 

is complete, analogous to the end of file directive. When the flag indicates the presentation 

is complete, the corresponding object will be removed from the list. The overall 

presentation can therefore be seen as adding/removing media objects to/from the list. 
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Conceptually, however, each media object can be thought as having its own clock which is 

the system timer multiplexed by the system list. 

I System Timer 

Fig. 10.4 Media object list for scheduling 

Note that the media objects in the list are temporally independent. Media objects can then 

enter or leave the list freely, without affecting the other media in the list, to experiment with 

different temporal compositions, e.g. those demonstrated in a walk-through session. 

Media objects composed using various composition operators, however, are related to each 

other. Their composite object only occupies one slot in the list, the timing trigger is 

forwarded through their tree structure, similar to the flow control forwarding process. 

Note also that since the time between two "ticks" of the system clock is fixed and limited, it 

might be possible that the work required to deliver the media presentation can not be 

completed on time. When this happens, either delays will occur or media materials must be 

skipped to present the subsequent media materials on schedule. When delays occur, 

presentation among various media will be out of synchronization. In this case, time needs 

to be made up in the subsequent presentation to re-synchronize media. If the time can be 

made up in a relative short time and the jitters during the non-synchronized state is 

reasonable, this can be an acceptable policy to deal with this problem. If, however, the 

delays keep increasing to worsen the synchronization situation, media materials must be 

skipped to restore the presentation pace back to normal. Care must be taken in skipping 
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media materials as there might exist dependency between them, e.g. video stream 

compressed using the inter-frame mechanism such as mpeg. Currently, the prototype 

system adopts a simple policy to deal with this problem. It monitors any delays occurring 

during the presentation. When delays occur, they will be checked again a pre-defined 

threshold. If the delay is bigger than the threshold, media materials, or even the whole 

media objects, will be skipped to decrease the delay. A number of possible policies used to 

chose the media object to skip are first-in-first-out, first-in-Iast-out, or following a pre

defined media priority. Currently, the system prototype simply uses the first-in-Iast-out 

policy to re-synchronize the presentation when the system is overloaded. This simple 

policy is adequate for our prototype system to cope with the system overload situation. 

Further research is needed to develop more sophisticated mechanism to handle this problem 

gracefully. 

10.4 Authoring Tools 

A number of authoring tools have been implemented in the prototype system. They are a 

script editor, a timeline editor, a hierarchical structure editor, and a walk-through agent. 

The resource analysis technique is also implemented and associated with these tools to aid 

the authoring task. 

The script editor provides a simple textual interface to the system. It interprets the 

commands that the author types based on the language described in Section 10.2 to support 

interactive scripting. Every authoring task can be done in the script editor, including 

introducing new media objects into the authoring environment, changing their properties 

such as duration and screen location, combining them using composition operators and 

testing the basic media or composite media presentation. 

The timeline editor provides a graphical interface to manipulate the presentation schedule. 

Each composition operator has its own timeline editor. They all have the same look and 

feel. The only difference is in the temporal constraints among the media objects imposed 

by the composition operators. For example, media objects must be laid out in a sequential 

fashion in the timeline editor for general sequential composition. Fig. 10.5 shows the 

timeline editor for sequential composition. 
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Fig. 10.5 Timeline editor for a sequential composition 

The hierarchical structure editor supports editing tasks which are easier to perform in the 

document tree structure. Portions of the tree structure, i.e. sub-trees, can be isolated for 

editing independently from the rest of the tree. The overall tree structure can also be 

modified such as moving around a subtree, and deleting or adding subtrees. This editor 

provides the most natural way to modify the overall document structure. Structure editing 

can therefore be performed on the tree structure itself. 

Finally, a walk-through agent is a notation-free editor used to specify presentation 

schedule. Unlike the timeline editor, the walk-through agent allows the author to define the 

presentation schedule by demonstration. By monitoring the demonstration process, the 

walk-through agent derives the schedule using the strategy described in Section 9.4. To 

enable to the author to easily demonstrate the media presentation, each media object has a 

graphical interface to control its presentation as shown in Fig 9.7. The author can therefore 

demonstrate the desired presentation schedule by interacting with the media specific 

graphical interfaces. To relieve the screen space contention between the graphical interfaces 

and the media presentation itself, the media objects can also be controlled using the 

keyboard. 

Since the author defines a schedule by manipulating media objects directly instead of using 

certain notations that represent them, the authoring can be performed in the context of the 

actual presentation. The notation free nature of the walk-through agent not only helps the 

author to focus on the actual presentation during media composition, but also eliminates the 

turn-around time between media composition and their actual presentation. Its ease of use 

can be expected due to its similarity to the WYSIWYG, i.e. what you see is what you get, 

interfaces such as common word processors. 
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As the timing of human interaction cannot be very accurate, together with its sequential 

nature, e.g. it is not possible to demonstrate two media to be presented exactly at the same 

time by interacting with their graphical interfaces, the walk-through agent is only suitable to 

be used to define coarse schedule. This situation is improved by supporting a number of 

operators, described in Section 9.3, to fine-tune an existing walk-through schedule 

repeatedly. In addition, if desired, the timeline editor could also be employed to modify a 

schedule created with the walk-through agent. 

The resource analysis technique described in Chapter 5, 6, and 7 is implemented and 

associated with each authoring tool. When a new composite media is formed, the resource 

analysis will be started implicitly. If a conflict is detected, the problem will be localized and 

exhibited. The author can therefore modify the composition accordingly or ask the system 

to suggest the conflict resolution. 

10.5 An Authoring Process Example 

To illustrate how a multimedia document is composed in our prototype system, a complete 

authoring example will be described in this section. The main authoring task is to produce 

a small multimedia document to teach basic music topics. The first part of this document 

introduces some basic music terms and a number of popular music instruments. The 

second part teaches the correct way to listen to the classic music. These two parts will be 

composed to occur sequentially. 

The composition begins by introducing the necessary basic media objects into the authoring 

environment. This can be done by pressing the buttons on the left of the main window as 

shown in Fig. 10.6 or by typing the media initialization statement in the scripting editor. 

After the necessary media objects are brought into the environment, they can be controlled 

and presented via their graphic interfaces, as shown in Fig. 10.7, and the composition can 

begin. 
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The plan for introducing basic music term is to describe each of them sequentially in text 

form with a corresponding speech running in the background. This can be done by 

creating a composite object for each music term composed from a text media object and an 

audio media object using the parallel operator. These composite objects can then be 

composed u ing the sequential operator to complete this part of composition. This part of 

composition could be done using the scripting editor as the scheduling is simple and the 

composition operators are obvious. 
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The music instruments are to be presented using a segment of speech, accompanied with a 

number of illustrations of the instruments, which are graphic media objects. Different 

portions of the instrument illustrations will be highlighted when the speech touches on 

them. As this part of the presentation involves more scheduling, i.e. the timing of the 

corresponding highlighting in accordance with the running speech, the walk-through agent 

is suitable to perform this task. First, the author walks through the presentation to record 

the speech. By walking through the presentation again, the illustrations of different music 

instruments are dubbed in. To specify the timing of the highlighting in the instrument 

illustrations, another batch of walk through sessions are employed. Additional walk

through sessions can then be used to tune the timing defined previously. A composite 

object, composed using the general timeline operator, will be created after this authoring 

process. 

After these two composite media objects are created, i.e. the introduction of basic music 

terms and music instruments, they are combined sequentially to form the first part of the 

multimedia document. The hierarchical structure editor can be used to do this composition 

once again. 

The second part of the document teaches the correct way to listen to the classic music. The 

plan is to have a speech as the main presentation. This main audio media object controls a 

text media object with highlighting effects, i.e. terms in the text will be highlighted when 

they are mentioned in the speech. Furthermore, when a term is highlighted, it needs to be 

selectable for further explanation. 

speech 

highligting 
text 

TIMELINE 

text speech 

CONDITIONAL 

••• 

text speech 

Fig. 10.8 The structure of a composite object during the authoring process 
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To implement the above plan, the explanation for each highlighted term is composed first. 

Each explanation contains a text object and a speech object composed using the parallel 

operator. These explanation objects are then turned into conditional composite objects, 

whose conditions are set by the user interaction primitive, "hot-spot" (button). These 

conditional explanation objects are then combined with the highlighted text using general 

timeline operator. After this composite object is created, i.e. the highlighted text containing 

a number of hot-spots for further explanation, it can be combined with the main speech 

using another timeline operator. The overall structure of this part of composition is shown 

in Fig. 10.8. This composition can be done using the walk-through editor as before. The 

hierarchical structure editor can also be used to visualize the structure of this composite 

object. 

During the whole composition process, when a new composite media is formed, resource 

analysis is performed to detect any conflict. During the music terms and instruments 

composition, no resource conflict is found. However, assuming only one audio speaker is 

available, conflicts exist during the composition of music listening. As a result, when the 

composite object for music listening is created, the system will detect this conflict by 

synthesizing the audio device usage profile. The conflict source is located by analysis 

which can be displayed, statically, in terms of its structure under the hierarchical editor. A 

schedule that exhibits the conflict is also derived. This schedule runs the master speech, 

i.e. the speech in the top most level, for a while and highlights the annotated text 

accordingly. When a term is highlighted and selectable, it will be selected automatically by 

the system. As the audio device is occupied by the master speech, the explanation text 

cannot be shown with its accompany speech. At this point, the system will stop the 

playback to ask the author to fix the problem. By changing the timeline operator into an 

escape operator to compose the master speech and the rest of the components, the conflict 

can be resolved. 

Finally, a single composite object is created using the sequential operator to combine the 

above composition to form the planned multimedia document. 

10.6 Future Enhancements to the Prototype System 
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It is obvious that there is room for improvement in the prototype system. These 

improvements might include, for example, a tool to help select proper media objects for 

multimedia composition (preparing the ingredients), a mechanism to generate document 

demonstrations, and enhancements of conditional composition. 

It is common that multimedia documents are composed by media objects selected from a 

library of media materials previously collected. It can therefore be difficult to find the 

proper materials during the multimedia production. Using a database to maintain the media 

materials can help to improve this situation. However, an effective indexing mechanism to 

aid in retrieval is media type dependent. For example, the most natural way to index 

pictures is using pictures, As a result, further exploration is needed on indexing 

mechanisms, that go beyond a text only approach, to support queries suitable for objects of 

various media types. 

Demonstrations of multimedia documents can be used to advertise the documents 

themselves. They can also provide document presentations which do not require any user 

interactions to serve as an on-line help to navigate the document. As a result, it will be 

useful if the demonstration can be generated automatically. The central part of this 

automatic generation lies in a strategy to find a default for each required user interaction 

during the presentation. 

Finally, the conditional composition needs to be enhanced. Currently, the only condition is 

set by the user interaction which is restricted to simple user actions supported by hot-spots 

(or buttons). Support for more conditions, such as conditions that are based on the 

navigation path and statistics of user interactions, will allow more interesting documents to 

be created. Support for more types of user interaction will enhance the document 

interactivity and therefore the degree of engagement during document navigation, and 

collect more information about the document readers to customize the presentation. Both 

enhancements will make possible the multimedia documents with more dynamic behavior. 

In addition to the specific enhancements to the prototype system described here, the next 

chapter will also consider future work applicable to the wider domain of multimedia 

authoring environment. 
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In this dissertation, a number of multimedia authoring techniques have been presented. 

Chapter 3 introduces a hierarchical framework to support high level authoring techniques. 

It treats various media uniformly, including user interaction and media types with 

unpredictable behavior such as program driven animation, to form the underlying document 

structure. Chapter 4 presented a general analysis framework which was a set of 

algorithms, described in Chapter 5, 6, and 7, to perform the resource analysis needed to 

detect any potential conflicts in the documents composed using this hierarchical framework. 

To augment this framework, a runtime presentation model with a number of flow control 

primitives is described in Chapter 8 to support flexible presentation flow control. 

Substitution of one flow cor.trol operation for others makes it possible for a multimedia 

document to support missing flow control or substitute more interesting alternatives. 

Chapter 9 introduces a new authoring paradigm, the walk-through approach. It enables a 

notation-free authoring process and reduces the turn-around time between media 

composition and test stages. It also enables multimedia authoring be performed in the 

context of the multimedia presentation itself. Finally, Chapter 10 presents the run-time 

structure of a prototype system to discuss a number of practical issues. All these 

techniques are aiming at improving the current multimedia authoring environment. 

The main theme of this research focuses on the usage side of multimedia technology. To 

be more specific, it seeks mechanisms to better utilize multimedia functionality available in 

various computer platforms and techniques to aid the multimedia authoring process in the 

hope that more interesting multimedia documents can be produced with less cost and 

difficulty, but covering more application domains such as entertainment, education, and 

communication. Only when the usage side of multimedia has been properly explored, can 

the technology side that makes the multimedia functionality available have a clear view of 

the best direction for future research efforts, and only once multimedia gains more ground 

in various application domains and the authoring task can be reasonably handled by the 

general public, can the use of multimedia become popular and important to our daily lives. 

The results from the research presented in this dissertation help to move one step forward 
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toward this objective, namely techniques to enhance the quality of the multimedia 

documents (with more flexible flow control and richer user interaction) and techniques to 

improve authoring environments (with ease of use, shorter turn-around time, and better 

authoring aids). However, there is still a long way to go. Additional research is necessary 

to realize the dream of making the effective use of multimedia functionality provided by 

different computer platforms. As multimedia documents combine various media using 

temporal, interactive and spatial relationships to form a consistent presentation, the future 

work will be discussed in these three areas. 

Temporal Relationships in the Document Architecture 

When continuous media, such as video and audio, are employed in a multimedia document, 

temporal issues cannot be ignored due to their time dependent behavior. To include 

continuous media materials in a document, their presentation needs to be scheduled in 

certain fashion. Hypertext provides a model for loose scheduling. In a hypertext-based 

multimedia document, the scheduling of the continuous media presentation is limited to 

specification of when the presentation is possible, i.e. when the hot spots to trigger them 

are shown on the screen. The actual time of presentation is not defined in the documents, 

but is determined during the presentation itself, i.e. when the reader navigates the 

documents. Together with the sequential browsing nature of hypertext, i.e. moving from 

one node to another node, the hypertext-based multimedia presentation becomes reader

paced and sequential-oriented. 

When strong scheduling and concurrently presented multiple media materials become 

important to express a concept, the hypertext model is not sufficient. Temporal based 

mechanism to compose the multimedia presentation, such as the framework presented in 

Chapter 3, are used to cope with this difficulty. This type of composition mechanism 

enables the browsing semantics, (the order and the timing of the document navigation) to 

be specified with the documents. A self-scheduled multimedia presentation is therefore 

possible. 

However, both reader-paced and self-scheduled presentations have their advantages and the 

author might want them in the same document --- for example, in an educational or 

classroom setting. Here, usually, a topic is taught following a pre-defined schedule. This 
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schedule represents the instructor's strategy to teach and present the materials, including the 

ordering of various related sub-topics (from the basic and simple to the subtle and 

difficult), the synchronization among different presentations (using gestures, drawing and 

speech together to illustrate a complicated concept), and the timing control (maximal time 

for questions). A temporal based composition mechanism is suitable for such self

scheduled documents. However, during the presentation, the instructor usually will give 

questions, tests, or homework to the students for them to work on their own, with or 

without reference materials. In this self-paced working process, the instructor does not 

impose constraints on the schedule other than providing the necessary materials for the 

student. A document structure, such as hypertext, will be suitable for this reader-paced 

study. 

As these two types of presentations are common, a multimedia document architecture needs 

to support both. However, temporal-based structures used for composing self-scheduled 

presentation is not suitable for making reader-paced presentations. This is because that the 

temporal relationship is the basic glue in such temporal-based structures. Reader-paced 

presentations, on the other hand, do not exhibit much temporal relationship among different 

media materials in the presentations. Instead, they are usually combined together using 

spatial relationships. The same argument applies to the use of the structure suitable to 

reader-paced presentations for self-scheduled presentations. A document structure to 

accommodate both types of presentations is therefore attractive. How to establish an 

architecture to support both becomes an interesting topic. No matter how it is constructed, 

either by merging different structures into one or building a bridge and connection between 

structures, this architecture needs to provide a uniform document representation and 

smooth transition from one type of presentation to another type of presentation. 

User Interactivity 

User interactivity in a multimedia document is critical in turning the presentation into an 

active experience instead of a passive viewing process. It can make the multimedia 

presentation more interesting by enhancing the degree of user engagement. The video 

game is an extreme example. Most of its presentation, other than the demonstration part, is 

driven by the users so that intensive engagement can be experienced. Although the 

framework presented in Chapter 3 treats user interaction as a special type of media to enable 
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user interactivity in the multimedia documents more work can be done to increase the user 

interactivity. 

First, only simple types of user interaction are supported at present, i.e. buttons and 

menus, and the only interesting use of these interaction media is through the conditional 

and selection composition with other media materials. To support richer user interactivity, 

more types of user interaction at different levels --- in lexical, syntactical and semantic level 

--- need to be considered. More flexible compositions constructs for interaction media with 

various media materials, other than the conditional and selection, are also necessary. 

Second, different uses of user interaction in a multimedia presentation need to be explored 

and supported. At present, user interaction is used to control the presentation flow, i.e. to 

stop/resume, speed up, slow down the presentation, and to control the presentation 

sequence, i.e. to determine the navigation path. This includes supplying necessary data to 

other media material, and implicitly utilizing the user interaction to customize the 

presentation, e.g. detecting navigation problem and providing road maps. It will also be 

interesting to incorporate an intelligent component to analyze user interaction to make the 

presentation adapt accordingly. 

Finally, user interaction with more than one user is an important new direction. Use of 

multimedia for the purpose of communication and collaboration, concurrent access to 

multimedia documents by multiple users in a distributed environment, or video games 

designed for multiple players, are some examples. The challenge here resides in the huge 

data volume to be transported, the real time requirements from continuous media, and the 

interaction among users. Document structure and run-time support mechanisms and 

system architecture, originally designed for document presentation with a single user in 

mind, will need to be enhanced and modified to cope with the challenge introduced by 

these new application domains. 

Spatial Layout 

Spatial layout is a difficult problem. The challenge is in the difficulty of finding algorithms 

for aesthetic guidance which are described more artistically and subjective than 

systematically and objective. As a result, human designers are usually involved in most of 
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the display layout tasks. A number of tools have been developed to aid designers in 

performing this complex task[Myer83, Maul89b, Huds90b, Huds93c, Kimw93]. Even 

when algorithms can be found for a very specific layout problems, they usually have 

limitation on their application due to fixed screen size and changing aesthetic criteria under 

different situation, see for example tree layout algorithms[Weth79, Rein8l]. 

One factor that makes the layout problem for multimedia documents an even more difficult 

problem is the dynamic nature of its presentation. During the presentation, media materials 

appear or disappear in the display according to the pre-defined schedule and user 

interaction. A dynamic layout policy will then be needed to make more interesting and 

efficient screen arrangements. A static layout policy, i.e. assigning the size and a fixed 

location to each media material at the authoring time might cause problem with overlapping 

displays or inefficient use of screen space during the presentation. Furthermore, with a 

static layout policy, the author cannot arrange for the location and the size of a media 

presentation to be changed dynamically to enhance the concept he or she want to express. 

As an example, the most important media presentation usually takes the largest and the 

central portion of the display with the rest surrounding or by the side of this main 

presentation. As the importance of certain media presentation can change over time, it will 

be more efficient in expressing the idea if the location and the size of a media presentation 

can be adjusted accordingly. This ability to manipulate the screen real estate, i.e. location 

and size, provides the author another control dimension to enhance his concept and idea 

when applying multimedia capabilities. 

An initial thought for providing dynamic layout is to develop analysis techniques similar to 

those introduced in Chapter 4 to calculate a structure representing screen state transitions. 

Each screen state contains a number of media objects to be presented concurrently for 

certain amount of time. For each screen state, a static layout policy can be readily applied. 

From one screen state to another screen state, the change in media objects can be 

determined to aid the author in re-arranging the screen space usage. For a smoother screen 

state transition, animation can be used to fill in the mental gap for any resizing or 

repositioning actions. This can be done by allowing the change of media properties to be 

scheduled in the same way as regular media presentation actions. However, before these 

ideas can be put into practice, further exploration and study needs to be pursued. 
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THE BNF OF A SIMPLE LANGUAGE FOR MULTIMEDIA 
DOCUMENTS 

program 

statements 

statement 

construction 

presentation 

initialization 

inicexpr 

::= statements 

".. -

.. -.. -

.. -

.. -,,-

.. -

.. -

statement 
statements statement 

construction 
presentation 
secand_query 
misc 

initialization 
composition 

PRESENT identifier; 

identifier = inicexpr ; 

general_type ( 

) 
ANIMATION ( 

) 
TIMER ( 

filename, 
screen_location, 
optionaI_screen_location 

filename, 
animation_sequence, 
screen_location, 
optionaI_screen_location 

INTEGER 
screen_location 

general_type .. - AUDIO 
GRAPH 
TEXT 
VIDEO 
RECORDER 

screen_location ::= ( INTEGER, INTEGER) 

optionaCscreen_location ::= screen_location 
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composition ".. -
".. -

paralleCtype .. -

mapping 

integers 

child 

children 

.. -.. -

.. -

.. -.. -

.. -

optionaCproperties ::= 
I 

properties 

property 

.. -.. -

.. -.. -

empty 

identifier = comp_expr ; 

generaCcomp_expr 
SELECT ( optional_menu_items 

children 
optional_screen_location 

) 
CONDITIONAL (child I child) 
PARALLEL ( paralleCtype 

I 

children 
optional_screen_location 

) 
INTERLEAVED_SYNC ( 

SELECTED 
SHORTEST 
LONGEST 

children 
mapping 
optional_screen_location 

MAPPING : ( integers ) 

INTEGER 
integers I INTEGER 

comp_op ( children optionaCscreen_location ) 

REPEAT 
GENERAL_ TIMELINE 
ESCAPE 
SEQUENTIAL 

identifier optional_properties 

child 
children child 

properties 
empty 

properties I property 
properties 

INT property_name: INTEGER 
PAIR property_name: (INTEGER I INTEGER) 
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property_name 

secand_query 

query .. -

.. -.. -

.. -
STRING 

query 
set 

? predefined_property ( identifier) ; 
? dynamic_property ( identifier) ; 
LIST 

predefined_property::= 
I 
I 
I 

duration 
Info 
starCtlme 
end_time 

dynamic_property ::= 

set 

unit 

empty 

misc 

conunand 

filemame 

identifier 

.. -

.. -.. -

.. -.. -

.. -.. -

.. -

.. -.. -

.. -.. -

.. -

STRING 

SET DURATION ( identifier) INTEGER unit) ; 
SET STOPFLAG ( identifier) stop_flag) ; 
SET DEFAULT general_type filename; 

SECOND 
MILISECOND 
MICROSECOND 

DEFAULT 
NONE_STOP 
SMALL_LOOP 
BIG_LOOP 
NORMAL 

NULL 

DUMP 
HALT 
HELP command 
SOURCE filename 
setenv identifier STRING 
prlntenv identifier 

identifier 

identifier 

STRING 
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APPENDIX B 

A SAMPLE MULTIMEDIA DOCUMENT SPECIFICATION 

/ / This is t.h'" sp",cificat.ion for t.h'" sampl", dOCllnl",nt. ill :].?ct.ion 1. S. 

pl=TEXT (pl. t.xt., (169,100) ) ; 
p2=TEXT (p2. t.xt, (169,100) ) ; 
~~ET DURATION (p2) (~,OO SECOND); 
p3=TEXT(p3.txt, (169,100)); 
p4=TEXT(p4.t.xt, (169,100)); 
p21=TEXT(p21.txt, (169,100)); 
p22=TEXT(p22.txt, (169,100)); 
p2-I=TEXT(p23. txt., (169,100) ) ; 
p24=TEXT(pZ4. txt, (Hi9, 100) ) ; 
p25=TEXT(pZS.txt., (411,100)); 
p26=TEXT(pZ6.t.xt., (169,100)); 
p2 7=TEXT (p27 . tx t, (411, 100) ) ; 
p21:l=TEXT(p28.txt, (411,100)); 
p29=TEXT(p2'1.txt, (169,100)); 
p210=TEXT(p210.txt, (169,100)); 
p21l=TEXT (p211 . txr., (411, 100) ) ; 
p212=TEXT(p212.txt, (169,100)); 
p41l=TEXT(p411.t.xt, (169,260)); 
p412=TEXT(p412.txt, (169,260)); 
r,411=TEXT(p413.t.xt., (16'1,260)); 
p414=TEXT(p414.txt, (lfi9,260)); 
].>4]O,=TEXT(p415.t.xt, (11)9,260)); 
p41fi=TEXT(p4Hi.t.xt, (16'1,260)); 
pt.Pd'J",=GRAPH (titl",pdg",.xbrn, (16'1,100)); 
,~ET [JURATION (ptP.]9"') (1 00 ,~ECOND); 
PI11Pd9",=GRAPH(mt.it.l",.xbm, (169,100)); 
::~ET DURATION (pmpdW') (ZOO ,:;ECOND); 
pflut.",=GHAPH (flut",.xbm, (16'1,100)); 
pobu",=(;RAPH (nbc,,,,. xbm, ( lfi9, 100) ) ; 
r,h.HT,=GHAPH (Ildrp.xbm, (169,100)); 
pfc,(,t=URAPH (foutts. xbm, (169,192) ) ; 
pgfd",f=GRAPH (,Lf_clE-f .xbrn, (169,270)); 
P9r:md=GHAPH (9L'ancl_sl . xbrn, (411,244) ) ; 
pl1ot p CJf=GRAPH(nr,t",_gf.xbm, (411,211)); 
pst.dff =GRAPH (stdff. xbm, (Hi9, 20S) ) ; 
ptim",sig=GHAPH (t im.~_si<:J. xbm, (169,257) ) ; 
pvio1inl=GRAPH(violinsl.xbm, (169,100)); 
pvic,lin2=GRAPH(vinlinsZ .xbm, (15H, 1(0)); 
pvh,linl=GHAPH(viulins3 .xbm, (6H4, 100)); 
pviol in4=GRAPH(vinlim,4 .xbm, (638,100)); 
ppianol =GRAPH (piallos 1. xbm, (169,100) ) ; 
ppiallo2=GRAPH (pianos2 .xbm, (16'),100)) ; 
PI)i.)no1=GRAPH (pianos3. xbm, (169,100) ) ; 
pch-uml=GRAPH(drumsl.xbm, (169,100)); 
pclulln2=GHAPH (drums2 .xbm, (169,100) ) ; 
pdrum):c;RAPH (dr·llmsl.xbm, (169,100)); 
ddctiv"'=AUDIO(activ@.du,(O,O)); 
pit.ch=AUDIO(pit.ch.dll, (0,0)); 
stdff=AIj[)IO(~,tdff.all, (0,0)); 
not",=AUDI() (not",.all, (0,0)); 
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u,st=AUDIO (rest. :lU, (0,0) ) ; 
llIusica=AllDIO (llIu~,ic_alpha . .:ill, (0, 0) ) ; 
d",f=AllDIO(d",f .all, (0, 0)); 
notestaff=AllDIO(not",_un_staff . .:ill, (0, 0)); 
9t·ancCst.J ff=AUDIO (9rand_sta ff . au, (0, 0) ) ; 
dl.lr,l=AUnIO (DURATION .au, (0, 0) ) ; 
b",at=AUDIO(b"'clt.all, (0, 0)); 
barline=AllDIO(bat-line_rneaSlIt-es.au, (0,0)); 
timesi9=AUDIO(tirnesi9.au, (0, 0)); 
butteL"fly=AUDIO(blitteL"fl.all, (0,0)); 
spbutt.erfly=AUDIO(spbutteL"fl.all, (0, 0)); 
~~ET "~TOPFLA(;(spblittet-fly) DEFAULT; 
t.3rn=AUDIO(bpat-t..au, (0, 0)); 
helpin9=AUDIO(toc:cata.au, (0,0)); 
welc=AUDIO(welcorne.au, (0, 0)); 

an41=ANIMATION(p41.TEX1',p41n.ani, (169,100), (100,100)); 
dd = INTERLEAVED_SYNC (aactive, an41 MAPPING: (1,54,58,62,66,70,74,85)); 
ddd=ESCAPE(aactive, 

) ; 

p411(contt-ol:l, st.irne:55,location: (57,89) ,size: (41,ifi)), 
p412 (,'ontrol: 1, stirne:S'J, location: (105,89), siz",: (47,16)), 
p413 (contt-ol: 1, stirne:63, location: (159, 1:l'J) ,size: (41, Hi)), 
p414 (con::t-ol: 1, stirne:67, loc:ation: (207,89), size: (41,16)), 
p415 (,~ontrol: 1, stirne:71, location: (255,89), size: (47,16)), 
p416 !control: 1, stime:75, location: (309,89), size: (59,16)) 

,ln42=ANIMATION(p42.TEXT,p42n.ani, (169,100), (100,100)); 
t.hi=INTERLEAVED_~WNC (butterfly, an42 mappin~J: (1,2,1,4,11,14,17,21,27,37,50, 

R5, 86,87, 93, 96,97, 107,128, 1 7fi, 181, 183, 185) ) ; 
t.431=~~ELE(,T(melluit ((0,220) 

"LISTEN WITH HELP 
"LISTEN WITHOUT HELP "I, 

butterfly(parm:l), 
butterfly(parm:2), 
butt",t-fly (parm: 1) ) ; 

r.41=REPEAT(r.411 (t"t.inH·:2) , (lOa, 100)); 
t42=PARALLEL(~~ELECTED, pmpaw', spbuttet-fly(s",l",p:l), (l00, 100)); 
dyt.im",=TIMER(l, (1,1)); 
t.4=c~EQlJENTIAL Iddd, dyt im.." t.42, t4 3) ; 

::~ET [JURATION (p2l) (loa SECOND); 
t.21=PARALLEL(SELECTED, pitch (s,,,lep: 1), p21, (100,100) ); 
~~ET DURATION(p22) (100 ~~ECOND); 

t221 =GENERAL_ TIMELINE (p22, pst,] f fist ime: 10) ) ; 
t.22=PARALLEL(::~ELECTED, st.aff (s"'h'p: 1), t.221); 
::~ET [JURATION (p2 3) (1 00 ~:;ECOND); 

t.21=PARALLEL(SELECTED, not", (s ... l",p: I) , p23); 
::~ET DURATION(p24) (100 ~~EC'ON[)); 

t.24=PARALLEL(SELEC'TED, rest(selep:l), (24); 
~~ET [HJ RA'rI ON (p25) (100 SECOND); 
t.2 ",=PARALLEL (SELECTED, musica (selep: 1) ,p2 5) ; 
::~ET DURATlON(p26) (100 SECOND); 
t.261 =GENERAL_TmELINE (p26, P9fc1ef (st im",: 15) ) ; 
t.26=PARALLEL(~~ELE(,TED, ,'l",f (sel",p: 1), t.2(1); 
t,ET DURATION(p27) (100 t,ECOND); 
t271=GENERAL_TIMELINE(p27, pnote9f (stim",: 10)); 
t27=PARALLEL(SELECTED, Ilotestaff(s",lep:l), t271); 
"ET [JURATION (p28) (100 ~:;E(,OND); 

t281 =GENERAL_TIMELINE (p28, P~Jt-':Uld (st ime: 24) ) ; 
t.28=PARALLEL (:::;ELECTED, 9t-and_stuff (s",l",p: 1), t281); 
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"~ET DURATION (p29) (100 "~ECOND); 
t29=PARALLEL(SELECTED, du~a(selep:l), p29); 
"~ET DURATION (p210) (100 "~ECOND); 
t2101=GENERAL_TIMELINE(p210, pfl)ot (stime:l0)); 
t210=PARALLEL(~~ELECTED, beat (selep: 1), t2101); 
~~ET DURATION (p211) (100 SECOND); 
r.211=PARALLEL(SELECTED, badine(selep:l), p211); 
~~ET DURATION (p212) (100 ::~ECOND); 

t2121=GENERAL_TIMELINE(p212, ptimesig(stime:lO)); 
t.212=PARALLEL (SELECTED, timesig (selep: 1), t212l); 

t2i=~:;EC)UENTIAL(t21, t22, t23, t24, t26, t29, t210,t212); 
t2o=GENERAL_TIMELINE (p2, 

t25(cont~ol:1, stime:l, rtime:2, timeout:500, 
locatil)n: (59,65) ,size: (116,1'3)), 

t27(eont.t-ol:l, ~~time:1, t-time:2, timeout.:500, 
loea t ion: (59, 91) , ~~ i ze: ( 116, 1'3 ) ) , 

t28(control:l, stime:1, ~time:2, timeout:500, 
1 oca t i on: (59, 11 7 ) , s i z e: (96, 1'3 ) ) , 

t211 (contt-ol:1, Gtime:1, ~time:2, timeout:c,OO, 
location: (5'J,14'3) ,size: (146,1'3)) 

) ; 

t2=SELECT(menuit«0,220) 
"IMPORTANT TERM~~ 
"OPTIONAL TERM~:; ,,), t.2i, Un, t.2i); 

t31 =~~E(lUENTIAL (pv i 01 inl ,pV io 1 i n2, pv iol in '3, pv i (I 1 in4) ; 
t. 32=~~E(lUENTIAL (ppianol, ppiano2, ppianol); 
t.l'3=~~E(lUENTIAL(pdruml, pdnlm2, pdnlm'3); 
Ll4=~~E(lUENTIAL (pha t-p, pob.:,,?, pf lut_e) ; 
t.'3sel=SELECT(menuit.«0,220) 

"VIOLIN 
"PIANO 
" DRut~ 
"OTHER "),tll,t.'32,tl1,t14,t31); 

t.'3rep=REPEAT(t'3m(rt.ime:20)); 
t'3=PARALLEL(SELECTED, tlrep, t1~wl(~~el",p:1)); 

drnain=~~ELECT(rnenuit. «0,100) 
"r~U~~I(, BM~IC 

"t~IJ~:;rC IN~~TRUt~ENT!:~ 

"LEARNING TO LI~:;TEN "),t.2,t3,t4,helpinq); 
rdmain=REPEAT(drn.'1in(nim",:10)) ; 
weI corni nCJ=PARALLEL (~:;ELECTED, wel'~ (s",1 ep: 1) ,ptpaqe) ; 
dwlwl'''=~~EC)UENTIAL(welcnminCJ, t-drnain); 
"~ET DEFAULT AUDIO poqo. au; 
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